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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis computer programming and programming 

systems are studied, with a view to reducing the time 

required to debug programs written in high level programming 

languages. A general approach to the detection, location 

and correction of bugs is developed; and the provision of 

debugging facilities for high level languages is discussed 

with respect to three major issues : 

- What information does the programmer need to 

help him debug his programs? 

- How should this information be presented to him? 

- How can this information be made available? 

Firstly, the programming process is analysed, and the 

various types of program errors are identified. Ways in 

which these errors can be avoided, and treatment of those 

errors which can be detected by the computer are discussed. 

Special attention is then paid to those errors known as 'bugs', 

which cannot normally be detected by the computer. 

A variety of debugging tools, for use in both batch

processing and interactive environments, is discussed, with 

emphasis on the information they provide and how they can be 

controlled. Techniques for using these tools ·are developed. 

Examination of existing debugging facilities shows that 

four different methods of implementation are commonly used. 

These methods are described, and examples given of how they 

have been used in existing systems. Advantages and 

disadvantages of each method are discussed, and some 

improvements suggested for each. 

Finally, the application of one of these methods in 

providing debugging facilities for a particular language is 

described in detail. The design of the debugging facilities 

and their implementation are developed in a way which could 

easily be adapted to other programming languages. 
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Chapter 0 

INTRODUCTION 

A useful and instructive paradigm for computer program

ming is to consider it as a game, played by a programmer and 

a computer. In this game the programmer's goal is to make 

the computer perform a specified task, while the computer's 

goal is to avoid doing it. In each round the programmer 

and the computer have one turn each, and the game finishes 

when the programmer succeeds in his goal. The programmer, 

in his turn, presents the computer with a schedule of 

commands, called a program, which is intended to instruct 

the computer to perform the required task. For its turn, 

the computer takes the program and, unless it can find 

something wrong with the program, proceeds to obey the 

program commands; this is called execution of the program. 

If the computer succeeds in finding a fault in the program, 

or if it executes the program without performing the 

required task, then the programmer is usually said to have 

a bug in his program, and the game continues. Between rounds 

the programmer examines his program and, using any information 

the computer has provided about it, tries to locate and remove 

the bugs; this is called debugging the program. 

The programmer does not usually do very well at this game 

and games often last for many rounds. This is partly because 

of the programmer's limited ability to express himself in a 

consistent logical fashion; and partly because the rules of 

the game are rather unfair on him. Progressively the rules 

have been changed to improve the prograrmner's performance and 

reduce the number of rounds in each game. Most notably, he 

may now present his program in a language which allows him to 

express himself more easily, rather than one which is easy 

for the computer to understand. Such languages are commonly 

called high level programming languages; and the computer 

understands programs written in these languages by using other 

programs, called translators or compilers, to translate them 

into its own language. 
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The rules of the game, however, still allow the computer 

to be elusive in describing any errors it finds, and to with

hold information about an attempted execution of the program 

(see for example (Barr 71)). Though it has long been held 

by some that computers should not be allowed to use these 

tactics (see for example (Halp 65)), little has been done 

about it. In this thesis, programming and programming 

systems are examined with a view to improving the programmer's 

performance. 

The kinds of errors which occur are analysed and some 

suggestions made on how the programmer can improve his play 

(Chapter 1). Rules are discussed which make the game fairer 

on the programmer, by dictating what information the computer 

must divulge, and giving the programmer control over what 

information he receives. These rules are called debugging 

tools, and ways in which the programmer can use them, called 

debugging techniques~ are also discussed (Chapter 2). 

A collection of debugging tools is called a debugging facility 

or debugging system, and four different methods of implementing 

debugging facilities (i.e. ways of enforcing these rules) are 

discussed. A number of programming systems which have used 

each of these methods are discussed (Chapter 3), and details 

of the application of one of these methods in providing 

debugging facilities for a particular language _are presented 

(Chapter 4). The language used is called MUSSEL, for Massey 

University Structured Student Language (Gord 72), and details 

of this language are given in the text and in the appendices. 



Chapter 1 

PROGRAM PATHOLOGY 

1.0 Introduction to Debugging 

"Programmers call their errors 'bugs' to 

preserve their sanity; that number or 

'mistakes' would not be psychologically 

acceptable" 

(Hopkins, NATO Conr. 1968) 

The set or all errors which can occur in computer 

programs written in high-level languages is uncountable. 

In this chapter these errors are discussed, with respect 

to cause, prevention, detection, diagnosis and correction. 

Suggestions are made concerning language design, compiler 

design , programmer education and programming itselr. 

Attention to these points can result in programs conta i n ing 

rewer bugs, and in those bugs being easier to rind and 

correct. 

1.1 c, assirication or Errors 

When a program is known to be incorrect it is ror one 

or the rollowing reasons: 

it violates the rules governing rormation or 

programs in the language, i.e. a syntax error 

is detected. 

it violates the rules governing the use or 

symbols in the language, i.e. a semantic error 

is detected. 

it violates the limitations or the hardware or 
operating system, i.e. a system error is detected. 

it executes but does not produce the correct 

output, i.e. an output-scrutini zati on-time error 

is detected. 

- 3 -
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A l:lli1 of a program consists of three stages: 

compilation, execution and output scrutinization. Particular 

types of errors, from the four types listed above, are detect

ed at each stage . In the first two stages errors are detect

ed by the computer, and in the last stage they are detected 

by the programmer. 

1.1.1 Compilation 

Compilation errors, or compile - time errors, are errors 

which can be detected in the static text of the program. 

These include all syntax errors, some semantic errors and 

some system errors. 

The semantic errors detected at compile-time a~e those 

involving the attributes of symbols which are known at compile-

time. Many of these are connected with declarations : e.g. 

using an identifier which has not been declared, declaring 

an identifier more than once, or using a variable in a 

context which is not compatible with the declared attributes. 

These will be called static semantic errors . 

The system errors detected at compile-time are errors 

in which the static form of the program violates the system 

limitations, e.g . static storage re~uired for program and 

data areas exceeds the amount of core available, or reference 

is made to a non-ex i stent I/0 device. These will be called 

static system errors . 

If the compiler has a separate loading phase, in which 

the loader combines program modules to build the core load, 

then most static system errors will normally be detecied by 

the loader. In 'load-and-go' compilers, e.g. WATFOR (Shan 67), 
DITRAN (Moul 67), CORC (Conw 63) and PL/C (Conw 73), the 

program is compiled directly into core and there is no 

separate loading phase. Since loading is not necessarily a 

distinct phase, no distinction is made between errors detected 

during loading and other compile-time errors. 
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1 • 1 • 2 Execution 

Execution errors, or run-time errors, are errors which 

can be de tected in the dynamic execution of the program. 

These consis t of semantic errors and system errors which are 

only apparent when the program is executed. These will be 

called dynamic s e mantic errors and dyna~ic system errors 

respective ly. 

Dynamic semantic errors are usually concerned with the 

values of variables or expressions, e .g. referencing a 

variable which has not been defined; using an array index . 
which is out s ide t he declared bounds; dividing by zero, or 

making s ome other arithmetic error, such as causing overflow 

or underflow. The attributes of identifiers and expressions 

can mostly be determined at compile-time. The most notable 

exception is checking the number and types of actual parameters 

passed in procedure calls. Whether parameters can be checked 

at compile-time depends on the language. In FORTRAN no 

checking of parameters is possible since subroutine names are 

merely treated as external symb ols. In ALGOL 60 (Naur 63) 

actual parameters can be checked except where the procedure 

name is a formal parameter . In ALGOL 68 (Lind 71) procedure 

declarations include the number and type of parameters of formal 

procedures, allowing all parameter checking to be done at 

compile-time (Lang 73) . In Burroughs B67OO ALGOL parameter s 

of formal procedures may optionally be declared. If declared 

they are checked at compile-time. Requiring that formal 

parameters be completely specified, including the parameters 

of formal procedures, not only allows errors in procedure calls 

to be detected at compile-time, rather than at run-time, but 

also allows procedure calls to be implemented more efficiently, 

since there is no need to check the number and types of para

meters at run-time. 

Dynamic system errors are usually concerned with -

values outside the representable range (i.e. overflow and 

underflow), dynamic storage requirements exceeding the avaiiable 

core, or the exceeding of arbitrary limitations imposed by the 

operating system or user, e.g. size of execution stack, exec

ution time or number of pages of output allowed. 
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A significant feature of run-time errors is that they 

are very often data-dependent. A program might work perfectly 

well on one set of data, and fail with another. In most 

cases this is due to faulty log ic, since th~ logic does not 

cater for some unusual combination of data which may arise. 

In other cases the new data may involve larger values, more 

dynamic storage demands or more execution time, and thus 

cause the violation of some system limitation. For example, 

a program using recursive procedure calls may overflow the 

processor stack for some data, but not for others, depending 

on the · depth of recursion reached. 

1 • 1 • 3 Output Scrutinization 

The fact that a prog ram is compiled and executed without 

any errors being automatically detected is, of course, no 

guarantee that it is correct. Errors remaining at this stage 

are detected by the programmer on inspection of the output. 

In some cases the presence of an error will be immediately 

obvious from the output, in other cases the output may look 

quite reasonable. When this happens the error can only be 

discovered on close examination of the results. 

As with run-time errors, errors discovered from output 

scrutinization can be data-dependent, and can often go undetec

ted until a program has been in production use for some time. 

For this reason program t est ing is an extremely important stage 

in the development of a program. In any non-trivial prog ram 

exhaustive testing is not possible, yet test data must con

stitute a sufficiently wide sample that all sections of the 

program are tested adequately. Systematic methods of program 

testing have been developed, for further discussion the reader 

is referred to a collection of papers covering various aspects 

of program testing, edited by W. C. Hetzel (Hetz 73). 

1.2 Treatment of Compilation Errors 

The treatment of syntactically incorrect programs has 

been largely overlooked in the implementation of most compilers 

and completely ignored by most authors writing on the subject. 
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There is a tacit assumption that the programs being analysed 

are correct, with no provision being made for adequate diagnosis 

of incorrect prog rams, largely because such provision detracts 

from the elegance and efficiency of the parsing algorithm. 

The detection of syntax errors, in most cases, is quite 

adequate, though diagnosis of them usually leaves a lot to be 

desired. The compile r should be able to pinpoint the exact 

symbol at which no valid parse could be continued. This is 

a failing of most top-down recognisers, since an error may not 

be appa:ent until several more symbols have been parsed . It 

is then difficult to go back and find out how much of the state

ment was correct. 

Having located the error, a meaningful diagnost ic message 

should be given. This means an actual descriptive message , 

not a cryptic error code which must be looked up in the approp

riate manual. The message should also be reasonab ly specific. 

Examples of vague and ambiguous error messages can be found in 

most FORTRAN manuals, e . g . ' Unidentifiable statement ', or 

'Syntax error in FORMAT statement '. On the other hand there 

is a dange r in making the error message more specific than is 

warranted. For example, the Burroughs Extended Alg ol compiler 

often is sues mess ages such as 'righ t parenthesis expected'. 

Seeing this error message leads many programmers to believe 

that they should insert a right parenthesis at the point indic

ated. Unfortunately this is usually not true . The lesson 

here is that diagnostic messages should encourage the program

mer to examine the statements he has written and think about 

what he intended them to be rather than attempting to determine 

what correction should be made. 

Diagnosis of static semantic errors is more difficult 

than diagnosis of syntax errors. Many such errors are not 

detected until quite late in the compilation phase (e.g. 

reference to a non-existent label, where.labels are not dec

lared explicitly) . By this stage most information about the 

source program has been lost and it is not possible for the 

diagnostic to indicate in which statement the error occurred, 

or the name of the symbol involved. 
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In order to give good diagnost ics it is necessary to 

retain as much information about the source prog ram as might 

be required. In particular it should be possible to quote 

the symbolic name associated with any program entity, and to 

determine from wh ich s ource statement any section of object 

code was compiled. One way of doing this is to insert a 

dummy instruction at the beginning of the object code for 

each source statement. Another method is to create a 'state

ment map' which points to the beginning of the object code for 

each source statement. 

In many cases the type of error described above could be 

detected much earlier if suitable modifications were made to 

the syntax of the language . For example , reference to a non

existent label is detected immediately if the languag e require s 

that all labels be declared before they are u s ed, as in 

Burroughs B6700 ALGOL . In a language allowing 

calls to separately compiled subprograms, such as in FORTRAN, 

call s to unknown subprograms are detected i mmediately if such 

external identifi e rs are declared at the beginning of the 

prog ram. 

The next problem is: what does the compiler do after it 

detects an error? In an incremental compiler (Kat z 69, 

Pecc 68, Rish 70, Ryan 66), after the error message has been 

typed the programmer can retype the line and the compiler can 

begin to parse it again, without affecting the compilation 

of the rest of the program at all. In a non-incremental 

compiler it is necessary to have an error-recovery strategy, 

built into the parsing algorithm and semantic routines, allow

ing the parse to recover after an error has been detected. 

The aims of the error-recovery scheme are firstly, to allow 

analysis of the program to continue, so that as many errors as 

possible are detected in each run, and secondly to prevent the 

production of large numbers of consequential error-messages (i.e. 

messages describing conditions which are the results of earlier 

errors) in statements which do not themselves contain any 

errors. For example, if the declaration of an identifier is 

incorrect or omitted, subsequent use of the identifier 

normally leads to a consequential error-message indicating the 
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use of an undeclared identifier. Omission of a semi-colon 

(where it is used as a statement delimiter), or a closing 

bracket (e.g. string quote, parenthesis or end) usually leads 

to an assortment of consequential error-messages. In this 

case it is usually quite difficult to determine where the 

omitted character should have been, and recovery is difficult. 

Recovery from a syntax error typically consists of the 

addition, alteration or deletion of one or more symbols so 

that a valid construction can be parsed (Grie 71). The 

simplest approach, which is frequently used, is to search for . 
the beginning of the next statement (indicated by a semi-colon, 

or end-of-line), and continue scanning from there. Using this 

approach, if a statement contains more than one error, only 

one is detected. Also, consequential error-messages may be 

produced later, as a result of code b eing i gnored whe n scanning 

is resumed at the beginning of t h e next statement (Smit 67). 

A more satisfactory scheme, which is used in PL/C 

(Conw 73), is to search for the next statement keyword, and 

continue scanning from there. This is greatly facilitated 

by the fact that, in PL/C, statement keywords (BEGIN, END, 

CALL,GOTO, etc.) are reserved. This approach is more 

successful than searching for the beginning of the next state

ment, since the next keyword is likely to occur before the 

beginning of the next statement, and because omission of 

semicolons is one of the most frequent syntax errors in PL/I 

programs. This approach could not easily be used in a 

language allowing keywords to be used as identifiers. Special 

treatment is required for any construction which does not 

begin with a keyword; prefixes and assignment statements in 

the case of PL/I. 

A syntax-checking method for ALGOL 60 which always 

continues scanning at the symbol immediately following an 

error is described in (Liet 64). This syntax-checker uses 

an extended form of table-directed parser, and does no trans

lating. Translation is performed later, if the syntax is 

correct. 
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Recovery from static semantic errors presents rather 

different problems. These errors typically involve incorrect 

or omitted declarations, or misuse of identifiers. In most 

cases an operation on the symbol-table can be used to effect 

recovery. For example, if a reference to an undeclared 

variable name is detected, then that name is placed in the 

symbol-table, along with any attributes that can be deduced 

from the context of its use, and an indication that the entry 

was made by an error-recovery routine. Then any subsequent 

use of the identifier in a compatible context will not result 

in an error-message, since the identifier will already be in 

the symbol-table. 

Some compilers, after detection of an error, attempt not 

only to continue the pause, but to correct the error and con

tinue translating . Using automatic e rror-correction, as this 

is called, executable object code is produced for every program, 

and execution is nearly always attempted. The argument 

supporting automatic error-correction (Free 64, Hedr 70, Iron 63) 
is that by executing every program, even though compilation 

errors may have been detected, the programmer received maximum 

information from every run, and thus takes fewer runs to debug 

his program. In CORC (Free 64) this philosophy is carried to 

the point where a statement which cannot be corrected is 

ignored, and replaced by a statement which prints a message 

indicating that at that point a statement has been omitted. 

While the execution of a 'corrected' program may lead to 

the discovery of further bugs, it is also destined, by the 

garbage-in-garbage-out principle, to lead to the production of 

many incorrect and misleading results. This being the case, 

the effort required to differentiate between output, including 

error messages, which is genuinely relevant to the program 

and that which is the result of unsuccessful error-correction 

will normally prevent the programmer from obtaining any sig

nificant information. In the case of a program using disk 

or tape files, it may be particularly dangerous to execute a· 

program which has been 'corrected'. It is usual to allow the 

programmer to set an option specifying the number of errors 

which will be tolerated. By setting this to zero any such 

risks can be avoided. 
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1.3 Treatment of Run-time Errors 

The treatment of run-time errors is, in most cases, 

far worse than treatment of compile-time errors. In many 

cases errors are simply not detected, with unpredictable 

conse~uenc es (e.g. array bound errors, or modification of 

loop control variable, in many FORTRAN compilers), and when 

errors are detected the diagnos is of them is often completely 

unhelpful. (E.g. the case described by Barron (Barr 71), 

in which the manual described seven different error conditions 

which ?ould have led to the error message given, none of 

which was appropriate) . 

In order to detect run-time errors the compiler must 

generate extra code, or use run-time routines, to test for 

illegal conditions . In addition, run-time routines are used 

to keep track of the executing program and handle the diagnos is 

of errors which are detected. This collection of routines, 

together with the compiler it self, is known as the language 

subsystem. The language subsystem u sually also contains 

library programs, and handles all input and output. 

In its most complete form, the language subsystem at 

run-time is an interpreter, which has complete control of 

the executing program . In this case all checking of illegal 

conditions is done by the subsystem, and no extra code need 

be generated by the compiler. 

Whatever the form of the run-time subsystem, tests 

should be made for all possible infringements of the semantic 

rules of the language. The earlier an error is detected, 

the more accurately it can be diagnosed. In addition to 

reporting illegal conditions, the subsystem should also 

issue warnings of suspicious conditions. Many I/0 conditions 

fall into this category, e.g. printing an integer variable 

with a real specification. PUFFT (Rose 65) issues warnings 

onrrany non-fatal conditions, each of which has a severity 

code. The programmer should be able to suppress these 

messages if he wishes . 
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Most dynamic system errors cannot easily be detected by 

the language subsystem. Instead they are detected by the 

operating s ystem, or by hardware. When a dynamic system 

error is d e tected the operating system, rather than diagnosing 

the error it s elf, should pass control to the language sub

system which can then diagnose the error in terms of the 

source program and the language used. In DITRAN (Moul 67), 

a scheme was devised whereby error message s issued by the 

operating system were intercepted by DITRAN and replaced by 

meaningful me s sages. When a system error is detected on the 

Burroughs B6700, the MCP (Master Control Program) passes 

control to the languag e subsys tem to diagnose. The diagnost-

ics given indicate the t ype of error and the sequence numb er 

of the line being ex ecuted at the time, but not the name or 

value of the symb ol involved. For example, an array bound 

error can be detect e d b y automatic hardware array bound 

checking, but the error messag e g iven does not indicate either 

the name of the array , or the subscript value used in the 

illegal refe rence. 

It is particularly important that meaningful error 

messages, and not cryptic error codes, be give n for run-ti me 

errors. The programme r ha s the difficult task of determin ing 

what the log ical error is, in the program text, which led to 

the semantic or s ystem error in the execution of the program, 

and needs a g ood de s cription of the error, in terms of his 

program. 

In DITRAN, error messages are stored as macros which are 

called with the appropriate symbolic information as parameters. 

This allows the error messages to be s eparate from the compiler, 

so that they can be modified easily. DITRAN also keeps 

statistics of how often each error message is issued. These 

statistics and the method used to store error messages allow 

the diagnostics to be continually upgraded. If a particular 

message is issued very frequently it can be examined, and 

either replaced by a more detailed message, or subdivided into 

two or more more specific messages. In some cases the 
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examination might reveal that a spurious error message is 

being given, or it mi ght reveal an area of weakness in the 

training of programmers . When error codes are given, the 

implementor is bound to the set of error messages published 

in the manual and no upgrading can be done. This is 

especially bad in the case of a new language , where the 

implementor has no prior knowledge of the types of errors 

which programmers will make . 

All diagnostic messages should be given in terms of 

the source program, a nd should include the line numb er of 

the source statement in which the error was detected, the 

name of the symb ol and any values involved, e. g . if an array 

bound error is detected the name of the array and the value 

of the offending subscript should be quoted in the error 

message. It is desirable that the text of the source line 

also be given, s ince this reduce s confusion in locating 

whereabouts the error was detected. 

In order to provide this information the language sub

system must be able to determine what source statement 

corresponds to a g iven section of ob j e ct code. This is done 

by either inserting markers in the object code, or creating 

a statement map during compilation. If source text is to b e 

quoted with error messa ges , then the s ource program must be 

saved during execution. The subsystem must also be able to 

determine the name of a location, whether it is a storage 

location or a labelled program location. In order to do this 

the symbol-table created by the compiler must be available at 

run-time. 

Once an error has been detected, and adequately diagnosed, 

the next question is: what should be done about it? In an 

on-line environment control is merely passed to the programmer 

at his terminal where he can decide what should be done next. 

In an off-line environment the sub-system must decide whether 

to terminate execution or whether to attempt to recover from 

the error and continue execution. In CORC (Free 64) every 

attempt is made to continue execution • When an error is 

. detected a message is given which describes the error and the 
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e.g. IN STATEMENT 
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_____ , ZERO TO NEGATIVE POWER, ASSUME 1. 

A limit can be set on the number of errors which will be 

tolerated before execution is terminated. 

It is often possible for the execution to recover after 

the detection of an error if some assumption is made about 

the values involved. For example: a value which under

flows could be assumed to be zero; the result of a division 

by zero could be assumed to be the largest number represent

able; an out-of-bounds subscript could be given the value of 

the nearest bound. Whether recovery should be attempted or 

not depends on the extent to which the computation will be 

effected. For example, an underflowed value assumed to be 

zero, or an output error, will often have little or no effect 

on the computation. Assuming the nearest bound in the case 

of an array bound error will obYiously lead to meaningless 

values and, most likely, a string of misleading conseQuential 

error messages. 

Any error recovery action which is to be taken should be 

included in the semantic rules of the language, so that the 

programmer knows exactly what will happen in any circumstance. 

An example of this kind of semantic rule is found in section 

4.3.5 of the Revised ALGOL Report (Naur 63) which states: 

"A go to statement is eQuivalent to a 

dummy statement if the designational 

expression is a switch designator whose 

value is undefined." 

The semantics of the language should always specify what 

will be done i.e. whether a condition is an error, or what 

effect it will have. Under no circumstance should the result 

of a condition be undefined. An example of such a poor 

semantic rule is found in section 4.6.6 of the Revised ALGOL 

Report: 

"The effect of a go to statement, outside 

a for statement which refers to a label 

within the for statement, is undefined". 
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Rules such as this lead to inconsistencies between 

different implementations of the same language, and sometimes 

induce programmers to use "tricks" which reduce the porta

bility and comprehensibility of their programs . This is 

especially true of the many FORTRAN compilers which allow 

such illegal practices as: negative increments in DO state

ments; changing the parameters of DO s tatements within the 

loop; changing the values of a constants passed as subroutine 

parameters. 

If recovery is not to be attempted then control is passed 

to a post-mortem routine which gives whatever debugging info-

rmation is available. In many cases it is far more useful to 

the programmer if execution is terminated and a meaningful 

diagnostic given, along with a Post Mortem dump or execution 

history (these will be discussed in Chapter 2), than if 

execution is allowed to continue. This allows him to attend 

to the initial error, rather than trying to determine which of 

subsequent error messages are consequen tial, and which relate 

to new errors. 

A type of continuation of execution that would be useful 

is to allow the programmer to specify a label where execution 

can continue, following the issuing of an error message and 

dump. This would allow later sections, which are not depend

ent on actual values for their success, to be checked despite 

the occurence of an error. The printout routine, for example, 

can often be checked despite the presence of incorrect values. 

l.4 The Nature of Bugs 

A program which is known to be in error is said to 

contain a bug. This section deals with the most troublesome 

form of bug: the logic error. A logic error does not violate 

the syntax rules, but results in the program not performing 

the required task. This is independent of whether or not a 

run-time error is detected, and of whether the error arose 

from a slip-of-the-pen, carelessness, or misunderstanding of 

the problem, the language or the implementation. 
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A logic error causes the computation to enter an erroneous 

state, either by causing the flow of control within the program 

to be incorrect, or by causing incorrect values to be computed. 

These two t ypes of error ar e known as control error s and 

computation error s respectively. 

Control errors can be Quite troublesome as it is usually 

not clear what has happened. The type of control error which 

arises is very much dependent on the language constructions 

used to control flow in the program . Control statements 

relying on branching to labels (e. g . the go to and the FORTRAN 

arithmetic IF statement) are particularly dangerous. Errors 

in such statements are easy to make, and hard to detect, due 

to the conceptual gap between the static text and the dynamic 

execution of programs using them (Dij k 68a). Another common 

habitat of control errors is in the boundary conditions of an 

iterative or recursive process. Such errors often lead to 

loops not being traversed the correct number of times, and 

possibly continuing indefinitely . 

Structured programming (Dahl 72, Dora 72, Wirt 71) is 

particularly useful in preventing and detecting control errors. 

By writing the program in a way which reflects the structure 

of the process the programmer is less likely to make control 

errors, and those which he does make are more easily detect ed . 

Computation errors cannot usually be removed from a 

program until after the control errors have been removed, 

since it is difficult to determine which incorrect values are 

due to computation errors and which are the conseQuence of 

control errors. Once the control structure of the program is 

correct the calculation of values can be checked and corrected 

fairly easily. 

Computation errors result from incorrect manipulation or 

definition of data, which, in turn, can be caused by common 

slip-of-the-pen errors, such as+ instead of-, or incorrect 

variable names, or by misconceptions in the formulation of the 

algorithm (including the use of an unstable numerical process) 

or the representation of the data. 
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Once the computation first enters an erroneous state, 

it is transformed from one erroneous state to another by 

successive statements , until it terminates, either by normal 

or abnormal means . The final condition (i.e. whetever output 

is produced, plus an error message in the case of abnormal 

termination), is thus only a conse~uence of the bug itself and 

does not normally indicate immediately what the logical error 

is that will eventually have to be corrected. Some inform

ation about the bug may be drawn from the final condition, 

indicating whether it is more likely to be a control error or 

a computation error, and where it is likely to be found. 

The following exampl es show the k i nd of error likely to 

have led to a g iven final condition. In most cases the con-

clusion is based on the features of the output produced by 

the section or module of the program which was being executed 

immediately prior to termination. The conclusion is generally 

independent of whe ther termination was normal or abnormal. 

These example s are based on observations made by the author while 

marking student programs at Massey University in 1973. The 

language used was FORTRAN, but the principles apply to other 

high-level languages . 

1. Output is correct up to point of termination, 

or correct output plus some other spurious 

output is produced. 

The most likely bug in this case, is an error in the 

terminating condition of a loop. The production of correct 

results indicates that both control and computation are 

correct up to that point. If a run-time error is detected 

it will quite likely be an error such a s overflow, subscript 

too large, or reference to an uninitialized array element. 

2. Output is complete, in that the correct number 

of values are printed, but some or all of the 

values are incorrect. 

Global control is probably correct for the output to be 

complete. The error is likely to be a computation error, or 

. an error in local control used for conditional computation. 
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This often happens when assignments are made to a variable 

in more than one place in the program. 

3. No output, or only headings. 

Thi s is almost certainly a control error, probably 

in the initial conditions or a loop, though it may arise 

from variables not being initialized. If a run-time error 

is detected it is likely to be division by zero, undefined 

variable or subscript too small . 

4: Output shows no signs or completeness or 

correctness. 

This is quit e likely a combination of both control and 

computation errors. When this happens the programmer should 

rethink the specifications or the program and review his 

algorithm and its implementation before even attempting to do 

anything to the program. 

A further variety or bug is that concerned with I/0. 

Output errors are usually fairly easy to locate and correct. 

They may involve the wrong variables being printed, or values 

not being presented as required. In some cases a modific

ation to the algorithm may be required, such as moving an 

output statement to a different position in a loop. 

Input errors involve incorrect data being read, either 

because the data itself is incorrect, or because it is not 

read properly. This kind or bug is often very hard to 

detect, and is thus potentially very dangerous. It is always 

good practice to include tests for unexpected data values in 

any program so that this sort or bug can be trapped quickly. 

1.5 Debugging 

Debugging is the process or removing bugs from computer 

programs. This process is usually performed in a disorganised 

manner with very little as s istance being provided by the 

machines, _and often accounts for more of the programmer's time 

than all other activities combined (Gain 69). Debugging is 

an important stage in the broad activity or programming, and 
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should be central to any course in programming. Such a 

course would result in the programmer being aware of the 

pit-falls in writing his programs, and able to debug them Quickly 

and easily Without first going through the 'school of hard 

knocks' where most of us learnt to debug programs. The 

closest approximation to a text for such a course known to 

the author is the book 'Structured Programming using PL/C: an 

Abecedarian' (Wein 73). 

For the purposes of this discussion the programming 

process is defined as consisting of the following steps: 

Problem formulation: the programmer develops his 

notions or is given specifications of what the program 

is supposed to do. 

Construction of algorithm: description of the data and 

the manipulations upon it reQuired to solve the problem, 

usually in terms of some form of flow diagram. 

Implementation of algorithm : the algorithm is expressed 

in terms of the programming language being used. 

Test run of program : the program is run With test data, 

and output scrutinized . 

Removal of bugs: the programmer locates and corrects 

bugs uncovered in the previous steps. 

Errors can be introduced at each of these steps. With 

an error introduced in any of the first three steps it is 

usually necessary to reconsider the program at that level, 

compari ng the actual behaviour of the program With intended 

behaviour. When the error is located, the step in which it 

occurred and subseQuent steps are revised. It should be 

pointed out here that it is very important that sufficient 

time be spent in the first two steps getting to understand the 

program. This reduces the chance of errors occurring in these 

steps, and makes it easier for the programmer to locate and 

correct any bugs which occur, because he understands what the 

program is supposed to do and how it is supposed to do it. 

It is clear that documentation is also very important in this 
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process, as it allows the programmer to quickly recall what 

each section of the program is supposed to do, and how. 

Errors in the implementation step are less likely to 

occur, and easier to locate, if the algorithm is expressed 

in a form which closely represents the constructions of the 

language, e.g. the structure diagrams used in writing al g o

rithms for MUSSEL prog rams (Dora 72). 

Correcting an error always creates an opportunity for 

making ,another error . One danger is that of not considering 

all ramifications of a proposed correction, and making a 

correction which is locally right, but globally wrong. A 

prime example is the use of procedures with side-effects, 

since one small modification can lead to many other, unforseen 

consequences. Several other errors of this type often arise 

t hrough inconsistent use of identifiers, for example : 

redefining a variable wh ose value is required later; multiple 

declarations ; duplicate labels; or misspelling of variable 

names. This type of error can be avoided if the compil e r 

gives a cross r eference table, which is a table of all ident

ifiers used in the program, indicating for each the line 

number of each appearance in the program and the manner in 

which it is used. Cross referenc e tables can also be used 

in locating the above types of errors. For example, 

Weinberg (Wein 71) quotes a case where a programmer had two 

variables called "SYSTSTS" and "SYSSTSTS" and, after the 

program had been in use for some time discovered a statement 

where one name had been substituted for the other . While 

the use of two such similar names is very poor programming 

pTactice, this error could have easily been found from the 

examination of a cross reference table. 

The programming process, as described above, contains 

some implicit loops. Locating a bug might require rerunning 

of the program to obtain more information about what happened 

in the previous run, as well as the regression to an earlier 

step described above. When the program runs satisfactorily 

with one set of test data it is run with the next set. If a 
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bug is detected, then after it has been corrected, testing 

begins again so that the full effect of the correction can 

be seen. 

It can be seen, from the above description, that testing 

and debugging are parallel processes which continue to inter

act until the program works satisfactorily for all the test 

data. Debugging, however, should not be an activity entered 

into only when there is evidence of program failure. The 

first stage in debugg ing a program consists of checking the 

algorithm and then the program before the prog ram is ever run. 
,. 

Thereafter each run should serve either to locate bugs, or to 

increase or decrease confidence in various sections of the 

program. 

A wide range of techniques are available for checking an 

algorithm or program before running the program. The easi est 

and probably most often used is mental analysis of the 

process described . The manipulation performe d is mentally 

compared with the programmer's notion of what it should do. 

The failings of this approach are obvious. It is difficult 

for the human mind to foresee all possible eventualities . 

Also it is easy for the human mind to skip the details in a 

section of logic and assume that it does something wh ich it 

doea not do. This is especiall y easy when the programmer is 

checking his own program, as he usually believes that it is 

correct. 

A more systematic approach to checking an algorithm or 

program, is to perform a "desk-check". This consists of 

demonstrating, by a process of pencil-and-paper simulation, 

that the sequence of operations described is correct for a 

particular set of data. This method is quite laborious, and 

often impractical for a program of any appreciable length. 

If the program is written in a structured or modular fashion 

it should be possible to desk-check each section separately 

and then desk-check the program, assuming the results of each 

section. Desk-checking is also subject to the failing of 

intuitive interpretation of the process described by the 

. algorithm or program, although not to such a degree· as is 
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mental analysis. The major drawback in desk-checking is 

that it only demonstrates the correctness of the algorithm 

or program with re spe ct to a particular set of data, or as 

many sets as the programmer has the patience to perform 

desk-checks for. Often it is possible to find most bugs 

from desk-checking , but it is not an adequate basis on which 

to predict the performance of the program on an arbitrary set 

of data. 

The Utopia of algorithm or program check ing is the 

formal proof of correctness. The usual approach taken is 

Floyd's method (Floy 67) of making assertions about the 

state of the computation following each statement or flow

chart box. A proof that each a ssertion is always true then 

constitutes the required proof of correctnes s , provided that 

the assertions togethe r form a sufficient condition for 

correctness . The present state of the art makes proving 

the correctness of an alg orithm or prog ram a complicated 

exercise in for mal log ic, which is quite beyond the patience 

and mathematical ability of most competent programmers. 

Besides this, it is just as easy to write down an incorrect 

proof as it is to write down an incorrect program. 

A more practical approach to proving correctness would 

be to write a short proof of each section of the algorithm 

as it is written. This would involve, for example, giving a 

proof that a loop will in fact terminate. This type of 

proof is quite informal, and is developed alongside the algo

rithm. It is not intended to prove conclusively that the 

algorithm is correct, but rather as a tool to help the prog

rammer think over each section of the algorithm as he writes 

it, thus reducing the occurrence of bugs. By combining logical 

sections in a structured fashion he can then prove, in the same 

manner, that the total effect is correct. If the approach of 

successive refinement (Wirt 71) or top-down programming (Mill 71) 

is used, the overall structure is verified first, and the 

component sections later. 

No matter how much care is taken in proving the correct

ness of an algorithm or program, bugs can still arise due to 
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various forms of human error e.g. misreading or mispunching 

program statements. These errors, however, are not as 

difficult to find and correct as the logic errors which a 

proof of correctness attempts to avoid. A discussion of 

the techniQues used in proofs of correctne ss is found in 

(Elsp 72), and an extensive bibliography on the subject is found 

in (Lond 70b). 

Once a program has been run, and shown to be in error, 

then the process of specifically looking for bugs begins. 

Finding the location and nature of a bug reQuires an act of 

intelligence on the part of the programmer (Gain 69), usually 

consisting of some sort of searching process in which some 

possibilities are ruled out, and others shown to be more 

likely. The precise search procedure used will depend on a 

number of factors, all of which affect the bugs which are 

likely to be found, for example, the l anguage being used, the 

nature of the problem, and the programmer's personality. 

Each programme r has his own set of bugs which he is likely to 

make. If he is aware of what these are he can specifically 

attempt to avoid them. When a bug is shown to exist he 

should check over this set of likely bugs before proceeding 

further. 

In abstract terms the process of hunting out a bug can 

be considered as "examining the space whose elements are the 

poss ible mistakes he might have made,whose conseQuences could 

be the errors he has noticed, and from these selecting one, 

hopefully in a reasonable period of time" (Gain 69). This 

examination consists of analysing the statements of the 

program and comparing their interpretation, with respect to 

some data, with prior knowledge of what the program is 

intended to do and how it is meant to do it. This analysis 

might be carried out in terms of abstract data or some specific 

data, preferably the actual data used by the program. 

In the course of this analysis the programmer will 

develop some notion as to the probability that each section 

of the program is correct. This confidence rating, initially, 

will be low for newly written or recently modified code, and 

high for sections of code which have been previously tested, 
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or for which proofs have been written. As he compares the 

effect of each section of code with his knowledge of what it 

is intended to do, he will variously increase and decrease 

his confidence ratings for various sections. When a 

particular section is shown not to behave as expected it is 

given a zero cont'idence rating, and the components of that 

section are then analysed. 

Successful application of this approach depends on the 

program being written in a well structured fashion, since 

the sections then can, initially be large chunks of logic, 

and the interaction between them can easily be verified. 

In a poorly structured program the sections which can be 

dealt with are much smaller, and the control mechanism 

linking them is far more complex. Thus far more detail 

must be considered than is necessary with the well structured 

program. 

This model of debugging is based on the model of a 

program described by Dijkstra (Dij k 72), in which each level 

of refinement of the program is a simulation of a machine 

which provides the primitive operations for the execution of 

the program as defined at the next higher level. Using a 

tree structured model of the program, the programmer, at any 

stage, only needs to consider the subtree which comprises the 

section of progra~ he is analysing, and can trace a path 

through incorrect nodes until he finds the bug. If the 

error involves a misconception about the problem or its method 

of solution it is easy to locate the level of refinement at 

which this occurred, and only the subtree below the affected 

node need be modified. 

Each section of the program is analysed with respect to 

three questions: 

What is it supposed to do, in relation to the 

rest of the program? 

How is it meant to do it? 

Does this code do that? 

The first two questions emphasise the importance of 

documentation. There is no use trying to find a bug in a 

program without a clear idea of what is supposed to be 
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happening. The third Question is considered with the help of 

output from the program and whatever debugging tools are 

available. This usually consists of some s ort of trace and 

possibly s ome form of dump. The traces geperally available 

are unstructured, and it is necessary to work through every 

step of the program in order to locate the point at which the 

computation first entered an erroneous state . This c an be 

done either by wor king through correct states towards the bug 

(this is called forwards debugging ), or by s tarting at a 

point where the computation i s already in error and working 

backwards to the bug (thi s is called backwards debugging) . 

It is oft en Quicker to take the backwards debugging approach 

since the program is likely to have spent less time in 

erroneous states than correct states. 

In the structural model of debugging discussed above it 

would be preferable to have debugging tools which will give 

the net change in state due to the execution of a compound 

statement with its inner mechanisms being transparent, just 

as a normal source level trace in fact gives the ne t chang e 

in state due to a number of machine instructions. 

be thought of as an ultra-high level trace. 

Thi s can 

The model discussed above is an idealised view of de

bugging, rather than a synopsis of common practice. Since 

effective use of debugging facilities is an i mportant cons ider

ation this model will be used as a basis for subseQuent 

discussion of debugging tools and techniques. This is done 

in the hope that such an approach will, with the common adopt

ion of the structured approach to programming, become a 

standard part of programmer education. 



Chapter 2 

DEBUGGING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

2.0 Introduction 

In this chapter various types of debugging tools are 

discussed, with respect to the imormation or assistance 

they provide for the programmer, the techniques employed in 

using them, and the commands used to invoke them. This 

discussion i s oriented towards the programmer, rather than 

the im~lementor, and thus is independent of the method of 

implementation. The object of the chapter is to develop 

debugging tools which satisfy the following two requirements: 

firstly, they should provide useful information about the 

program, expressed in terms of the source program; secondly, 

they should be easily invoked usi ng commands which are a 

natural extension of the source language . If a more 

complicated command language is used to control the debugg ing 

facility, or if the command language differs significantly from 

the source l anguage in its conventions, then the programmer 

needs to make a concerted effort to l earn how to use the 

facility, and there is a hi gh likelihood of his making an 

error in a debugging command. This tends to discourage 

programmers from u s ing the debugging facility, as Grishman 

found from the usage of his debugging system AIDS (Gris 71). 

No attempt is made to furnish an all encompassing set of 

debugging tools, since there will a1ways be a need to develop 

new debugging tools as new programming techniques and new 

programming languages are developed. Section 2 .9 deals with 

ways in which a debugging facility can provide assistance for 

programmers who need to build their own debugging tools. 

Some of the tools and techniques discussed here are relevant 

to any programming environment, while others are applicable 

only in an on-line or interactive environment. Unless 

specifically stated, no assumption is made about the environ

ment. 

- 26 -
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2.1 Execution Counts 

The number of times a source statement has been 

executed, which is called its execution count, provides ex

tremely useful debugging information, which can be used in a 

number of ways. 

The collection of all the execution counts for a prog ram 

at the end of execution, along with some estimate of the time 

spent executing each statement, is called a program profile 

(Knut 71). The execution counts given in a program profile 

can help the programmer in locating a number of control 

errors, such as a statement which is never executed, 

a quick and easy way of detecting an infinite loop. 

profiles show clearly what parts of the program take 

and gives 

Program 

the 

longest to execute, and are thus very useful in source level 

optimization (Inga 72). 

When an error is detected by the machine, the execution 

count of the statement being executed at the time, given as 

part of the diagnostic, gives additional information about 

the error. For example, if an error is detected on the first 

execution of the statement, it is more likely that that state

ment is at fault than if it had been executed successfully 

a number of times before the error was detected. Similarly, 

if an error is detected on the first or last iteration of an 

iterative loop, it is likely that the control structure of 

the loop, or its initial values, are at fault, whereas on any 

intermediate iteration the computations performed in the loop 

are more likely to be at fault. Execution counts can, 

similarly, be given as part of debugging messages. In this 

case the execution count helps the programmer to relate the 

static text of the program to the dynalll1llic sequence of state

ments which are executed. 

In MUSSEL every diagnostic or debugging message given 

during execution includes the line number and the execution 

count of the statement being executed when the message was 

given. Such messages have the form: 

* Line number (Execution count) Message 
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Examples 

* 56 ( 15) ERROR : SUBSCRIPT TOO SMALL, X(5,-98) 

* 127 ( 3) CASE INDEX IS 21 

* 127 ( 6) ERROR: CASE INDEX TOO LARGE, INDEX IS 28 

* 72( 48) IF CONDITION IS FALSE 

* 673( 1) ERROR: DIVISION BY ZERO 

A further use of execution counts is in controlling other 

debugging tools. Very flexible control of debugging facil

ities can be obtained if the execution count of a statement 

is acces sible to the program, as an attribute of the statement. 

For example, in MUSSEL the value of the reserved identifier 

EXCOUNT is defined to be the execution count of the statement 

in which it appears. 

in this chapter. 

Examples of this use are found later 

Execution counts of labelled statements, at termination, 

are given on reques t in PL/C (Wein 73) and Burroughs B67OO 

FORTRAN. These execution counts give some of the information 

given by a program profile, but not all. In particular, 

they give no information about the behaviour of control 

structures which do not rely on the use of labels. A full 

program profile is given on request in ALGOL W (Satt 72). 

2.2 Traces 

A trace is a sequential record of the changes of state 

of a computation. Traces are used in analysing the actual 

behaviour of a program, either to locate errors or to check 

the validity of the traced program. In either case the 

programmer's confidence in the traced sections of code will 

increase or decrease, depending on how the trace compares 

with the expected behaviour of the progr_am. 

Different traces can be used, each recording particular 

kinds of changes of state. The programmer selects the traces 

he wishes to use on the basis of the kind of error he expects 
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to find. The types of trace offered and the flexibility 

with which traces can be controlled are a matter for the 

implementor to decide in relation to usefulness to the 

programmers who will use them, and the cost of implement

ation. The following set of traces is adequate for most 

situations. 

Store Trace: a record of the values assigned to specified 

data items. 

Fetch Trace: a record of the values fetched from specified 

data items. 

Flow Trace: a record of the deviations from sequential flow 

of control through the program. 

Parameter Trace: a record of the parameters passed in pro-

cedure calls. 

Source Trace: a record of the source statements as they are 

executed. 

Trace output should be presented in such a way that: 

trace output is clearly distinguishable from 

programmed output. 

output from different types of trace are 

distinguished clearly. 

the line number of the source statement correspond

ing to each line of trace is given. 

each data item whose value is given is identified. 

each value given is presented in a format appropriate 

to its usage in the program. 

This last requirement is, to some extent, dependent on 

the data types which are available in the language. For 

example, in FORTRAN there is no way of knowing when the 

value of an integer variable is to be interpreted as a char

acter, so programmers need to be familiar with the internal 

representation of characters if they wish to use standard 

traces with programs which perform character manipulations. 

Such a program could only be traced according to the above 

requirements if the language offered a special data type for 

characters, such as the type char provided in ALGOL 68 (Lind 71). 

If available, the execution count of the statement should 

be included in each trace message. 
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Example 

If the statement 

A[i,j] := A[i,j]*D 

whose line number is 12, is executed for the· third time 

with store and fetch traces selected for A and D, then 

trace output might be as follows 

* 
* 
* 

Example 

12( 

12( 

12 ( 

3) FETCH A[7,10] = 52.6 

3) FETCH D = 3.0 

3) STORE A[7,10] = 157.8 

When an ALGOL-type if statement is executed, and flow 

trace has been selected, a message indicating the value of 

the condition is printed, eg 

* 16( 19) IF CONDITION IS TRUE 

Example 

If the ALGOL procedure whose heading is : 

procedure PRANCE(x,y); value x; integer x,y; 

is called, at line number 9, by the statement : 

PRANCE(2*a+l,b) 

and flow and parameter traces have been requested, then the 

trace output might be as follows 

* 
* 
* 

9 ( 

9 ( 

9 ( 

1) ENTER PRANCE 

1) PARAMETER x = 
1) PARAMETER y = 

5, VALUE 

12, NAME 

The extent to which the programmer can control a trace 

facility is very important in determining how useful the 

trace will be. The programmer should be able to specify 

for which variables a store or fetch trace is reQuired, or 

for which procedures a parameter trace is reQuired. He 

should also be able to turn tracing on and off dynamically 
· during execution. That is, the programmer should be able to 
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specify what is to be traced, the range over which it is to 

be traced, and the condition under which tracing is to be 

given within that range. 

To give this kind of flexible contr ol, statements must 

be available which turn different trace s on and off. The 

following examples demonstrate the TRACE and UNTRACE state

ments used to control tracing in MUSSEL. The syntax of 

these statements is found in Appendix A. 

Examples 

TRACE STORES 

IF EXCOUNT .GT. 3 THEN UNTRACE SOURCE 

TRACE PARAMETERS PROC1,PROC2,PROC3 

IF A .GT. 100 THEN TRACE FLOW 

A simple but effective trace for i n itial program check

ing can be given by tracing all statement s the first few 

times they are executed . That is, all traces are deemed 

to be active for any statement whose execution count does not 

exceed a certain value. Such a trace can be used either to 

locate errors, or to informally verify the logic if no error 

is observed. This verification is based on the observation 

that most forms of programmed iteration and recursion a r e the 

analogues of mathematical induction, and that it is thus 

sufficient to analyse the first few steps and one later step 

in order to verify the process . Such a fre~uency controlled 

trace is implemented in ALGOL W (Satt 72, Site 71). The 

programmer can specify, by means of the debug control card, 

the number of times each statement is to be traced, with a 

default value of three. 

An entirely different method of controlling traces is 

used in SNOBOL 4 (Gris 68). A reserved identifier, &TRACE, 

is set to the maximum number of trace records which are to be 

produced. Tracing is terminated when &TRACE becomes zero, 

either as it is decremented due to tracing, or by being 

explicitly assigned the value zero. Tracing can similarly 

be prolonged or restarted by assigning a new positive value 

-to &TRACE . The different types of trace, including user

written trace functions, can be enabled and disabled independ-
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ently, but all are subject to the value of &TRACE for their 

activity. 

It is normal practice for trace output to be written 

on the principal output device being used by the program, so 

that trace output and programmed output are mixed. In some 

systems it is possible to specify a separate file for trace 

output, which is listed later. This has the advantage that, 

in the event of the program working correctly, the output is 

not mixed up with trace output. A trace file, such as this, 

should include programmed output as well as trace output, so 

that trace output can be related to execution. A further 

advantage of writing trace output on a separate file is that 

trace output can be listed conditionally upon the behaviour 

of the program. In an on-line environment the programmer 

can decide, after termination of execution, whether he wants 

the trace file to be listed. In a batch environment a 

control card option might specify that the trace file is to 

be listed only in the event of abnormal termination. In 

Burroughs B6700 FORTRAN the programmer can specify a previously 

written trace file with which trace information is to be 

compared. A dump is given in the event of a mismatch. 

The notion of a trace file which is separate from the 

program's output file can be extended to the notion of a 

history file, which is a file into which a history of all the 

changes of state of the computation are written. Information 

in the history file can then be used to give various forms 

of traces. In an interactive environment the programmer can 

request traces to be extracted from the history file, on the 

basis of the present execution, rather than the previous 

execution. Since traces are taken from a static file, rather 

than from an executing program, the programmer can use a fairly 

general trace to locate approximately where an erroneous state 

was entered, and then use a more detailed trace to locate the 

error precisely. Traces can be given either forwards or back

wards and it is always possible to go back and take a closer 

look at what happened at any point in the execution. The 

principles involved in the use of a history file are found in 

· (Balz 69) , which describes the debugging system EXDAMS, in 
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which all debugging tools are based on the use of a history 

file. 

Given a debugging facility with a range of different 

traces, the programmer must use them wisely in order to reap 

the maximum benefit from each run. On an initial run a 

frequency controlled trace i s most helpful for both verifying 

seemingly correct sections of program, and for finding the 

approxima te location of any error which is observed. On 

subsequent debugging runs he will select traces according to 

the type of error he expects to find, and whereabouts in 

the program he expects to find it. In general, store and 

fetch traces are used in locating computation errors, whereas 

flow traces are used in locating control errors. Parameter 

traces are particularly useful in locating errors in recursive 

processes, be they control or computation errors. A source 

trace does not add any information beyond that provided by a 

flow trace, but simplifies the task of analysing trace output, 

since it reduces the need to refer to the program listing as 

well as the trace output. Usage of source trace depends on 

the type of output device being used . With a slo~ devi ce , 

such as a teletype, the extra typing slows execution signi~

icantly and could be considered to be an unnecessary burden. 

With a display terminal, on the other hand, there is very little 

overhead in displaying extra information and a source trace 

could be used quite freely. 

2.3 Dumps 

A dump is a record of all or part of the state of a 

computation at a given point. 

the following types of dumps: 

Different usages give rise to 

Snap Dump: a record of the current values of all currm t ly 

valid variables at a point during execution, 

except that arrays may not be given in full. 

Partial Dump: a record of the current values of specified 

variables at a point during execution. 

Post Mortem Dump: a record of the final values of all 

variables used in the program, given after term

ination of execution. It may include other 
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inf'ormation, such as the names of any procedures 

which have been entered, but not exited. 

These forms of dump have developed from the traditional 

core dump, which is a dump of all core locations used by 

the program. The core dump is essentially a machine 

language level debugging tool, and is given in a system 

oriented format, usually either in octal or hexadecimal code. 

Although it has been widely used by high level language pro-

grammers, the core dump is quite unsuitable for their needs. 

In order to learn anything about his program from a core dump, 

a programmer needs to know the core addresses of his variables, . 
which may be available as a compiler option. He then needs 

to convert the system oriented data int o values which are 

meaningful in terms of his source program. When used for 

debugging high level language programs~ this process requires 

far more effort and specialised knowledge on the part of the 

programmer than is either necessary or desirable, and can be 

eliminated by the provision of more suitable debugging tools. 

Dumps to be used with high level languages should present 

each data item in a format appropriate to its usage in the 

program, and annotate it with its symbolic name. As with 

tracing this requirement may be restricted by the data types 

available in the language. If a variable has not been 

defined prior to its being dumped this should be indicated 

explicitly, rather than garbage being printed. 

The dumping of arrays and structures requires special 

consideration, since a complete dump or an array or structure 

will often lead to the production of large amounts of output, 

most of which is not of interest. For this reason array or 

structure names should not be specified in a partial dump, 

although individual elements might be. Sets of elements to 

be dumped could be specified using a notation similar to the 

implied DO-loop in FORTRAN, or the ALGOL 60 for list. In most 

cases the set specified would be a cont1guous range of elements. 

In MUSSEL an array range can be specified in a dump statement, 

for example: 

DUMP SIZE{l TO N),SHAPE{Il TO I2,Jl TO J2) 
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For snap dumps and Post Mortem dumps some convention must be 

adopted to determine which values are dumped. One possibility 

is to dump only non-zero values, since these will usually be 

of most significance. Another possibility is that only a 

block of values at the beginning of the array or structure 

be dumped. For example in ALGOL W (Satt 72, Site 71) only 

the first seven elements and the last element of an array 

are given in a Post Mortem dump. A control card parameter 

could be used to allow the programmer to specify how many 

elements should be dumped from each array or structure. 

Further provision for special control of dumping, especially 
' 

in the case of structures, could be g iven, but only at the 

expense of simplicity in the debugging control language. 

Complete generalit y would be available in an extensible de

bugging environment, since the programmer would be able to write 

his own dump routines where the standard ones were not suitable . 

The most common form of dump, the Post Mortem dump, is 

used to indicate the state of the computation at the point 

where execution was terminated, whether termination was normal 

or abnormal. The values given in a Post Mortem dump allow 

the programmer to determine which variables have been affected 

by an error and which have not . This information then gives 

a good guide as to whereabouts in the program the logical 

error will be found. For a Post Mortem dump to be of most 

use, it should be given as soon as possible after the comput

ation first enters an erroneous state, since further execution 

might destroy the evidence which is needed to locate the bug . 

It is thus important that errors which can be detected by the 

machine be detected as early as possible. 

Provision of a Post Mortem dump greatly increases the 

amount of information o~tained from a run. When a run-time 

error is detected, a Post Mortem dump can often lead directly 

to the bug, thus saving an extra run to find out what happened, 

otherwise it will give a guide as to what debugging options 

should be selected in the next run. If no ~rror is detected, 

the final values given can serve to verify the logic, allow

ing the programmer to check the final values of variables not 

included in the output. A Post Mortem dump following abnormal 

termination is standard practice in CORC (Conw 63) and PL/C 

(Conw 73), and is the default option in ALGOL W (Site 71). 
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This procedure should always be used during the development 

of a program, unless an on-line system allowing examination 

of data after termination is being used . The programmer 

should be able to specify that a Pos t Mortem dump be given 

irrespective of the manner of termination, to give assistance 

in finding bugs which do not lead to abnormal termination. 

A snap dump is normally used to check the overall effect 

of a block of program logic. By comparing the dumped values 

with an earlier set of values (either the initial values, 

the input, or values from an earlier dump), the programmer 

can determine whether the proper transformation has been 

performed. A snap dump is normally only used in a fairly 

large program, between logical distinct sections of code. 

The dump is produced in response to a program command at that 

point, which may include an optional condition. For example: 

DUMP IF X .GT. MAXX 

A partial dump is used for check i ng the net effect of a 

smaller logical construction, such as the body of a loop, 

procedure or compound statement . Only those variables which 

are altered in the construction being checked are specified 

to be dumped. Partial dumps can be used to give an ultra

high-level trace as described in Chapter 1. In a system such 

as EXDAMS (Balz 69), where traces and dumps are given by 

retrieving data from a history table, the programmer could 

use partial dumps to obtain a trace of his program in terms 

of its primitive components (i.e. the rirst level of refine

ment in terms of Dijkstra's model of programming) . . Having 

determined that a particular primitive harbours a bug, the 

programmer can then use further partial dumps, or an ordinary 

trace, to further examine the logic of that primitive (i.e. 

trace that section at the next level af refinement). 

2.4 ASSERT Statements 

An ASSERT statement is a statement allowing the programmer 

to make assertions about the invariant conditions of his 

program, and have them checked during execution . If the 
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program is correct then the invariant condition specified in 

each ASSERT statement must be true each time that ASSERT 

statement is executed . If any of the invariant conditions 

specified is found to be false, then the program contains an 

error (unless the invariant condition was incorrectly stated), 

and execution is terminated. A diagnostic message is given, 

indicating failure in an ASSERT statement, and a Port Mortem 

dump given. In an on-line environment, control would be 

given to the programmer's terminal for further commands to be 

typed. The AS SERT statement allows logical errors to be 

trapped at an early stage, instead of allowing erroneous 

executi'on to continue until a run-time error is detected or 

the program finishes with incorrect output. This allows all 

errors to be treated iniformly, and gives maximum benefit 

from the Post Mortem dump facility, as the state represented 

in the dump is near to the first erroneous state of the 

computation. 

If strong enough conditions are specified for every 

statement of the s ource program, then all the conditions will 

be true if and only if the program is correct (cf - the use 

of assertions in proving the correctness of programs (Floy 67, 
Naur 66)). Due to the difficulty inherent in formulating 

such conditions, and the specialised language re Quired to 

state them, this eQuivalence between truth of assertions and 

program correctness is not likely to be achieved. Rather, 

by asserting weake r conditions, a one way implication can be 

established, such that the program contains a bug if any 

assertion is found to be false, but is not necessarily correct 

because no assertion is false. Thus, the likelihood of the 

program containing a bug though all the assertions are true 

is inversely related to the strength of the asserted condition. 

By asserting even fairly weak conditions, a programmer 

can build tests for many illegal conditions into his program. 

For example, an ASSERT statement placed at the beginning of 

the body of an iterative loop could be used to check the 

number of times the loop is traversed, by asserting that the· 

execution count of the ASSERT statement will never exceed a 

specified bound. In a strong condition the bound would be 
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the exact number of iterations to be performed. Detailed 

analysis might lead to an expression, say, mn - 2(m+n) = 1, 

where m and n are parameters of the loop. The following 

ASSERT statement would then be used: 

ASSERT EXCOUNT .LE. M*N-2*(M+N)+l 

This ASSERT statement would lead to the detection of any 

error in the control structure of the loop which caused too 

many iterations to be performed. A programmer who did not 

know the expression for the exact number of iterations 

might formulate a weak condition by using some upper bound 

on the number of iterations wh ich is not necessarily the least 

upper bound. Making an approximation, the bound obtained 
might be max(m,n) 2 , in which case the following ASSERT 

statement would be used: 

ASSERT EXCOUNT .LE. MAX(M,N)**2 

This ASSERT statement would lead to the detection of any 

error in the loop control which caused the number of iter

ations to exceed the specified bound. In particular, an 

infinite loop would be detected. Errors which lead to a few 

extra iterations being performed might not be detected by 

this ASSERT statement, though they would be detected if the 

strong condition given above was used. Further difficulties 

arise in formulating the invariant condition if the loop is 

entered several times, since the execution count of the 

ASSERT statement is the sum of all the previous iterations. 

The ASSERT statement, as implemented in ALGOL W (Satt 72, 

Site 72), has the form: 

.assert <logical condition> 

and is semantically equivalent to: 

if 4ogical condition> then end execution 

where "end execution" denotes a procedure which terminates 

the execution of an ALGOL W program and initiates a Post 

Mortem dump. A compiler option can be set tndicating that 

ASSERT statements are to be treated as null statements, 

allowing them to remain as part of the documentation once 

the program is working correctly, and to be easily ·reactivat Etl 

if required during later modifications. 
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2.5 Logical Breakpoints and Traps 

A trap is a debugging tool which allows execution to be 

interrupted whenever a specified event occurs. 

may be trapped include: 

execution of a specified statement 

store to a specified variable 

fetch from a specified variable 

transfer to a specified label 

call to a specified procedure or function 

Events which 

The first of these is a special case, and will be called a 

logical breakpoint . (This form is often called a breakpoint. 

The "logical" i s added here to distinguish it from the physical 

breakpoint discussed in Chapter 3, though it will be omitted 

in this section) . Breakpoints are more commonly available 

than the other forms of traps, and are most often used in 

interactive prog ramming systems to give control to the pro

grammer's terminal at specified points in the execution. 

Once given control the prog rammer can enter commands in the 

command language , which may allow him to: inspect or modify 

data; set or delete breakpoints; modify and recompile the 

program; incrementally modify the program; resume execution 

at the next statement or any labelled statement; enter 

statements to be executed immediately; or terminate the 

session. The programme r can thus make decisions as to what 

debugging information he reQuires as execution proceeds. 

In some systems a set of statements can be associated with 

each breakpoint. These statements are executed whenever the 

breakpoint is reached. For example, the DEBUG facility in 

IBM System /360 FORTRAN allows groups of statements to be 

associated with labelled statements in the program in this 

manner. 

The notion of a trap is merely an extension of the notion 

of a breakpoint. Most forms of debugging tools can be built 

using traps. For example, the various types of trap correspond 

to different types of trace. Traces can thus be built using 

traps, merely by associating a print statement with each type 

.of trap. Traps can be used to provide extensible debugging 
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facilities, in which programmers can build their own 

debugging tools, as in PEBUG (Blai 71). 

Two examples of debugging tools based on the use of 

traps are the MONITOR declaration in Burroughs ALGOL, and 

the ON statement in Burroughs ALGOL and PL/I. When a 

store is made to a variable spe cified in a MONITOR declar

ation, execution is trapped and the name and value of the 

variable are ei ther written on a specified file, or passed 

as parameters to a specified procedure . The ON statement 

allows the programmer to specify what action is to be taken 

when any of a g iven range of conditions arises. In PL/I, 

in addition to the conditions provided, the programmer can 

declare his own conditions which are raised by the use of 

SIGNAL statements. 

2.6 Statement - by-stat ement Execution 

The major advantage of debugging programs in an inter

active environment is that intermediate results can be 

examined as execution progresses. For full benefit to be 

obtained, the programmer should be able to step through the 

execution, and examine the effect of each step . 

To the low level language programmer the unit of execution 

is the machine instruction. Most small machines have a single 

instruction mode of execution as a hardware feature, which is 

very useful for debugging programs written in low level 

languages. Like the core dump, this facility has frequently 

been used by high level language programmers , in lieu of any 

more suitable facilities. 

To the high level language programmer the unit of exec

ution is the source statement. When the definition of a 

statement is recursive, as in ALGOL 60 (Naur 63), the exec

ution of a statement is further broken up into steps, such 

that the end of each step is the beginning of the "next" 

statement, which in turn may be part of the present statement. 

For example, in the for statement: 
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for i:= 1 step 1 until n do 
begin --

if A[iJ > rn then k := k + l; 
SUMA := SUMA+A[i); 

end 

one iteration might consist of the following steps: 

1 Assign the next value to i and test against 

the value of n. 

2 Evaluate and test the if condition. 

3 Increment k. 

4 . - Add A[ iJ to SUMA. 

If the if condition was false, the third step above would 

be omitted and the fourth step would become the third. If, 

in the first step, the loop is found to be exhausted, the 

second step would begin execution of the statement following 

the for statement. 

Statement-by-statement mode can be entered at any 

time that the terminal has control, using a command such as: 

STEP 

When in statement-by-statement mode, depression of a 

designated button causes the next step to be executed, after 

which control is again returned to the terminal. The pro

grammer may then examine or modify program variables, using 

the normal command language, and either continue execution 

in statement-by-statement mode, resume normal execution mode, 

or terminate execution. 

This type of debugging is especially suited to use with 

a display terminal. By dumping a selected set of values 

each time control is passed to the terminal, a display of 

those variables currently involved in the computation can be 

maintained, and all calculations can be checked immediately. 

2.7 Reversible Execution 

One of the greatest limitations in debugging a program 

is that information which may be required for debugging is 

only available once. If the information is not recorded 

.when it is available, it is normally necessary to re-execute 
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the program in order to obtain it. In an interactive 

environment it would be especially usef'ul for the programmer 

to be able to backtrack through the execution, either from 

a point where an error was detected or ~rom any other point 

at which he has control at his terminal. This would allow 

the programmer to go back and look at the events leading to 

an observed state, requesting traces and dumps as necessary. 

Execution can thus be analysed from the point where an erron

eous state is seen to exist, backwards to the point where 

the logical error first caused the program to enter an 

erroneous state. This backwards debugging offers the pro

grammer a different approach to debugging, which may suit 

his needs better than the conventional approach. 

The execution of a computer program is essentially a 

non-reversible process, due to the destruction of inform

ation about earlier states by erasure or overwriting of data, 

and entry into portions of the program addressed by several 

different transfer instructions (Benn 73). Any scheme 

allowing reversal of execution must therefore use a history 

containing information about earlier states. 

A simulated reversible execution is offered in EXDAMS 

(Balz 69), allowing execution to be traced either forwards 

or backwards from any point. A history file is created as 

the program is executed and debugging routines merely retrieve 

information from the history file, format it and present it to 

the programmer. All debugging takes place after execution 

has terminated, so there is no interaction with the executing 

program. 

A history table can also be used to restore the exec

ution to an earlier state, allowing the programmer to go back 

to an earlier point in the execution, change some values and 

re-execute from there with the altered data. This is done 

in an extension of PL/C using the RETRACE statement (Zelk 73). 
This statement specifies that execution be retraced either to 

a given label, or a certain number of statements, or until a 

given condition is satisfied. A PL/C statement is then 

executed and normal execution is resumed. Such a statement 

· can be used in conjunction with an ON statement to reverse 
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execution and re-execute a section of t he program with 

tracing. In an interactive environment the RETRACE state

ment could be typed at the cons ole for immediate execution 

at any point at which the terminal was in control. Used 

in conjunction with an incremental compiler, the RETRACE 

statement would allow the programmer to go back to an earlier 

point in the execution and modify his program before contin

uing execution. 

2.8 Incremental Compilation and Execution 

In an interactive environment the programmer's ability 

to manipulate and modify his program, and thus debug it ~uickly, 

is greatly increased by the use of an incremental compiler. 

An incremental compiler is a language processor wh ich allows 

compilation, execution and modification of a program to 

proceed on a statement-by-statement basis. Furthermore 

these activities can be fre ely mixed. Features of an incre

mental compiler include: 

Each statement is analysed as it is t ype d, allowing 

syntax errors to be detected immediately, rather than 

after the wh ole program has been entered. Each state

ment is thus ready for execution as soon as it has been 

typed. 

A statement can e ither be added to the program or exec-

uted immediately , or both. This allows the programmer 

to do calculations, try out formulae or modify data, 

independently of the prog ram. 

The program and its data can be modified at any point 

without disturbing the program environment. 

A program can be executed as it is being typed. An 

incomplete program can be executed, so long as it does 

not refer to any data or label which is not known, thus 

statements or groups of statements can be executed as 

they are typed. 

Execution can be started or stopped at any point, allow

ing modular testing of a program, without the programmer 
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having to build each module into a separate job as 

is otherwise necessary. 

The programmer can exploit the flexible control of 

execution to obtain debugging information as required. 

Incremental compilers are highly suited to simple 

languages like BASIC (Kerne 67), where statements have a 

simple structure, allowing them to be compiled separately and 

the code added to a linked list as described in (Rish 70). 

The flow of control between statements is then handled 

interp~etively. In structured languages, object code needs 

to be arranged in more complex data structures which reflect 

the structure of the program. Adaption of incremental 

compilation to languages such as ALGOL 60 and PL/I is 

discussed in (Lock 65, Pecc 68, Ryan 66). For more general 

discussion of incremental compilers see (Evan 66, Katz 69). 

2.9 Extendable Debugging Facilities 

In the preceding sections, emphasis has been placed on 

the provision of useful debugging tools which can be con

trolled with reasonable flexibility using simple commands. 

These tools are not intended to cater for every situation, 

though they would be adequte in most instances. Most 

cases where these tools are not adequate are so specialised 

that the programmer can only obtain the flexibility he 

requires by writing his own debugging routines. This task 

can be greatly facilitated by the use of an extendable de-

bugging facility. That is, a debugging facility which allows 

user-written debugging routines to be given a special status, 

similar to that of system-provided debugging routines. It 

is this special status that distinguishes between debugging 

routines written using an extendable debugging facility and 

the type of debugging statements a programmer adds to his 

program when no other debugging tools are available. 

Since extendability is a tool for use in special circum

stances, a programmer should be able to use standard debugging 

tools where they are suitable, and build his own debugging 

• tools only if it is necessary. Three approaches t"o the 

provision of extendable debugging facilities are discussed here. 
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The first approach to the provision of extendable 

debugging facilities is to allow the programmer to write 

his debugging routines as part of the program, using the 

source language or a subset of it, and to remove them from 

the program by some simple action. 

This type of extendability is provided in IBM System 

/360 FORTRAN, by allowing groups of statements to be assoc-
iated with labelled statements in the program. When 

control is passed to a labelled statement with which a group 

of statements have been so associated, that group of state

ments ~s executed prior to the execution of the labelled 

statement. All such groups of statements referring to 

labels in one program or subprogram are grouped together in 

a debugging packet at the end of that program or subprogram. 

The statements which may be used in the debugging packet 

consist of a subset of FORTRAN, plus statements which control 

the standard debugging facilities. These standard debugging 

facilities include flow trace (i.e. trace of labelled state

ments executed), store trace, subroutine trace, and partial 

dump. The programmer can either use the standard debugging 

facilities by themselves, or he can use them in conjunction 

with ordinary FORTRAN statements (with a few restrictions) 

to build his own debugging tools. When no longer re~uired, 

the debugging statements are eliminated by merely removing 

the debugging packet from the program deck. The following 

example demonstrates the use of the /360 FORTRAN debugging 

facility. Values of I, A(I,I) and D(I) are dumped every 

time an assignment is made to a diagonal element of A. Flow 

of control through the loop is traced for the first fifteen 

iterations, that is, while the execution count of statement 

number 10 (i.e. the value of XC10) is less than fifteen. 

The values of A are dumped just before the loop is exited. 
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4 DO 10 I=l,N 
DO 10 J=l,M 

6 A(I,J) = A(I,J)*D(J) 

10 CONTINUE 

,, 

DEBUG TRACE 
AT 4 

46 

IF(XCl0 .GT. 15) GO TO 100 
TRACE 

100 CONTINUE 
DATA XCl0/0/ 

AT 6 
IF(I .NE. J) GO TO 101 
AI= A(I,I) 
DI= D (I) 
DISPLAY I,AI,DI 

101 CONTINUE 
AT 10 

XCl0 = XCl0 + 1 
IF(XCl0 .LT. 15) GO TO 102 
TRACE OFF 

102 IF(I . LT. N .OR . J .LT. M) 
DISPLAY A 

103 CONTINUE 
END 

GO TO 103 

An alternative method of providing this kind of 

extendability is to allow any statement to be designated as 

a pseudo-comment, that is, a statement which may be treated 

either as an ordinary statement or as a comment (or dummy 

statement) according to a compiler option . This would 

allow the programmer to include debugging routines in his 

program, using standard debug commands and source statements, 

and to delete them merely by changing a compiler option. 

For example, consider an ALGOL dialect i ·n which any statement 

with the label C* is treated as a pseudo-comment. When the 

compiler option is set so as to omit debugging statements, 

any sta tement having t he label C* is t reated as a dummy 

statement, and any label preceding this label b ecome s a label 

on the dummy ,statement. The program or t he previous example 

might t he n be written as 
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C* : XClO := 0 ~ 

L4:C*:if XClO < 15 then TRACE 

for i := 1 step 1 until 

for j := 1 step 1 until 

begin 

; 

n do 

rn do 

L6:C*:if i = j then DISPLAY i,A[i,iJ ,D[i] 

A[i,j] := A[i,jJ*D[iJ 

C*:LlO:XClO := XClO + 1; 

C* if XClO > 14 then TRACE OFF; 

C* if i = n A j = rn then DISPLAY A 

end 

end 

The second approach to the provision of extendab le 

. debugging facilities is to allow the programmer to write 

his own debugging procedures and treat them like standard 

debugging procedures. 

A simple example of this type of extendability is found 

in Whetstone ALGOL (Rand 64) . Debugging procedures are 

given identifiers beginning with TEST. A compiler option 

allows automatic deletion of all procedure declarations and 

procedure statements concerning procedure identifiers start
ing with the letters TEST. 

In SNOBOL 4 (Gris 68) the programmer can write his own 

trace procedures and control them in the same manner as 
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system-provided traces. Three keywords and three functions 

are provided to assist programmers in writing trace proced

ures. The keywords &STNO, &LASTNO, and &RTNTYPE respect

ively give: the statement number of the statement currently 

being executed; the statement number of the last statement 

executed; and the type of return made by the last function 

to return (succe ss , fail or return from prog rammer-def ined 

function). The functions ARG (funct ion,n), LOCAL(function,n), 

and FIELD(aata type,n) r espec tively return: the name of the 

nth argument of a programmer-defined function; the name of 

the nth local variable of a define d function; and the name 

of the ' nth field of a programmer-defined data type. As des

cribed in section 2.2, all traces in SNOBOL 4, including pro

grammer-defined traces, are controlled by the keyword &TRACE. 

The third approach to the provision of extendable de

bugging facilities is the extendable debugging system, as 

exemplified by EXDAMS (Balz 69) and PEBUG (Blai 71), 

Although neither of these authors describes the manner in 

which the extendability feature of his debugging system is 

used, the general approach taken is as follows . The basis 

of the system is a set of primitive routines which make 

certain debugging information available. These primitive 

routines are then used as building blocks for extending the 

debugging system . The debugging system provides some 

debugging routines , and is organi sed in such a way that new 

ones can easily be added. A prog rammer can, thus, use 

existing debugging tools if they are suitable, or build new 

ones and add them to the system. Since the system itself is 

extended, aey new debugging tools that are added to the de

bugging system by one programmer will be available to any 

other programmers using the same copy of the system. 

Extendability is thus at the installation level, rather than 

at the individual programmer level. 



Chapter 3 

IMPLEMENTATION . OF DEBUGGING FACILITIES 

FOR HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES 

3.0 Introduction 

Implementation of debugging facilities for high level 

languages presents two major problems which must be solved. 

Firstly, how to give control to the debugging routine at 

the required time; and secondly, how to give the debugging 

routine access to the necessary symbolic and structural 

information about the source program. In this chapter, four 

basic approaches to the implementation of debugging facil

ities, involving various solutions to these two problems, 

are discussed. Examples of the use of each of these 

approaches are given, and some suggestions are made regard

ing ways in which each method could be extended to allow 

better debugging facilities to be provided. 

The choice of which approach to use in a particular 

implementation depends on the aims and limitations of the 

project. For example, it may be required that as little 

modification as possible be made to existing software . This 

would immediately rule out the approaches discussed in sections 

3.3 and 3.4. Other criteria might be : easy elimination of 

debugging overhead; quick turnaround for debugging and 

testing runs; or whether the facility is· to be used in a 

batch or interactive environment, or both. 

For the purposes of this discussion ~he term compiler 

is restricted to mean a program which translates a source 

program into an equivalent machine language program which 

can be executed directly by hardware, as opposed to an 

1nterpreter, which is a program which accepts a source 

program.and executes it itself (Grie 71). 
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3.1 Implementat ion of Debugging Facilitie s using a Compiler 

A precompiler is a program which performs some editing 

function on a source program, prior to its being analysed by 

a compiler. A debugging system implemented using a pre

compiler typically cons i st s of a precompiler, and a set of 

debugg ing routines which are present du ring execution (See 

Fig. 3.1). These routines can either be distinct subroutines 

or different entries into the same subroutine . The former 

case involves more work for the system in loading the sub

routines into core, but makes it easier to modify or expand 

the debugging system. The precompiler is used to modify the 

source program by inserting calls to the debugg ing routines. 

Traceable events are located from analysis of the source 

program. Calls to the debugging routines are inserted 

where traceable events are found and where dumps are reQuested. 

Names and values are passed to the debugging routines 

as parameters in the procedure (or subroutine) calls inserted 

by the precompiler. A name is passed as a character string, 

and a value is passed by inserting the variab le as a value 

parameter. The precompiler only deals with source symbols 

and there is never any need to refer to the symbol-table to 

find addresses or types of variable s , as this is handled by 

the compiler. 

Two debugging sy$ tems for FORTRAN which have been 

implemented using precompilers are BUGTRAN (Ferg 63) and 

DEBUG (Tayl 71). Both offer a fairly standard range of 

debugging tools: store trace, flow trace, partial dump and 

the ability to turn tracing on and off dynamically during 

execution. In addition to this BUGTRAN offers a trace of 

subroutine entries and exits, an option to print comments 

from the source program as documentation of output, and a 

conditional termination of execution. DEBUG also offers a 

trace of values fetched in assignment statements. The fetch 

trace is combined with the store trace, so that either stores 

only, or stores and fetches, can be traced. 

A common design goal of these two systems was ease of 

. eliminating debugging commands. Two quite different 

solutions to this probelm were used. 
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In BUGTRAN the debug commands are grouped together in a 

debug packet at the beginning of the source deck. A BUGTRAN 

command refers to the relevant section of source code via the 

name of the subprogram in which it occurs, and statement 

numbers within the program. To eliminate debugging it is 

merely necessary to remove the debugging packet. Thus 

BUGTRAN commands can be added or removed without the source 

program being altered, except for the placing of statement 

numbers to be referenced by BUGTRAN commands. Selectivity 

is gained by including a conditional element in the BUGTRAN 

command, which references variables in the program, and 

renders the BUGTRAN command active or inactive according to 

the value of an arithmetic expression. The BUGTRAN command 

is inactive if the expression has the value zero. 

Examples : 

1 IN MAIN (FROM 10 TO 63), IF(((K-1)/10)*10),CHECK 
VARIABLES,K,A,B,DONKEY,ZAMBAM 

Assignments to K, A, B, DONKEY and ZAMBAM are traced 

between statements 10 and 63 in the subprogram MAIN, 

while the value of K is between 1 and 10 inclusive. 

3 IN MYSUB, CHECK FLOW 

Flow of control is traced for the whole of the 

subprogram MYSUB. 

8 IN YORSUB (83), IF(FLAG-1), TERMINATE 

Execution is terminated if FLAG has the value one when 

statement number 83 in the subprogram YORSUB is reached. 

The form of expression allowed in the condition part is 

somewhat restrictive. Inequality rathe~ than equality is a 

more natural condition for controlling debugging. In this 

version of BUGTRAN it would often be necessary to create new 

variables in the program to control debugging, such as FLAG in 

the last example above. Allowing logical expressions, as in 

FORTRAN IV, to be used would allow more flexible control of 

the debugging facilities. 

In DEBUG the debug commands are placed in the source 

·program at the point required, and have the status of pseudo-

comments. In this case a pseudo-comment is a card beginning 
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with C$, which is an ordinary comment if' encountered by a 

FORTRAN compiler, but which is taken as a DEBUG command by 

the DEBUG compiler. Thus debugging is automatically 

eliminated by compiling the program without the precompiler, 

and the DEBUG commands can remain in the program as part of 

the documentation, and can be easily reinstated if needed 

again during later modification of the program. 

Example s : 

C$ DEBUG(NEW) HOW,WHY,WHEN,WHERE 

Subsequent assignments to the listed variables are traced. 

C$ DEBUG(ALL) ACE,KING,QUEEN,JACK 

Subsequent assignments to and fetches from the listed 

variables are traced. 

C$ DEBUG(OFF) 

Tracing of stores and fetches is suspended. 

C$ TRACE ON 

Turns on flow trace. 

C$ DEBUG A,AMIN,AMAX,ANEXT 

Gives a partial dump consisting of the listed variables. 

Selectivity is obtained by using DEBUG commands in 

conjunction with FORTRAN IF statements, for example the 

following statements would cause a trace of all assignments 

to be turned on when K has the value one, and to turn tracing 

off when the value of K becomes greater than twenty. 

Example: 

IF(K - 1)2,1,2 
l CONTINUE 

C$ DEBUG(NEW) 
GO TO 4 

2 IF(K - 20)4,4,3 
3 CONTINUE 

C$ DEBUG(OFF) 
4 CONTINUE 
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This method of gaining selectivity has two major dis
advantages. Firstly, the statements introduced to control 

the debugging facilities cannot be eliminated as easily as 

the DEBUG comm~nds can be, and secondly, lack of provision 

for labels on DEBUG commands necessitates the use of 

CONTINUE statements to jump to or around DEBUG commands. 

The DEBUG command language could be greatly improved by 

allowing any FORTRAN statement to be designated as a pseudo

comment, and allowing existing DEBUG commands to be labelled. 

The above example could then be written as: 
Example: 

C$ IF{K - 1)2,1,2 
C$ 1 DEBUG(NEW) 
C$ 2 IF(K - 20)4,4,3 
C$ 3 DEBUG(OFF) 
C$ 4 CONTINUE 

As well as allowing all statements concerned with de

bugging to be eliminated in the same manner, this modification 

also clearly distinguishes such statements from the rest or 

the program on the program listing. 

The debugging system EXDAMS (Balz 69) also uses a pre-
compiler. In this case the precompiler inserts procedure 

calls to pass information to debugging routines which create a 
history file. This is used after execution has terminated 

to provide information for traces and dumps. The precompiler 

also builds a model or the program's structure, which is used 

in interpreting the information in the history file. Since 

the history file always encompasses the whole program there 

is no need for special commands to direct the operation of 

the precompiler, as there was in the previous systems. 

A major disadvantage in using a precompiler to implement 

debugging facilities is that there is nq simple way of gaining 

control when a run-time error is detected. In order to be 

able to give a Post Mortem dump following a fatal error, it• 

would be necessary to alter the operating system so that control 

was passed to the debugging system when an error was detected. 

Such an alteration is often not desirable, since the main 
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justification for using a precompiler is that it avoids the 

need to modify existing software. The conditional termin

ation of:fered by BUGTRAN allows errors to be trapped in the 

same way as ASSERT statements, but could not normally be 

relied upon to trap all errors. 

In BUGTRAN and DEBUG it is often necessary for the pre

compiler to create new statements as well as new variables 

in order to pass the necessary information to the debugging 

routines. For example, in order to give flow trace when 

the following statement is executed: 

68 IF{B**2 - 4.0*A*C)l,2,3 

the statement would be replaced with three statements, suchas: 

68 QQ = B**2 - 4.0*A*C 
CALL FLOW{l,QQ) 
IF{QQ)l,2,3) 

where FLOW is the flow trace routine, and its first parameter 

indicates the type of control statement executed. 

In many cases it is neater to use function calls to 

pass information, rather than subroutine calls. This is 

done in EXDAMS to record the value of IF-condition, but could 

be put to more general use. For example ifstore and fetch 

trace are required for the statement: 

D := A[I]*R + 1 

function calls might be inserted as follows 

D := store('D', fetch('A[Il ',A[sub('I' ,I)] )*fetch('R' ,R)+ 1) 

where "store", "fetch" and "sub" are functions, each of which 

returns the value of its second parameter, and writes a trace 

record as a side-effect. 

The use of a precompiler offers a good technique for 

implementing debugging facilities where it is not practical 

to modify existing software. The technique is quite flexible 

and is inherently source-level orientated. The major 

objection to the use of a precompiler is the resulting increase 

in compilation time. Since the precompiler ·must perform a 

nearly complete syntactic analysis of the program, as well as 

introducing extra source for the compiler to analyse and 

· translate, the total time for the precompile and compile 
phase is likely to be at least 20 to 40 percent longer than 
an ordinary compilation. The actual increase would depend 
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on how comprehensive the debugging options were, and 

whether the precompiler was written in a high level or 

low level language. Execution time is also increased 

significantly, due to the frequent execution of subroutine 

or procedure calls. The increased execution time is quite 

acceptable in the interests of debugging, but the increased 

compilation time is not consistent with the aim of providing 
quick turnaround for debugging runs. 

Probably the greatest value of a precompiler is as an 

experimental tool. New debugging tools or other language 

features can be implemented using a precompiler and user 

reaction measured before the new tools are added to the 

compiler. 

3.2 Implementation of Debugging Facilities us ing Physical 
Breakpoints 

A physica l br eakpoint is an interruption in the execution 

of a program which allows the execution of an independently 

specified routine. The use of physical breakpoints allows 

branches to debugging routines to be inserted and deleted 

during execution (See Fig. 3.2). In the remainder of this 

section physical breakpoints will be referred to as breakpoints. 

A breakpoint is effected using an instruction which 

saves its own storage address (i.e. the instruction counter) 

in a specified location and branches to a breakpoint handling 

routine. This branch may be made either directly, in which 

case the breakpoint looks exactly like a parameterless sub

routine call, or indirectly via a fixed core location, using 
a special breakpoint instruction, such as UDO on the PDP-10, 

TRAP on the PDP-11, or SVC on the IBM System/360. A break

point is different from a parameterless subroutine call, 

however, in that the branch instruction, rather than being 

generated during compilation, is inserted into the object 

program by the debugging routine, displacing the machine 

instruction which previously occupied that location. Instr

uctions so displaced are saved in a table, so that they may 

be executed when necessary, and restored when the breakpoint 

. is deleted. In a batch environment, breakpoints can be set 

by the loader, as is done for FORTRAN programs using the 
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IBM 7090 IBSYS Operating System. In an interactive 

environment breakpoints are normally set and deleted by the 

debugging control program, or the time-s haring operating 

system, in response to commands entered at the programmer's 

terminal. 

Each breakpoint is uniquely identified by a field in 

the branch instruction, enabling the breakpoint handling 

routine to determine which breakpoint ~as executed . This 

allows an action to be associated with each breakpoint, 

which is initiated by the breakpoint handling routine when

ever the breakpoint is executed . This action may be a call 

on a standard debugging routine, a request for a command to 

be typed at the t erminal, or a previously defined set of 

commands to be executed. After thi s action has been per

f'ormed, providing it does not alter flow of control, the 

displaced instruction is executed . Provided that this 

instruction is not a branch or halt instruction, control is 

then passed to the instruction following the breakpoint . 

Two dif'ferent me thod s can be used t o execute the dis

placed instruction. The first method is to execute the 

displaced instruction remotely , either by branching into 

the table of displaced inst ructions and branching out again, 

or by using an instruction, such as EX on the IBM System/360 

EXEC on the IBM 7090, or OBEY on the ICL 1900, which causes 

an instruction at a specified address to be executed, without 

branching to that address. Problems can arise with this 

method if the displaced instruction is subject to address 

modif'ication or if it is an instruction whose effect is 

dependent on its storage address (e.g. t he short branch 

instruction on the IBM 1130, which address field is a dis

placement rather than a core address). Most compilers do 

not use these types of' instruction in the object code they 

produce, so few problems should be encountered, so long as 

the machine language program being run is the output of a 

compiler. 

The second method is to execute the displaced instr

uction interpretively. This method overcomes any problems 

· which may arise using remote execution, but also requires 
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that a simulator for the machine language be written. In 

this case the simulator can also be use d to execute the 

whole program (See Section 3.4), allowing the programmer to 

choose between normal execution with breakpoints and simulated 

execution, as in Blair's debugging system, PEBUG (Blai 71). 

The need to execute di splaced instructions can be 
avoided entirely at the cost of fairly small modification to 

the compiler. In a debugging system ror a high level 

language a breakpoint is always placed a t the beginning of 

the object code for the source statement at which the inter

ruption. is re~uired. If the compiler g enerates a dummy 

instruction at the beginning of the object code for each 

source statement, then this instruction can be displaced to 

permit a breakpoint to be set, and does not have to be exec

uted. This solution i s not generally used, however, since 

most people who have implemented debugging systems using 

breakpoints have specifically set out to avoid modifying 

existing software. 

The breakpoint handling routine deals only with a machine 

language program, and is to this extent independent of the 

language in which the program was wri tten and the compiler 

which was used . In order that commands given as input to 

the debugging system and information printed by it can be 

expressed in terms of the source program , some way of 

relating source symbols and statements t o machine addresse s 

is needed. Most debugging systems using breakpoints rely on 

the compiler being modified so as to make the compilation 

symbol-table available to the debugging system (Ashb 73, Blai 71, 
VerS 64, Wilk 61) . The aim of avoiding modification of 

existing software, thus, is not fully realized, although this 

is a minor modification to make. In his debugging system, 

AIDS (Gris 70, Gris 71), Grishman avoided making even this 

change by using a listing reader, which reads the compiler 

listing, analyses it, and constructs a symbol-table. 

Presumably, the listing reader (of which no details are given), 

mimics the compiler's storage allocation and code generation 

functions to determine the locations used by program statements 
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and data. To write such a program would require detailed 

knowledge of the compiler, and to execute it would take 

nearly as long as a compilation. The cost incurred seems 

to be somewhat greater than that of the simple modification 

to the compiler required to make its symbol-table available. 

Given a symbol-table, the debugging system can accept 

commands and output messages in terms of the source program, 

although reference to source statements is restricted to 

labelled statements. To allow reference to unlabelled 

statements the debugging system needs to be able to locate 

the beginning of the object code for each source statement. 

In order to do this the compiler must be modified to either 

insert a dummy instruction at the beginning of the object 

code for each statement, or create a storage map with a 

pointer to the beginning of the object code for each statement. 

In most debugging systems which have been based on the 

use of breakpoints, the major facility provided is that of 

setting and deleting breakpoints. The programmer can then 

specify actions to be taken at each breakpoint in order to 

obtain a store trace for a particular variable, the program

mer must set a breakpoint immediately after each statement 

which assigns a value to that variable, and specify that, 

when any of these breaks is reached, the name and value of 

the variable should be printed. Similarly, a flow trace is 

obtained by setting a breakpoint at each statement which can 

be branched to, either explicitly or implicitly, and specify

ing that some identification of that statement be printed 

whenever the breakpoint is executed. Such a facility allows 

very flexible debugging, but requires far more effort on the 

part of the programmer than is either necessary or desirable. 

A debugging system implemented using breakpoints should 

use the breakpoint facility to provide a range of debugging 

tools, rather than offering only the breakpoint facility; 

in particular, traces should be provided automatically. 

The easiest way of doing this is to allow the programmer to. 

request a variety of traps, rather than only logical break

points. For example, in MANTIS (Ashb 73) the programmer 

can set traps on: execution of a labelled statement; stores 
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to a specified variable; calls to or returns from a specified 

subroutine. The debugging system uses a table of occurences 

of stores and subroutine calls and returns to place break

points at the necessary locations. This table is created 

by the debugging system by examining the object program, 

but could be supplied by the compiler. Unlike the breakpoints 

set explicitly by the programmer, these breakpoints need not 

necessarily be placed at the beginning of the object code for 

the corresponding source statement. A group of MANTIS commands 

is associated with each trap, rather than with each breakpoint. 

The different forms of traps can be used to give dumps, store . 
traces, and subroutine traces, respectively. 

MANTIS also offers a flow trace, which may be printed 

out as execution proceeds (using the command TRACE OUTPUT), 

or recorded in a trace table (using the command TRACE) which 

may be listed at any time (using the command HISTORY). 

Deviations from sequential flow of control are trapped by 

placing breakpoints at program branches, which are located 

by code inspection. MANTIS has to distinguish between 

program branches and branches used to control DO statements; 

this task becomes considerably more difficult in a language 

with more complicated control structures, such as ALGOL 60 

or PL/I. A table of program branches could be provided by 

the compiler, at the cost of a minor modification. 

Some other debugging tools can be implemented in a 

similar manner, provided the necessary information is supplied 

by the compiler. Statement-by-statement execution and 

execution counts can be provided, by placing a breakpoint at 

the beginning of code for each source statement, provided the 

compiler produces a statement map or places a dummy instruction 

at the beginning of the object code for each source statement. 

A history table can be kept, provided the debugging system can 

distinguish between program variables and temporary locations 

assigned by the compiler, and between program branches and 

other branches inserted by the compiler (e.g~ loop control, 

jumping over data areas). 

Implementation of a Post Mortem dump creates another 

· problem, since the debugging system needs to gain control 
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when execution is aborted in order to give the dump. This 

can only be done by modifying the operating system so that 

control is passed to the debugging system whenever a job 

being run with the debugging system is terminated. This 

problem does not arise if the debugging system is embedded 

in the operating system, as suggested by Gaines (Gain 69). 
One debugging system, however, cannot be expected to cater 

for every high level languag e which might be used under the 

supervision of the operating system, a n d those debugging 

facilities which have been implemented in this way are 

invariably more suitable for use with low level languages. 
4 

Further problems arise in the handling of breakpoints 

when a large number of breakpoints are being set, as would 

be the case if such tools as execution counts, traces, 

history tables or statement-by-statement execution were 

offered. More than one command might be req_uired to set 

breakpoints at the same location. For example, a dump 

command sets a breakpoint at the locat i on corresponding to 

the beginning of code for the source s tatement at which the 

dump is req_uired. A breakpoint may, h owever, already 

have been set at this location to give 7 say, the execution 

count of the statement. In order to avoid displacing 

breakpoints to set other breakpoints, the debugging system 

would need to check to see if the location already contained 

a breakpoint. Instead of a single action (which may be a 

group of commands), each breakpoint would then have a list 

of actions associated with it. Once a breakpoint had been 

set, actions could be added to or deleted from the list. 

The breakpoint itself would be deleted only when the last 

action in its list was deleted. 

In summary, the use of breakpoints allows implement

ation of interactive debugging facili ties , with only minor 

modifications being made to existing sof'tware; the modif

ications req_uired depending on the type of debugging facility 

which is to be provided. The more sophisticated the de

bugging facility is, the greater the amount of' information 

which has to be supplied by the compiler. The advantages of' 

this method of' implementation are: no alteration need be made 

·i 
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to the source program for debugging purposes; no extra 

object code is generated; it is not necessary to recompile 

or reload the program in order to change the debugging 

options; and debugging overhead can be removed at any time 

durj_ng execution. 

This method of implementation, however, has a number 

of disadvantage s which tend to outwe i gh the advantages. 

Firstly, the method is far better suited to communication 

at machine language level, rather than at source level, and 

the range of debugg ing tools which can be implemented is 

rather .limited. The work done on MANTIS, however, shows 

that the use of breakpoints could be developed further to 

provide far better facilities for debugging in high level 

languages than has previously been done using breakpoints . 

Secondly, a number of problems arise when portions of the 

program are overlaid, as is the case in a time-sharing 

system, since breakpoints can only be set in the portion 

which is in core (Blai 71). In many larger systems, in 

particular those using paged memory, it is not possible to 

alter the contents of program words. In such systems, 

breakpoints simply cannot be used . 

3.3 Implementat ion of Debugging Facilities using a 
Compiler 

A common method of implementing debugging facilities 

for a high level language is to incorporate them in the 

compiler for the source language. The debugging facilities 

can then be controlled by commands included as source 

statements in the program, which may be given the status 

of pseudo-comments, or by compiler options, or by a combin

ation of the two. During the scanning and analysis phases 

the compiler gathers information about the program which is 

needed for debugging. This information is used to provide 

tables needed during execution, such as _a symbol table, and 

to guide the code generation phase in the generation of 

extra object code to give the required debugging options. 

This extra code normally consists of calls to run-time 

routines, though some debugging tools, for example execut1on 

counts, could be implemented using in-line code (See Fig. 3.3). 
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As with a precompiler, control is passed to the 

debugging routines using calls inserted in the program on 

the basis of a scan of the source program. Access to 

symbolic and structural information about the source program, 

however, is more difficult . Since the compiler is expected 

to provide diagnostic facilities at run-time as well as de

bugging facilities, the method used with the precompiler of 

passing symbolic information as parameters to the debugging 

routines is not adequate. Furthermore the object code 

produced by a compiler normally carries very little inform

ation about the structure of the source program. Some 
' 

structural information could be retained in the object 

program; for example, dummy instructions could be used to 

mark the beginning of the object code corresponding to each 
source statement. Other symbolic and structural information 

must be passed on to the debugging routines in the form of 

tables, such as the symbol-table . In Multics PL/I (Wolm 72) 

the compiler also provides a statement map giving information 

about the location of the object segment for each source 

statement. Other tables required would depend on the source 

language itself and the type of checking and debugging tools 

being implemented. 

The range of debugging tools which can be implemented in 

this manner is much the same as can be implemented using a 

precompiler, and without the overhead of the extra analysis 

of the source program . Again, in order to provhle a ~ost 

Mortem dump facility it is necessary to modify the operating 

system so that control is passed to the language subsystem 

whenever a run-time system error is detected. 

The diagnostic and debugging capabilities of a compiler 

can be greatly increased by using run-time routines to 

monitor certain phases of the execution, rather than just to 

implement trace, dumps and other debugging tools. For 

example, in PL/C (Conw 73) the execution supervisor handles 

GO TO statements, string manipulation, I/O, dynamic storage 

allocation and stack manipulation during block entry and exit. 

These supervisor functions are requested through calls to 

. run-time routines which are compiled into the object code. 

Other phases of the execution which require run-time checking 
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for example, references to structured data or control of 

iterative loops, could be handled by run-time routines, 

rather than the compiler duplicating the checking code 

every time it is needed . When extensive use is made of 

run-time routines, execution i s largely interpretive and 

the debugging facilities which can be offered are similar 

to those which can be provided using an interpreter (See 

section 3.4). 

For good debugging facilities to b e provided using 

the compiler it is generally necessary that the debugging 

facilitie s be part of the initial design of the compiler, 

or at least that the compiler be designed with due consider

ation being given to the later addition of debugging 

facilities. Building debugging facilities into an already 

existing compiler which has not been so designed is a much 

more difficult task. 

3.4 Implementati on of Debuggi ng Facilit ies using an Interpreter 

An interpretive system consists or a translator and an 

interpreter. The translator accepts the source program and 

translates it into a form suitable for interpretation . This 

intermediate form is then executed by the interpreter. The 

significant difference between an interpretive system and a 

compiler is in the control which the language subsystem bas 

over the execution of the program. Usi ng a compiler, the 

language subsystem only gains control when the object program 

branches to the execution supervisor . In an interpretive 

system, however, the interpreter has control of execution at 

all times, since all instructions executed directly by hard

ware are part of the interpreter (See Fig . 3.4). This is 

ideal for providing diagnostic and debugging facilities as 

it allows run-time semantic errors to be detected as early 

as possible and diagnosed accurately. Run-time system errors 

could also be detected by the interpreter, but only at the 

cost of a lot of extra checking. It is far more efficient 

for the interpreter to be designated as a privileged user, and 

for the operating system to pass control to the interpreter 

·whenever an error is detected, either by 
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the operating system or by the hardware, in the execution 

of an interpreter routine. 

Three kinds of interpreters are defined, according to 

the amount of work done by the translator, and the resulting 

form of the input to the interpreter. This distinction is 

based on the model of the three-pass compiler (lexical 

scanning, syntactic and semantic analysis, and code generation). 

(i) Source Interpreter 

The translation phase is either non-existent or, more 

com~ only, consists only of a lexical scan, during which the . 
source program is translated into a stream of tokens. During 

this scan the translator may also perform some syntactic 

analysis, in particular checking the formation of identifiers, 

constants and delimiters, and build a symbol-table which is 

passed on to the interpreter. The interpreter completes the 

syntactic and semantic analysis of each statement as it is 

executed. The input to the interpreter is identical to the 

source program, except for the replacement of identifiers and 

constants with pointers to the symbol-table, and the sub

stitution of internal codes for delimiters. The interpreter 

thus has access to all the information about the source program, 

allowing excellent diagnostic and debugging facilities to be 

provided. Execution using a source interpreter, however, is 

very slow, since the analysis of every statement is repeated 

each time it is executed. 

(ii) Intermediate Language Interpreter 

The translator performs a lexical scan, syntactic analysis 

and most of the semantic analysis, and translates the program 

into an intermediate language which is similar to the output of 

the second pass of a three pass compiler. The interpreter 

then executes this intermediate language, effectively replacing 

the code generation phase of the compiler. An intermediate 

language interpreter gives quick turnaround on non-production 

jobs, which often contain errors, as translation is fast and 

all static errors can be detected during translation. The 

diagnostic and debugg~ng capabilities of an intermediate 
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language interpreter during execution are very good, since 

little ini'orrnat ion about th e source prog r am is los t during 

translation. These capabilities can be enhanced if the 

intermediate l anguage is designe d to r erl e ct the s tructure of 

the source program prec isely . In particular, t h is would 

allow the interpreter to determine , at any time, which source 

statement i s be i ng execut ed and what t ype of statement it i s . 

The principle s involved in writing an intermediate language 

interpreter are discussed in ( Glas 69 ), and a particular 

implementation i s de scribed in detail in (Rand 64) . This 

ki nd of interpreter has been used to provide diagnostic and 

debugging facilities in QUICKTRAN (Dunn 64 , Kell 64), 
SPLI NTER (Glas 68 ) and the PL/I Che ckout Compiler (McHa 71, 

Cuff 72, Mark 73). 

(iii) Si mulator (Mach ine Lang~a.ge I nterpr eter) 

The trans lator i s a normal compiler, produci ng machine code, 

and the interpreter is a hardvvare s i mulator with adj_ i tional 

diagnostic and debugging facil i ties . The advantage of using 

a simulator i s that once a program has been debugged it can 

then be run efficiently, on hardware, without any modification 

or use of a different compiler . Indeed, par t s of the prog ram 

which have been debugged can be run on hardware, wh ile other 

parts are executed b y the s i mulator . This facilit y , called 

parti a l i nterpretation, has been implemented in ALGOL W (Satt 72) 
and in PEBUG (Blai 71). The use of a simul a tor, however, has 

two disadvantages when compared with an intermediate language 

interpreter. Firstly , translati on is slower (much slower in 

the case of an optimizing compiler), thus g iving slower turn-

around for debugging runs . Secondly, the machine code wh ich is 

interpreted carries very little information about the structure 

of the source p rogr am, maki ng good source level debugging 

facilities diff icult to implement . The ini'ormation required 

could be provided by the compi l er in the form of tables, but 

this is messy compared with the interpretation of an ~inter

mediate language which itself reflects the structure of the. 

source program. 
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The use of an interpretive system offers excellent , 

opportunities for provision of good source level debugging 

facilities. The overhead of interpretive execution during 

debugging, rather than being a disadvantage, is a worthwhile 

investment, since the number of runs and the amount of 

programmer time re quired to debug a program can be substantially 

reduced. Interpretive execution is also quite acceptable 

for short 'one-off' jobs which, with an optimizing compiler, 

typically spend an order of magnitude more time being compiled 

than they do executing . For most production running, however, 

interpretive execution is not acceptable, and a scheme is 

needed which allows interpretive execution during debugging, 

and efficient hardware execution for production running. Two 

such schemes have been described in the literature. One is 

to use a simulator, as described above for ALGOL Wand PEBUG; 

the other is to use one compiler for debugging and a different 

one for production jobs. 

The first reference to the use of two different compilers 

was made by Duncan (Dunc 62), who described the proposed 

'Whetstone' and ' Kidsgrove ' implementations of ALGOL 60 for 

the English Electric KDF9. The two compilers were to support 

an identical source langua ge; the Whetstone version aiming at 

fast translation with no attempt to produce efficient code 

(being interpretive), while the Kidsgrove version aimed at 

producing efficient obj ect code at the expense of slower 

translation. This idea has been applied more recently by 

IBM to its implementation of PL/I for the IBM System/360. 

The PL/IF compiler has been superseded by a pair of compilers; 

the PL/I Checkout Compiler and the PL/I Optimizing Compiler. 

The Checkout Compiler provides fast translation and a range of 

debugging tools using interpretive execution. The Optimizing 

Compiler is used to produce efficient object code for a program 

which is used repeatedly. Special commands used as directives 

to the Checkout Compiler are ignored by the Optimizing Compiler, 

and vice versa. 
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The major difficulty with the use of two separate 

compilers for the same language is in i mplementing and 

maintaining the two, so that they both support exactly the 

same source language . An al ternative scheme is now 

presented which avoids this difficulty. This s cheme is 

based on the observati on that the translat or used wi th an 

intermediate l anguage interpreter performs the same tasks as 

the first two passes of a three-pass compiler, namely lexical 

scanning and syntactic and semantic analysis. The scheme, 

then is that a single translator is used to analyse the program 

and translate it into the intermediate language , which is then 

processed either by an int erpreter or by an optimizing code 

generator, according to a compiler option (se e Fi g 3.5). 
Since the same translator is always used there is no difficulty 

with source language compatibility, but care i s required to 

ensure that the treatment of the i ntermediate language is 

compatible. This i s a comparatively easy task, involving the 

comparison of a pair of processors for each intermediate 

language operator ; one which int erprets the operato r and one 

which generates object code for it. It then remains only to 

ensure that optimi zation does not corrupt the logi c of the 

program. 

The analysis phases of the PL/I Checkout Compiler and 

Optimizing Compiler are somewhat different, due to the differ

ing needs of the latter phases of the two compilers; the major 

difference being that the int e rmedi ate language used by the 

interpreter carries extra symbolic information required for the 

provision of diagnost ic and debugging facilities. When only 

one translator is used, as in the above scheme, the translator 

is oriented towards the diagnos tic and debugging needs of the 

interpreter. That is, it is fast, so as to give quick 

turnaround for debugging and test runs, and retains as much 

symbolic and structural information as possible. If the code 

generator is used, this information can ·be used to guide 

optimization, instead of tables built during translation, and 

is otherwise ignored. 
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This scheme could be extended to allow some sections 

of the program to be executed interpretively, while other 

sections are compiled to machine code and executed by 

hardware. This would only be a significant advantage when 

very large programs were being debugg ed . Some techniQues 

for combining interpretive code with machine code are 

discussed in (Daki 73) and (Daws 73). 

Specific details of the implementation of debugging 

facilities using an interpreter are discussed in the next 

chapter. 



Chapter 4 

PROVISION OF DEBUGGING FACILITIES FOR MUSSEL 

4.0 Introduction 

In this chapter the provision of debugging facilities 

for a particular language is discussed in detail. The 

language , which is called MUSSEL, is described briefly and 

suitable debugging facilities desi gned. A general 

description of the implementation of MUSSEL is then given, 

followed by a detailed description of the implementation of 

the debugging facilities. The implementat i on has been 

designed s o as to be easily adaptable to use in an interactive 

environment. 

Although a specific language is used for this discussion, 

the main interest is in the approach taken in desi gning the 

implementation. Modified appropriately, this approach could 

be used in implementing debugg ing facilities for any high level 

language which can be implemented using a run-time stack. 

4.1 Overview of MUSSEL 

MUSSEL (Massey University Structured Student Language) 

was designed to allow the expression of structured programs 

in a clear and simple manner. The language has only a few 

arbitrary syntactic restrictions, which were imposed to 

preserve its simple structure, so that it would be suitable 

as a teaching language. MUSSEL was designed and implemented 

on an IBM 1620 II at Massey University by Nola Simpson 

(Simp 73) and Peter Gibbons (Gibb 72). The syntax of MUSSEL 

is given in Appendix A. 

The basic character set used in MUSSEL consists of: 

the 26 upper case letters, A through Z; the digits O through 9; 
and the special characters+ - * / ! : . , ( ) $ and blank. 

MUSSEL has three data types: 
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Numbers of which integers are a subset; 

Booleans taking the values TRUE or FALSE, which may 

be abbreviated to Tor F; 

Strings consisting of seQuences of characters from 

the basic character set. String constants 

are enclosed between exclamation marks, and 

an exclamation mark is represented within a 

string as two consecut ive exclamation marks. 

Data values are stored either as simple variables or 

in arrays. The data type associated with each data item 

is determined dynamically, and thus may change any number of 

times during the execution of the program. In particular, 

this means t hat the elements of an array do not have to be 

all of the same type. 

The assignment statement in MUSSEL has the form: 

SET <list part> TO <expression> 

where <li st part> i s a list of variable names separated 

by commas. 

Examples 

SET A,B,C TO 0 

SET K TO K+l 

SET DATE TO DAY .CAT. !/! .CAT. MONTH 

SET DATE TO DATE .CAT. !/! YEAR 

SET M(I,J) TO M(I,J) + l.S*Q(J) - 4.76 

Program structuring in MUSSEL is achieved using DO 

groups (which are eQuivalent to compound statements in ALGOL 60) 

and procedures. A DO group is an optionally labelled group 

of statements enclosed between the statement parentheses DO 

and END. MUSSEL has no eQuivalent of the ALGOL block; all 

variables in the main program (called Main variables) are 

reserved at the beginning of the program, and are global to 

the program and its procedures. This a.voids many of the 

difficulties arising from the scope rules in languages such 

as ALGOL 60. Main arrays have static bounds. 
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Procedures are declared at the begining of the program, 

immediately after the reservation of main variables. Local 

variables are reserved at the begining of the procedure, and 

local arrays may have dynamic bounds. All parameters are 

'call-by-reference'. Procedure declarations may not be 

nested, enforcing a simple, two-level structure. Procedures 

may, however, be mutually recursive; that is, any procedure 

may call any other procedure including itself. 

Choice constructions used in MUSSEL are: the IF-group, 

Conditional-group, CASE-group, and CHOICE-group. 

Examples 

(1) IF X .GT. Y .OR. Y .LT. Z THEN SET F TO 1 

(2) IF M .EQ. N 
THEN DO 

SET MEAN TO SUMX/N 
SET VAR TO SUMX2/N - MEAN**2 

END 

(3) IF I .EQ. 0 
THEN DO 

SET s TO N+K 
SET p TO P+S 

END 
ELSE DO 

SET s TO N-K 
SET p TO P-S 

END 
END 

(4) DO CASE OPCODE IN (22,26) OF 
SET OP TO !SUBTRACT! 
SET OP TO !MULTIPLY! 
SET OP TO !COMPARE! 
SET OP TO !TRANSMIT DIGIT! 
SET OP TO !TRANSMIT FIELD! 

END 

(5) DO CHOICE OF 
IF TEMP .LT. 0 THEN SETS TO !FREEZING!!! 
IF TEMP .LT. 10 THEN SET S TO !COLD! 
IF TEMP .LT. 15 THEN SETS TO !COOL! 
IF TEMP .LT. 25 THEN SETS TO !MILD! 
IF TEMP .LT. 30 THEN SETS TO !WARM! 
IF TEMP .LT. 50 THEN SET S TO !HOT! 
ELSE SET TEMP TO ! BOILING! ! ! 

END 
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Iteration is achieved in MUSSEL using REPEAT groups, 

which have the form: 

DO REPEAT (control) 

••.•• statements •..•. 

END 

The control part may be selected from a variety of options, 

which correspond essentially to the PERFORM verb options in 

COBOL. 

In order to emphasise the structure of algorithms , 

MUSSEL has no GO TO statement. Instead program flow is 

controlled using the various control structures described 

above, with the addition of the EXIT statement, which specifies 

an exit fro m the innermost loop. 

from by specifying its l abel. 

An out er loop can be exit ed 

Example 

HUNT DO REPEAT FOR I FROM l TO Il 

END 

DO REPEAT FOR J FROM 1 TO Jl 
IF A(I,J) .EQ. MATCH 
THEN EXIT FROM HUNT 

END 

Simple input-output is provided using unformatted stream 

input and standard format output. More sophisticated output 

is provided using picture specifications, similar to those of 

COBOL and PL/I, and the printer control statements : 

NEWPAGE, NEWLINE(n ), SPACE(n), AND TAB(n). 

Examples 

READ X,Y,Z 

PRINT A,B,C 

PRINT NEWPAGE, TAB ( 30) , ! TITLE! , NEWLINE ,.TAB ( 30 ); , ! ***** ! 
' 

PRINT NEWLINE(2) ,TAB(28),!X = !,Z(PIC=***.**) 
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4.2 Debugging Facilities in MUSSEL 

Debugging tools were selected for inclusion in the 

MUSSEL debugging facility on the basis of their usefulness 

(as discussed in Chapter 2), with consideration to the 

features of the MUSSEL language and the fact that MUSSEL 

is intended as a teaching language. Sine e MUSSEL is 

currently implemented as a batch processing system, none of 

the 'interactive only' debugging tools discussed in Chapter 2 

could be included. The debugging facilities, which include 

execution counts, various forms of traces and dumps, and an 

ASSERT . statement, are controlled using a combination of control 

cards and source statements. The debugging commands used in 

MUSSEL allow simple invocation of basic debugging options as 

well as flexible control of debugging for the more sophisticated 

programmer, and have been designed to be a natural extension 

of the MUSSEL language. 

Execution counts are kept for all programs, and can be 

used within the program to control debugging. The reserved 

identifier EXCOUNT gives the value of the execution count of 

the statement in which it appears. Execution counts are 

us.ed to give a program profile at the end of execution; and 

the execution count and line number of the relevant line of 

source code are given with every diagnostic or debugging 

message printed during execution. For example, the message: 

12( 3) ERROR: DIVISION BY ZERO 

indicates that the described condition was detected while 

the statement whose line number is 12 (i.e. the first number 

shown) was being executed for the third time (given by the 

number in brackets). 

Traces are enabled and disabled by the TRACE and UNTRACE 

statements, respectively. 

as follows: 

The syntax of these statements is 

<trace> ::= TRACE!TRACE <trace option •list> 

<untrace> ::= UNTRACE!UNTRACE <trace option list> 

<trace option list> ::= <trace option>l<trace option list>, 

<trace option> 
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<trace option> ::= STORESISTORES(<var list>) I 

VALUESIVALUES( <val list> ) I 
TYPESITYPES( <var list> ) I 

FLOWILOOPSISOURCEI 

PROCEDURESIPROCEDURES(<proc list>) 

<var list> : : = <var list elt> I <var list>,<var list elt> 

<val list> : : = <val list elt>l<val list>,<val list elt> 

<var list elt> : : = <simple variable > l <array id> 

. 
<val list elt> .. = <var list elt> l <function id> 

<proc list> ::= <procedure id> l <proc list > , <procedure id> 

Examples : 

TRACE VALUES(A,B,C) 

TRACE FLOW,STORES(X,Y) ,PROCEDURES(PROC1,PROC2,PROC3) 

UNTRACE TYPES 

IF EXCOUNT .GT. 1 THEN UNTRACE SOURCE 

TRACE 

TRACE STORES(THIS,THAT),FLOW,LOOPS,PROCEDURES 

The trace options are as follows: 

STORES: store trace, as descri bed in Chapter 2. 

VAWES: a combination of the store and fetch traces, as 

described in Chapter 2. 

TYPES: trace of changes in the types of variables listed, 
or all variables if no list is given. 
MUSSEL's dynamic type feature saves many of the 

syntax errors which result from the typed declar
ations used in languages such as ALGOL, but can 

lead to very serious logical errors if misused. 

This trace is a tool enabling the programmer to 

keep track of inten tional type changes and· to 

locate any unintentional type changes. While 
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this trace is enabled, the new type and value is 

printed for each variable whose type is changed 

due to the execution of an assignment or READ 

statement. This includes the initialization of 

a variable, when its type is changed from 'undefined' 

to some other type. 

trace of flow of control through the program. 

Trace output i nclu des: entries to and exits from 

DO groups and proc edures: the option taken in 

each IF, CASE or CHOICE statement; and the value 

of the condition i n each ASSERT statement. Output 

given on exit from a DO REPEAT group includes the 

number of iterations which were performed. 

trace of the control of iterative loops. 

Entries to and exits from DO REPEAT groups are 

traced as for flow trace. At the beginning of each 

iteration the itera tion count is printed, accompanied 

by the value of the loop control vari able, in the 

case of a REPEAT SET or REPEAT FOR loop, or the 

value of the loop condition, in the case of a REPEAT 

WHILE or REPEAT UNTIL loop. 

PROCEDURES: trace of calls to procedures named in the list, 

or all procedures if no list is given. 

Entries to and exits from procedures are traced as 

for flow trace. In addition, for each parameter 

passed, the name of the formal parameter and the 

value of the actual parameter are printed. There 

is no need to identify the calling style, since all 

parameters are call-b y-reference. 

SOURCE: source trace, as described in Chapter 2. 

If no trace option list is used in a TRACE or UNTRACE 

statement, then all traces are turned on or off, respectively. 

Thus the following two statements are eQuivalent: 

TRACE 

TRACE VALUES,TYPES,FLOW,LOOPS,PROCEDURES,SOURCE 
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TRACE and UNTRACE statements are effective only if' a 

$DEBUG control card is used, and are otherwise treated as 

comments. Tracing can thus be deleted merely by removing 

this control card. 

A simple frequency controlled trace is provided which 

allows all statements to be traced only a specified number 

of' times. This facility is invoked using a$rRACE ALL control 

card. If' no number is specified, a default value of' three 

is assumed. 

A history of' the execution leading up to the point of' 

termination can be requested, either conditionally upon the 

manner of' termination or unconditionally, using a $HISTORY 

control card. This control card has two parameters. The 

first parameter is empty if' the history is to be given only 

in the event of' abnormal termination and is specified as 

ALWAYS if' the history is to be given irrespectively of' the 

manner of' termination . 'l'he second parameter is a number 

specify ing the number of' lines of' history which are to be 

printed. The informati on contained in the history is the 

same as would have been printed if' all traces were active at 

that time. 

Snap dumps and partial dumps are reques ted using the 

IXJMP statement, which has the following syntax 

<dump> ::= DUMPIDUMP <dump list> 

If' no dump list is used then a snap dump is given , 

including all the variables which are currently accessible. 

Since procedure declarations in MUSSEL can not be nested, 

only local variables of' the current procedure and main variables 

are accessible during the execution of' a procedure. For 

arrays in the current environment, only the first five and 

the last elements from the first five and the last rows are 

printed. 

If' a list is given then a partial dump, including those 

items specified in the list, is given . Items in the list may 

be simple variables, array elements or array ranges, and 

conditions may be attached to single items or grou~s of' items. 

The dump list has the following syntax: 
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<dump list> ::= <dump list elt>l<dump list>,<dump list elt> 

<dump list elt> ::= <dump list item>! 
IF <cond exp> THEN <dump list item> 

<dump list item> ::= <simple variable>l <array range>! 
( <dump list>) 

<array range> ::= <array id> (<sub range >) I 
<array id > (<sub range>, <sub range >) 

<sub range> ::= <val exp>l<val exp> TO <val exp> 

Examples : 

DUMP N,IF I.EQ.O THEN (A,B,IF J.EQ.O THEN X,C) ,K 

DUMP ARRA(K+4,Il TO 12) 

Like the TRACE and UNTRACE statements, the DUMP 

statement is effective only if a $DEBUG control card is used. 

A Post Mortem dump is given for all programs wh ich 

terminate abnormally, and can be requested irrespective of 

manner of termination using the control card: 

$PM DUMP 

The PM dump includes the data for each procedure which has 

been entered but not exited at the point of termination, 

starting from the current procedure and working back to the 

main program. If the program terminates normally, the final 

values of local variables of procedures are lost, since they 

have been wiped from the stack. Hence in this case the 

Post Mortem dump contains only the main variables and arrays, 

which are preserved as they are not stored in the stack. 

As in the snap dump, only the first five and the last elements 

of the first five and the last rows are printed. 

The ASSERT statement in MUSSEL has the same form as 

described in Chapter 2, and is effective only if a $DEBUG 

control card is used. When the condition in an ASSERT 

statement is found to be false, an error message is printed 

and execution is terminated. Since this is an abnormal 

termination, a Post Mortem dump will then be given. 

4.3 Implementation of MUSSEL 

MUSSEL has been implemented as an interpretive . system 

using an intermediate language interpreter. This method of 
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implementation was chosen in order to minimize compilation 

time and maximize diagnostic and debugging capabilities at 

run-time; both of these goals were considered essential 

in the implementation of a teaching language. Though the 

present implementation is as a batch system, it is hoped 

that MUSSEL will eventually be implemented as an interactive 

system; the debugging facilities described in this chapter 

have been designed so that they could easily be adapted to 

provide interactive debug ging facilities. Since MUSSEL is 

intended as a teaching language it is not likely to be used 

for running long production jobs, so there is no need to 

provide an efficient mode of execution and the interpreter 

is used for all jobs. 

The MUSSEL system consists of two main parts; the 

Translator and the Interpreter. Each of these is divided 

into three phases as described below. The general structure 

of the MUSSEL system is shown in Fig 4.1. 

The first phase of the Translator is the main control 

routine for the batch system. This phase reads the source 

program from cards, stores it on disk, and prints a jqb 

heading which includes the prog rammer's name, the date, and 

a list of the control cards used. If a $CARD LIST control 

card is used, a listing of the program as read from cards, 

with line numbers added, is given. 

The second phase is the main body of the Translator, 

and performs: lexical analysis; syntactic analysis, using 

a top-down, syntax-directed recognizer; and various semantic 

actions, including generation of the Intermediate Language 

program. This phase also builds a template (Grie 71) of the 

storage required by the main program and by each procedure. 

The procedure templates are used at run-time for accessing the 

symbol-table entries of local variables. 

The third phase of the Translator 1s an interface module. 

Its first task is to print the compilation cross-reference 

table, which gives the line number of every occurence of each 

identifier used in the source program. If any compilation 

errors were detected during the second phase, this phase gives 
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a listing of the program which is correctly indented with 

line numbers added, and has the appropriate error message(s) 

following each line . in which an error was detected; control 

is then passed to the main control routine ( the first phase 

of the Translator) which begins processing the next job in 

the batch. If no compilation errors we re detected, the 

interface module links to the Interpreter , passing the symbol

table, the Intermedi ate Language program, and the p rocedure 

templates. If a $CODE control card i s used, a listing of 

the Intermediate Language program i s given. 

The first phase of the Interpreter is an interf~ce 

routine, which merely initializes the data areas used by 

the Interpreter, and prints a message indicating the 

beginning of execution . 

The second phase, which is the main body of the Inter

preter, handles the execution of t he Intermediate Language 

program, using a run-time stack for evalua tion of expressions 

and allocation of dynamic storage . This phase consists of: 

the Interpreter Control Routine; a set of interpret ive routines 

corresponding to the Intermediate Langua g e operators, which are 

called by the Interpreter Con trol Routine; and a few service 

routines used by the interpre tive rou tines. These service 

routines include the Debug Output Routine lDOR), which is 

used to output information including debugging .messages, run

time error messages , and to build the history table, if 

reQuired. The symbol-table i s kept during execution, and 

is used to access the symbolic names of variables, procedures 

and labels. 

The third phase of the Interpreter is the Post Mortem 

Routine (PMR), to which control is passed when execution of 

the Intermediate Language program is t e rminated, whether 

normally or abnormally. The Post Mortem Routine firstly gives 

a listing of the program which is correctly indented and has 

line numbers and executi on counts added . Then, according to 

the control cards used and the manner of termination, a Post 

Mortem dump and a history may be printed . The Post Mortem 

Routine finally links to the main control routine (~he first 
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phase of the Translator) to commence processing the next 

job of the batch. 

The Intermediate Language used in MUSSEL is essentially 

a 'Reverse Polish' notation, and is s imilar to, though much 

simpler than, that used by Randell and Russell (Rand 64) . 
A special operator (LN) is inserted at the beginning of the 

object code (Interme diate Language) for each line of source 

code, allowing refe rence back to the source code corre sp onding 

to any section of obj e ct code. A number of modifications to 

the Intermediate Language are required in order to implement 

the debugging facilities described in section 4 .2. These 

include: addition of new operators to control debugging; 

addition of new operators whi ch provi de s tructural information 

about the source prog ram; and altera t i ~n of the interpreter's 

treatment of a number of ope rators. T~ e se modifications are 

discuss ed in section 4. 4, a nd the modified form of the 

Intermediate Language is described in detail in Appendix B. 

An important feature of the implementati on is the run-time 

symbol table, which contains entries for all symbols used in 

the source program. (In the initi a l implementation only main 

variables, main array names and procedure names were included 

in the run-time symbol table, while labels, formal parameters, 

local variables and local array names were omitted.) Each 

symbol table entry consists of : a pointer to the name of the 

symbol, which is stored in the name area; a type field, 

indicating the kind of entry; some trace switches; and a 

value part, which takes on various different forms according 

to the kind of entry. The type field of a main variable is 

initially set to 'undefined' and is set to 'number', 'Boolean' 

or 'string', as appropriate, whenever an assignment is made to 

that variable. The value of the variable is stored in the 

value part of the symbol table entry unless the value is a 

string, in which case it is stored in the string area and the 

appropriate string descriptor is stored in the value part. 

The forms of the value part used for other ki_nds of symbol 

table entries will be discussed later, where they are relevant 

to the implementation of the debugging facilities. 
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The trace switches in the symbol table are used to 

control the symbol-oriented traces (i.e. Store, Value, Type 

and Procedure Traces), while global trace switches are used 

to control the non-symbol-oriented traces (i.e. Flow, Loop 

and Source Traces). Eleven new operators are used to 

turn these trace switches on and off. 

into three groups : 

These operators fall 

(1) Operators which turn on or off a symbol-oriented 

trace for a single symbol 

TSS (on/off, S.T. addr) 

TSV (on/off, S.T. addr) 

TST (on/off, S.T. addr) 

TSP (on/off, S.T. addr) 

Trace Single Stores 

Trace , Single Values 

Trace Single Types 

Trace Single Procedures 

One of these operators is generated by the Translator 

for each item in a trace list for a symbol-oriented trace 

option in a TRACE or UNTRACE statement. 

(2) Operators which turn on or off a symbol-oriented 

trace for all symbols of the appropriate type : 

TGS (on/off) Trace General Stores 

TGV (on/off) Trace General Values 

TGT (on/off) Trace General Types 

TGP (on/off) Trace General Procedures 

One of these operators is generated for each symbol

oriented trace option with no trace list in a TRACE or 

UNTRACE statement. 
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(3) Operators which turn on or off a non-symbol

oriented trace : 

TGF (on/off) 

TGL (on/off) 

TGX (on/off) 

Trace General Flow 

Trace General Loops 

Trace General Source 

One of these operators is generated for each non-symbol

oriented trace option in a TRACE or UNTRACE statement. 

4.4 Implementation of Debugging Facilities in MUSSEL 

4.4.1 Execution Counts 

During translation, the source program is divided into 

basic blocks, where a basic block is defined to be: 

"a linear sequence of program instructions 

having one entry point (the first instruction 

executed) and one exit point (the last 

instruction executed)" (Alle 70). 

The beginning of the object code for each basic block is 

indicated by a BBB (Begin Basic Block) operator, and the 

interpreter keeps an execution count for each basic block. 

The number of basic blocks in the program is supplied by 

the Translator; and the interface routine at the beginning 

of the Interpreter allocates storage for the basic blocks 

and initializes them all to zero. 

The BBB operator has one parameter, which is the 

cardinality of the BBB operator in the program. Each time 

a BBB operator is executed, the Interpreter uses this 
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parameter to access the corresponding execution count, which 

it then increments by one. The new value is then stored 

in the reserved variable EXCOUNT, so that the execution 

count of the current statement is always available to the 

interpreter, for diagnostic and dE;!bugging purposes, and to 

the program itself. The Translator ensures that the program 

does not attempt to redefine the value of EXCOUNT. 

In order to avoid the possibility of an exe~ution count 

becoming too large and causing an overflow condition to occur, 

an upper limit of 9,999 is placed on the values of execution 

counts which are stored. Whenever the value of an execution 

count reaches 10,000 it is reset to zero and a flag set. 

When the execution count is subsequently printed, this flag 

causes an asterisk to be printed preceding the value of the 

execution count, indicating that the printed value is the 

actual execution count modulo 10,000. 

Example: 
The following message might have been printed in 

the 11056th or 21056th etc. execution of line number 74: 

74(*1056) FLOW: IF CONDITION IS TRUE 

4. 4.2 St ore Trace 

A store operation may be initiated by a SET statement 

or by a READ statement. In the case of a SET statement, 

the translator generates object code to push the address 

of the data item and the value to be stored into the stack. 

This is followed by a ST (Store) operator, or a STA (Store Also) 

operator in the case of multiple assignments. In the case 

of a READ statement, the translator generates object code to 

push the address of the data item into the stack, followed by 

a RD (Read) operator, which takes the next data value from 

the card input buffer and pushes it into the stack. 
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The ST, STA and RD interpretive routines all call a 

common routine which performs the actual store operati on. 

This routine first of all calculates the address of' the 

symbol table entry corresponding to the data item to which 

the store is being made, and t es ts its s tore trace switch. 

If this switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or the HISTORY 

facility i s a ctive, t he symbol table address and the value 

to be stored are passed to the Debug Output Routine, which 

outputs the appropriat e store trace message . 

The Debug Output Routine uses the symbol table address 

to ret~ieve the symbolic name of the data item, a pointer 

to which is stored in the symbol table entry . In calculating 

the symbol table address, four kinds of data item need to be 

considered: main variables, ma in array elements, local 

variables, and local array elements . In the case of a main 

variable, the addres s in the second-to-top stack location is 

the required symbol table addr es s, since main variables are 

stored in the symbol table. 

If the data i tem is an array element, then to identify it 

uniquely the Debug Output Routine needs the symbol table 

addre ss of the array word, wh ich contains a pointer to the 

symbolic name of the a rray, and the values of the subscript s . 

In calculating the address of an array element, the translator 

generates obj ec t code which pushes the address of the array 

word and the values of the subscripts into the stack . T~is 

is followed by an I JA (Index Addres s ) operator, which u ses 

these values to calculate the adj_ress of the array element , 

and pushes this address into the stack. In the initial 

implementation of MUSSEL, as is usual when using a run-ti me 

stack, the array word addres s and the values of the subscr i pts 

are wiped from the stack as soon as they have been used to 

calculate the addre ss of the required element. IL order 

that stores to array elements can be traced adequately, the · 

interpretation process has to be modified so that these values 

remain in the stack, and are only wiped after the store 

operation has been performed. This also allows array elements 
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to be identified correctly in the event of a run-time error 

being detected. In the case of a main array, the array 

word address which .is in the stack is the req_uired symbol 

table address (See Fi g 4,2). 

If the data item is a local variable, or a local array 

element, then access ing its symbo l table entry i s more 

difficult; the i ni tial implemen tation of MUSSEL did not 

include local variables or local array names in the run-time 

symbol table, and no means of accessing their symbolic names 

was provided. In order to allow source level traces to be 

given, the run-time s ymb ol table must be extended to include 

an entry for each local variable a nd local array, which 

contains: a pointer to the s y mbolic name; a type field 

indicating 'local variab le' or 'local array word' ; the symbol 

table address of the Procedure Adj_r ess Word (PAW); and the 

relative address of the variable or array name (this corresponds 

to the address couple normally used, however the block level, 

which comprises the other half of the address couple, is not 

necessary because of MUSSEL's simple t wo-level structure) . 

This symbol table entry is accessed using the procedure 

template built during translation. 

When a store is made to a local variable, the value to 

be stored is found at the top of . the stack as usual, while the 

second-to-top stack unit contains the address of the local 

variable relative to the Return Address Word (RAW) in the stack. 

The RAW contains a pointer to the base of the template for 

that procedure, which in turn contains a pointer to the PAW 

for the procedure in the symbol table. The other entries in 

the template are pointers to the symbol table entries for the 

corresponding variables or array names in the procedure. Thus, 

the relative address of the local variable, which is in the 

second-to-top stack location is used as an Index into the 

template to retrieve the re~uired symbol table address. 

If the data item to be stored into is a local array 

element, then the data in the stack just before the store 

operation is performed is the same as for a main array element, 
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except that the array word address is a relative stack 

address rather than a symbol table address. This relative 

address is used to retrieve the symbol table address from 

the procedure template, just as for a local variable 

(See Fig 4. 3). 

Example : 
Source code 

(line no.) 

7 
8 

TRACE STORES 
SET I,J,K TO 1 
SET A(I) TO J 9 . 

10 SET A(I+l) TO A(I)+l 

Trace output 

8 ( 1) STORE I = 1 
8( 1) STORE J = 1 
8 ( 1) STORE K = 1 
9 ( 1) STORE A (1) = 1 

10 ( 1) STORE A (2) = 2 

4.4.3 Value Trace 

The value trace consists of a store trace, as described 

in section 4.4.2, and a fetch trace. When a variable is 

referenced in an expression, the translator generates object 

code to push its address into the stack. In the case of an 

array element the address of the array word and the values of 

the subscript expressions are pushed into the stack. This 

is followed by a TR(Take Result), TLR (Take Local Result), 

or INDR (Index Result) operator, according to whether the data 

item is a main variable, a local variable, or an array element. 

This operator is responsible for fetching the required value and 

placing it at the top of the stack, after wiping the data used 

from the stack. 
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The TR, TLR and INDR interpretive routines all call a 

common routine which performs the actual fetch operation. 

This routine first of all calculates the address of the 

symbol table entry corresponding to the data. i tern whose 

value is to be fetched, and tests its fetch trace switch. 

If this switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility 

is active, the symbol table address and the fetched value are 

passed to the Debug Output Routine, which outputs the 

appropriate fetch trace message. 

The procedure for calculating the symbol table address 
,, 

for the fetch trace is similar to that used for the store 

trace. If the data i tern is a main variable, then the 

address at the top of the stack when the TR operator is 

executed is the required symbol table address. If it is a 

local variable, the top stack unit contains the relative 

stack address of the variable, which is used to obtain the 

required symbol table address from the procedure template. 

In the case of an array element, the subscript values and the 

array word address are retrieved from the stack as in the 

store trace. 

The value trace also includes a trace of values returned 

by functions. In translating a function call the translator 

generates a RAF (Return Address Function) operator, followed 

by code to stack the values of the parameters, and a CP 

(Call Procedure) operator. The RAF operator reserves a 

stack location, with type field set to 'undefined', for the 

value of the function. The value is later stored in this 

location by a VI (Value Is) operator in the body of the 

function. The VI interpretive routine tests the fetch trace 

switch for the function, and if this switch is on, or if the 

TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility is active, the symbol table 

address of the Procedure Address Word and the function value 

are passed to the Debug Output Routine. The symbol table 

address of the Procedure Address Word is obtained from the 

base entry of the procedure template, a pointer to which is 

found in the RAW. (See Fig 4.4). 
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Source code 

TRACE VALUES (I,J,A) 
SET I,J,K TO 1 
SET A(I) TO J 
SET A(I+l) TO A(I)+l 

Trace output 

1) STORE I = 1 
1) STORE J = 1 
1) FETCH I = 1 
1) FETCH J = 1 
1) STORE A (1) = 1 
1) FETCH I = I]_ 

1) FETCH I = 1 
1) FETCH A (1) = 1 
1) STORE A (2) = 2 
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4.4.4 Type Trace 

Whenever a store operation is performed, just after it 

has tested the store trace switch, the store routine tests 

the type trace switch in the symbol table entry corresponding 

to the data item to which the store is being made. If this 

switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility is 

active, the type of the value to be stored, which is at the 

top of the stack , is compared with the type of the value 

already in the location whose address is in the second-to-top 

stack location. If these two types are different they are 

passed, along with the corresponding symbol table address, to 

the Debug Output Routine, which outputs the appropriate type 

trace message. 

Since the type field of every data location is initially 

set to 'undefined', the initialization of every data item is 

recorded by the type trace. 

Example 

(line no.) 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3( 
4 ( 
5 ( 

Source code 

TRACE TYPES 
SET XTO !CHAIN! 
SET XTO FALSE 
SET XTO 10 

Trace output: 

1) TYPE 
1) TYPE: 
1) TYPE 

UNDEF TO STRING, X = !CHAIN! 
STRING TO BOOLEAN, X = FALSE 
BOOLEAN TO NUMBER, X = 10 

4.4.5 Flow Trace 

In order to implement the flow trace, the Interpreter 

must be able to recognise the various types of program structures 

from the Intermediate Language code being executed. Some 

modifications to the Intermediate Language are required in 

order to achieve this. 
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1. Procedures 

Entry to or exit from a procedure is characterized by 

the execution of a CP (Call Procedure) or RE (Return) 

opera tor, re spec ti vely. When either of the_se opera tors is 

executed, the symbol table address of the PAW is retrieved 

from the base entry of the procedure template, and the 

procedure trace switch in the PAW is tested. If this switch 

is on, or if the flow trace switch is on, or if the'IRACE ALL 

or HISTORY facility is active, the symbol table address of 
the PAW is passed to the Debug Output Routine, which outputs 

the appropriate flow trace message. 

Example : 

(line no.) 

3 
4 
5 
6 

20 
21 

Source code 

DEFINE BUMP ON A,I AS 
DO 

SET A TO A+I 
END 

TRACE FLOW 
EXECUTE BUMP(A,4) 

.. 
Trace output 

20( 1) FLOW ENTER PROCEDURE BUMP 
5( 1) FLOW: EXIT PROCEDURE BUMP 

2. IF groups and Conditional groups 

Entry to an IF group or conditional group is character

ised by the execution of an IFJ (If False Jump) operator, which 

is used to test the value of the IF condition. If the flow 

trace switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility is 

active when an IFJ operator is executed, the value of the IF 

condition is passed to the Debug Output Routine which outputs 

the appropriate flow trace message. 

MASS.:'{ U~ l!VERSITY, 
,l.l 1;1 Y. 



Example 

(line no.} 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

14( 
15( 

Source code 

SET XTO 2 
TRACE FLOW 
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IF X .EQ. 1 THEN SET XTO X+l 
IF X .GT. 1 
THEN DO 

SET XTO X/2 
PRINT X 

END 

Trace output: 

l} FLOW 
1) FLOW 

IF CONDITION IS FALSE 
IF CONDITION IS TRUE 

3. CHOI CE groups 

A CHOICE g r oup i s e qui valent to a ser i es of IF g r oups , 

and as such do es not ne ed any spec i a l Inte r medi ate Language 

operator to control it. The foll owing exampl e dem ons trate s 

a CHOICE group and an equiva l ent series of I F gr oups ; the 

t wo forms would be t r ans l ated identicall y by the i n itia l 

version of MUSSEL , with the excep t ion tha t t he l abe l u sed i n 

the second ve r si on would n o t appear i n the symb ol tab le for 

the fir s t ver s i on . 

Example: 

(line no.) 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

(i) CHOICE group 

DO CHOICE OF 

END 

IF RN .EQ. !BROTHER! THEN SET GENGAP TO 0 
IF RN .EQ. !FATHER! THEN SET GENGAP TO 1 
IF RN .EQ. !SON! THEN SET GENGAP TO 1 
IF RN .EQ. !GRANDDAD! THEN SET GENGAP TO 2 
IF RN .EQ. !GRANDSON! THEN SET GENGAP TO 2 
ELSE SET GENGAP TO 3 
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(ii) Series of IF groups 

(line no.) 

15 GAPTEST:DO 
16 IF RN .EQ. !BROTHER! 
17 THEN DO 
18 SET GENGAP TO 0 
19 EXIT FROM GAPTEST 
20 END 
21 IF RN .EQ. !FATHER! 
22 THEN DO 
23 SET GENGAP TO 1 
24 EXIT FROM GAPTEST 
25 END 
26 IF RN .EQ. !SON! 
27 THEN DO 
28 SET GENGAP TO 1 
29 EXIT FROM GAPTEST 
30 END 
31 IF RN .EQ. !GRANDDAD! 
32 THEN DO 
33 SET GENGAP TO 2 
34 EXIT FROM GAPTEST 
35 END 
36 IF RN .EQ. !GRANDSON! 
37 THEN DO 
38 SET GENGAP TO 2 
39 EXIT FROM GAPTEST 
40 END 
41 SET GENGAP TO 3 
42 EXIT FROM GAPTEST 
43 END GAPTEST 

In order to allow the interpreter to recognise the 

beginning of a CHOICE group, a new operator, CH (Choice), is 

introduced which is inserted at the beginning of the object 

code for each CHOICE group. The only function of the CH 

operator is to see if flow trace is required. If the flow 

trace switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility 

isactive, a call is made to the Debug Output Routine, which 

outputs the appropriate flow trace message. 
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Flow within the CHOICE group is indicated by the result 

of each IF condition tested. 

Example: Flow trace of the execution of above CHOICE group, 

with RN set to !FATHER! 

15 ( 
16 ( 
17 ( 

1) FLOW 
1) FLOW 
1) FLOW 

ENTER CHOICE GROUP 
IF CONDITION IS FALSE 
IF CONDITION IS TRUE 

4. CASE groups 

Entry to a CASE group is characterized by the execution 
of a CS (Case) or CSWB (Case Without Bounds) operator, depend

ing on ,whether bounds for the case index are specified. When 
either of these operators is executed the flo w trace switch is 

examined, and if it is on, or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY 
facility is active, the value of the case expression and the 

case index are passed to the Debug Output Routine, which 

prints the appropriate flow trace message . 

Example: 

Source code : 

(line no.} 

12 DO CASE OPCODE 
13 SET OP TO 
14 SET OP TO 
15 SET OP TO 
16 SET OP TO 
17 SET OP TO 
18 SET OP TO 
19 END 

Trace output 

IN (34,39) OF 
CONTROL! 
DUMP NUMERICALLY! 
READ NUMERICALLY! 
READ ALPHAMERICALLY! 
WRITE NUMERICALLY! 
WRITE ALPHAMERICALLY! 

12 ( 1) FLOW CASE EXPRESSION IS 36, INDEX rs 3 

5. REPEAT groups 

In the initial implementation of MUSSEL, execution of an 
RF (Repeat For), RFWT (Repeat For Without Te st ), RS (Repeat 

Set), or RT (Repeat Times) operator characterizes the correspond

ing form of REPEAT group, while no such special control operator 
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is used for the repeat-while, repeat-until or repeat-without-

control forms. For a repeat-while or repeat-until loop the 

translator generatescbject code to evaluate the loop condition 

and, in the case of a repeat-until loop, negates it. This 

is followed by an IFJ operator which causes a jump out of the 

loop if the loop condition is satisfied . Use of the IFJ 

operator in controlling repeat-while and repeat-until loops 

me ans that the interpreter can not recogni se either of these 

forms of loops, and also that the identification of an IF group 

or conditional group by the execution of an IFJ ope rator is 

invalid. Both of the se problems are solved by the introduction 
' of the followi ng t wo new operators: 

RW (I.L. addr, line no.) 

RU (I.L. addr, line no.) 

Repeat While 

Repeat Until 

The first parameter in each case is the Intermediate 

Language address to which a branch is to be made if the value 

at the top of the stack is TRUE, in the case of a RW operator, 

or FALSE, in the case of a RU operator. These operators are 

· used in place of the IFJ operator used by the initial implement

ation in translating repeat-while and repeat-until loops, 

except that it is not necessary to negate t he value of the loop 

condition in a repeat-until loop before it is tested. 

The only remaini ng form of REPEAT group with no character

istic control operator is the repeat-without-control form. In 

order to allow the interpreter to recognise all forms of REPEAT 

groups, a furt he r new operator is introduced: 

RWC (line no .) Repeat Without Control 

This operator, which is placed at the beginning of the 

object code for a repeat-without-control loop, has no special 

control function, but merely serves to identify the loop for 

tracing purposes. 

On entry to a REPEAT group the top stack location is 

reserved to be used as the Loop Control Word, and the necessary 

loop control data is pushed into the stack. The Loop Control 

Word consists of the following three fields: a type field, 
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which is initially set to 'number'; a label pointer field 

which contains a pointer to the symbol table entry for the 

label of the group if there is one, and zero otherwise; and 

a field, initially set to zero, which is used to keep the 

repetition count for the loop. The first time the loop 

control operator (RF, RFWC, RT, RS, RW, RU or RWC) is 

executed it changes the type of the Loop Control Word to 

'loop conrol word', indicating that the loop has been 

entered, and tests the flow trace switch. If this switch is 

on, or if the loop trace switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or 

HISTORY facility is active, a call is made to the Debug Output 

Routine, which outputs a flow trace message indicating entry 

to the relevant form of repeat group. If the label pointer 

in the Loop Control Word is non-zero, the name of the label 

is retrieved and is included in the flow trace message. The 

loop control operator increments the iteration count by one at 

the begining of each iteration. 

On exit from a REPEAT group a BA (Branch Address) operator 

is used to unstack the loop control data and branch to the 

Intermediate Language location following the end of the loop. 

The BA operator has a new parameter, which is a label pointer. 

In the case of a single-level exit (ie satisfying the loop 

termination condition, or execution of an EXIT statement) this 

parameter has the value zero; and in the case of a multi-level 

exit (ie execution of an EXIT FROM <label> statement) it 

contains a pointer to the symbol table entry of the label 

specified. 

When a BA operator is executed, if the parameter is zero 

the BA interpretive routine merely unstacks the loop control 

data for the innermost loop. If the parameter is non-zero, 

the BA interpretive routine precedes to unstack sets of loop 

control data, starting with that of the innermost loop and 

working outwards, until it finds a Loop Control Word whose 

label pointer field matches the value of the label pointer 

parameter. Finally, the loop control data associated with 

that Loop Control Word is unstacked. Each time a Loop 

Control Word is encountered during this unstacking process, the 

BA interpretive routine tests the flow trace switch and the 
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loop trace switch. If either of these switches is on, or if 

the TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility is active, a call is made to 

the Debug Output Routine, which outputs a flow trace message 

indicating exit from a loop and the number of iterations which 

were performed. Again, if the label pointer in the Loop 

Control Word is non-zero, the name of the labe l is retrieved 

and is included in the trace message . (Note that the label 

pointer field stored in the Loop Control Word is used to 

control multi-level exits, which were omitted from the initial 

implementation, as well as for tracing labelled REPEAT groups.) 

Example 

Source code . 

46 TRACE FLOW 
47 HUNT : DO REPEAT FOR I FROM Il TO 12 
48 DO REPEAT FOR J FROM Jl TO J2 
49 UNTRACE FLOW 
50 IF A(I,J) .EQ. MATCH 
51 THEN DO 
52 TRACE FLOW 
53 EXIT FROM HUNT 
54 END 
55 TRACE FLOW 
56 END 
57 END HUNT 

Trace output 

47 ( 1) FLOW ENTER REPEAT FOR GROUP, HUNT 
48 ( 1) FLOW ENTER REPEAT FOR GROUP 
55 ( 1) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 20 ITERATIONS 
48 ( 2) FLOW ENTER RE PEAT FOR GROUP 
55 ( 2) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 20 ITERATIONS 
48( 3) FLOW ENTER REPEAT FOR GROUP 
55 ( 3) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 20 ITERATIONS 
48( 4) FLOW ENTER REPEAT FOR GROUP 
53( 1) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 9 ITERATIONS 
53 ( 1) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 4 ITERATIONS, HUNT 
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4.4.6 Loop Trace 

The mechanism used in implementing the loop trace has 

already been introduc ed in the section on the flow trace. 

Whenever a loop control operator is executed, the repetition 

count for the loop is incremented by one, and the loop trace 

switch is examined. If this switch is on, or if the TRACE 

ALL or HISTORY facility is active, a call is made to the Debug 

Output Routine, which outputs the appropriate loop trace mes sage . 

This message i nc l udes : the new value of the repetition count; 

the new value of the loop control variable, in the case of a 

repeat-for, r epeat-for-wi t h out-test or repeat-set loop; and 

the value of the loop condition in the case of a repeat-whi le, 

repeat-until loop. 

Example: 

Source code 

46 TRACE LOOPS 
47 HUNT : DO REPEAT FOR I FROM Il TO 12 
48 DO REPEAT FOR J FROM Jl TO J2 
49 IF A(I,J) .EQ. MATCH 
50 THEN EXIT FROM HUNT 
51 END 
52 END HUNT 

Trace output 

47 ( 1) FLOW ENTER REPEAT FOR GROUP, HUNT 
47 ( 1) LOOP 1, I = 8 
48( 1) FLOW ENTER REPEAT FOR GROUP 
48( 1) LOOP 1, J = 6 
48 ( 1) LOOP 2, J = 7 
48( 1) LOOP 3, J = 8 
48( 1) LOOP . 4, J = 9 . 
49 ( 4) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 4 ITERATIONS 
47 ( 1) LOOP 2, I = 9 
48( 2) FLOW ENTER REPEAT FOR GROUP 
48( 2) LOOP 1, J = 6 
48( 2) LOOP 2, J = 7 
48( 2) LOOP 3, J = 8 
50 ( 1) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 3 ITERATIONS 
50 ( 1) FLOW EXIT REPEAT GROUP AFTER 2 ITERATIONS, HUNT 

·J 
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4.4.7 Procedure Trace 

When a CP operator is executed, characterising a 

procedure call, the procedure trace switch in the PAW, (whose 

symbol table address is a parameter to the CP operator) is 

tested. If this switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY 

facility is active a call is made to the Debug Output Routine 

which outputs the appropriate procedure trace message, 

indicating the name of the for ma l parameter and the value of 

the actual parameter, for each parameter which is not an array. 

Array parame ters are not included in the Procedure trace, 

since ~his would lead to the generation of large amounts of 

unhelpful trace output. 

The names of the formal paramet ers are retrieved by us ing 

the procedure template to access their symbol table entries. 

Tne first template entries (after the base entry) correspond 

to the for mal parameters, and the number of formal parameters 

is found in the PAW. The values of the actual parameters are 

retrieved from the stack. 

Example: 

Source code 

1 DO 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

RESERVE A(l0),STRIP,TAIL 
DEFINE MIRRA ON I,J,S,Fl AS 
DO 

END 

RESERVE F2 
DO IF I .NE. 0 
THEN DO 

END 

SET F2 TO A(J+l) 
SETS TO S .CAT. F2 
EXECUTE MIRRA(I-l,J+l,S,F2) 

ELSE SETS TO S .CAT. !*! 
SETS TO S .CAT. Fl 

TRACE PROCEDURES 
SET STRIP,TAIL TO II 

SET A(l) TO !A! 
SET A(2) TO !B! 
SET A(3) TO !C! 
SET A(4) TO !D! 
EXECUTE MIRRA(4,0,STRIP,TAIL) 
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Trace output : 

21 ( 1) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE MIRRA 
21 ( 1) PARAMETERS : I= 4, J = o, s = I I Fl= I I .. , .. 
10 ( 1) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE MIRRA 
10 ( 1) PARAMETERS : I = 3, J = 1, s = !A! , Fl= !A! 
10 ( 2) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE MIRRA 
10 ( 2) PARAMETERS : I = 2, J = 2, s = !AB!, Fl= ! B ! 
10 ( 3) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE MIRRA 
10 ( 3) PARAMETERS : I = 1, J = 3, s -- !ABC!, Fl= ! C ! 
10 ( 4) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE MIRRA 
10 ( 4) PARAMETERS : I = 0, J = 4, s = !ABCD ! , Fl= ! D ! 
14 ( 1) FLOW EXIT PROCEDURE MIRRA 
14 ( 2) FLOW EXIT PROCEDURE MIRRA 
14 ( 3) FLOW EXIT PROCEDURE MIRRA 
'14 ( 4) FLOW EXIT PROCEDURE MIRRA 
14( 5) FLOW EXIT PROCEDURE MIRRA 
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4.4.8 Source Trace 

W'nenever a LN (Line Number) operator is executed, 

indicating the beginning of the object code for a new line 

of source text, the source trace swit ch is examined. If 

this switch is on, or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility 

is active, the line number (which is the parameter of the LN 

operator) is passed to the Debug Output Routine which r e trieves 

the corresponding line of source text and outputs it. 

4.4.9 Trace All 

When a $TRACE ALL control option is specified, the 

translator sets the Trace All switch and stores the Trace All 

Limit, which is the number specified on the control card, with 

a default value of three. Then, whenever a traceable event 

occurs, the Trace All facility is considered to be active if 

the execution count of the statement being executed (given by 

the value ofEXCOUNT) is less than or e~ual to the value of the 

Trace All Limit. 

A traceable event is any of the events described in 

sections 4.4. 2 to 4.4. 8 which result in trace output . 

4.4.10 History 
If a $HISTORY control option is specified, the translator 

sets the History switch and stores the value of History Size, 

which is the number specified on the control card. If the 

option ALWAYS is specified on the $HISTORY card, the Print 

History switch is also set . History Size indicates how much 

space the interpreter should re serve for the history file, which 

is kept as a circular table on disk. Whenever a traceable 

event occurs and the History switch is on, the Debug Output 

Routine writes the appropriate trace message in the next avail

able record in the history table, and begins again from the top 

of the table once the table is full. 

After execution has terminated the Post Mortem routine 

lists the contents of the history table if the Print History 

switch is on, or if termination was abnormal. In printing 

the History, records from the table are listed from the record 

rollowing the most recent entry to the bottom of the table, 
then from the top of the table to the most recent entry. 
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4.4.11 Partial Dump 

Three new Intermediate Language operators are used to 

implement the Partial Dump: 

DSV 

DAR 

TI (on/off) 

Dump Simple Variable 

Dump Array Range 

Trace Inhibit 

For each simple variable in a dump list, the translator 

generates a TA or TLA operator which places the address of 

the variable at the top of the stack. This is followed by 

a DSV operator which passes the symbol table address and the 

type and value of the variab l e to the Debug Output Routine. 

The symbol table address, which is used to retrieve the 

symbolic name of the variable, is the address at the top of 

the stack in the case of a main variable, and is retrieved 

from the procedure template in the case of a local variable. 

For each array range in a dump list, the translator 

generates object code to push the address of the array-word and 

the values of the subscript bound expressions into the stack. 

This is followed by a DAR operator which retrieves these values 

and steps through the specified range, passing each value in 

turn to the Debug Output Routine to be printed . A single 

array element is compiled as an array range with eQual bounds. 

The TI operator is used to turn the Trace Inhibit switch 

on and off at the beginning and end, respectively, of the code 

for a partial dump. This switch is set during the execution of 

a partial dump in order to inhibit any tracing which might occur, 

in particular: fetches, function calls, and tests in conditional 

dump lists. 

An example of a partial dump reQuest and its output is 

given in Fig 4.5. 

4.4.12 Snap Dump 

A DUMP statement with no dump list is translated as a 

single Intermediate Language operator, namely: 

DUMP Snap Dump 



15( 

15( 

15 ( 

15 ( 

15 ( 

Source code 

_line no. 

15 DUMP S,INRANGE, IF INRANGE THEN( Il,I2,A(Il TO I2)),C 

Output: 

1) DUMP: S = !ACKERMANNS FUNCTION! INRANGE = TRUE Il = 3 I2 = 19 

1) DUMP: A(3) = 61 A(4) = 125 A(5) = 253 A(6) = 509 A(7) = 1021 

1) DUMP: A(8) = 2045 A(9) = 4093 A(l0) = 8189 A(ll) = 16381 A(12) = 32765 
1) DUMP: A(l3) = 65533 A(l4) 131069 A(15) = 262141 A(l6) = 524285 

1) DUMP: A(l7) = 1048513 A(l8) = 2097149 A(l9) = 4194301 C = UNDEF 

Fig 4.5 Sample Output from Partial Dump 

,_. ,_. ,_. 
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The Snap Dump includes all data in the current envir·on

ment, that is the current procedure (if' the DUMP statement 

appears in a procedure) and the main program, except that in 

the case of an array, only the first f'ive and the last 

elements from the f'irst five and the last rows are printed. 

The SD operator passes the symbol table address and the type 

and value of each data item to the Debug Output Routine, to 

be printed. The templates for the current procedure and 

main program are used to loca te the symb ol table entries and 

the storage locations of the data to be dumped. 

4.4.13 . Post Mortem Dump 

Two switches are used to control the Post Mortem Dump 

f'acility: the PM Dump switch, which is set by the trans 

lator if a $PM Dump control option is selected; and the 

Termination Mode switch , which is s et to 'abnormal ' prior to 

the commenc ement of execution and is set to 'normal' when an 

END operator is executed. After printing the program listing, 

with execution counts added, the Post Mortem Routine examines 

these t wo switches and if the PM Dump switch is on, or if the 

Termination Moje switch is set to 'abnor mal', a Post Mortem 
Dump is g iven. 

Data to be printed in a Post Mortem Dump is retrieved in 

the same way as for a Snap Dump, except that local data for 

all active procedures is printed. The link data in the 

Return Address Word for each procedure is used to access local 

data f'or the procedure which called it, via its Return 

Address Word. 

4.4.14 ASSERT Statement 

A new Intermediate Language operator is used to 

implement the ASSERT statement: 

IFT It' False Terminate 

In translating an ASSERT statement, the translator 

generates object code to evaluate the asserted condition, 

f'ollowed by an IFT operator. The IFT operator tests the 

value at the top of the stack and if' it is false an error 
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message is printed, indicating failure in an ASSERT statement , 

and execution is terminated. If the value at the top of the 

stack is true the Flow Trace switch is tested, and if it is on, 

or if the TRACE ALL or HISTORY facility is active, a call is 

made to the Debug Output Rout ine, which prints the appropriate 

flow trace message. 

Further examples of MUSSEL programs and their debugging 

output, including dumps, HISTORY, and TRACE ALL, are given 

in Appendix C. 



Chapt~r 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the Introduction to this thesis, computer programming 

was likened to a game in which the programmer performed 

rather poorly. This was done in order to informally define 

several terms and to identify some of the problems facing the 

programmer. The rest of the thesis has been concerned with 

the solution of these problems. 

Chapter 1 introduces the subject of Program Pathology by 

investigating the various causes of program malfunction. 

The different types of program errors are discussed, and 

methods for detecting and diagnosing errors during compilation 

and execution are described. In attempting to develop a 

general approach to debugging it is found that the most 

difficult bugs to locate are those concerned with flow of 

control, and thus with program structure. Dijkstra's 

structural model of programming is extended to give a model 

for debugging in terms of program structure. 

In Chapter 2 a wide range of debugging tools is discussed 

from the point of view of how they can help the programmer to 

debug his programs. It is noted that no debugging facilities 

can cure poor programming, and that much of the value of a 

debugging tool depends on the manner in which it is used. 

The notion of language-independent debugging facilities, which 

has been pursued by several authors, is found to lead to 

machine-dependent, low-level debugging facilities which are of 

little or no use to the high-level language programmer. The 

design of debugging facilities for a high-level language, 

therefore, must be language-dependent, though the design 

approach should be language-independent. 

Implementation of debugging facilities for high-level 

languages presents two major problems : how to give control 

to the debugging routine at the required times; and, how to 

give the debugging routine access to the necessary symbolic 

and structural information about the source program. Four 

basic methods of solving these problems are discussed with 
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reference to systems which have used them. Each method has 

both advantages and disadvantages. In particular, an 

interpreter offers excellent diagnostic and debugging 

capabilities, as well as quick turnaround for debugging runs, 

but execution speed is too slow to be used for production runs. 

A scheme is presented whereby a single programming system can 

offer the advantages of interpretive execution for debugging 

runs, as well as efficient execution for production runs. 

The provision of debugging facilities for a particular 

language, namely MUSSEL, is described in detail in Chapter 4. 

The design of the debugging facilities and their implementation 

is developed in a manner that is machine-independent, and which 

could be used in implementing debugging facilities for other 

high-level languages. Though intended for use in a batch 

processing environment, these debugging facilities are 

designed to be easily adaptable to use in an interactive 

environment. 

certain features of MUSSEL make the task of providing 

debugging facilities easier than it would be for most other 

high level languages; in particular, the absence of the GO TO 

statement, and the simple two-level structure imposed by 

disallowing nested procedure declarations and blocks. That 

these language features greatly simplify the tracing of 

control flow and data flow, respectively, suggests that they 

should also make programs written in the language easier to 

understand. It appears then that these are good language 

features, since they also have the property that they do not 

seriously restrict the class of algorithms which can be 

expressed in the language. 



Appendix A 

The Syntax of MUSSEL in BNF 

<program> ::= <group begin><eol><reserve><eol> 

<procedure defn part><eol><statements><eol> 

<group end> 

<group begin> ::= DOl<label> : DO 

<group end> ::= ENDIEND <label> 

<reserve> ··= RESERVE <loclist>IRES <loclist> 

<loclist> ··= <loclist elt>l<loclist>,<loclist elt> 

<loclist elt> ::= <simple variable>l<array spec>I 

<multiple array spec> 

<simple variable> ::= <identifier> 

<array spec> ::= <array id>(<bound pair list>) 

<bound pair list> ::= <bound pair>l<bound pair>,<bound pair> 

<bound pair> ::= <valexp> : <valexp> 

<array id> ::= <identifier> 

<multiple array spec> ::= (<array segment>) 

<array segment> ::= <array list>,<array spec> 

<array list> ::= <array id>l<array list>,<array id> 

<procedure defn part> ::= <procedure defns>l<empty> 

<procedure defns> ::= <procedure defn>l<procedure defns><eol> 

<procedure defn> 

<procedure defn> ::= <procedure head><eol><reserve part> 

<statements><eol><group end> 

<reserve part> ::= <reserve><eol>l<empty> 

<procedure head> ::= DEFINE <procedure id> ASI 

DEFINE <procedure id> ON <parameter list> AS 

<procedure id> ::= <identifier> 

<parameter list> ::= <parameter id>I 

<parameter list>,<parameter id> 
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<parameter id> ::= <identifier> 

<statements> ::= <statement>l<statements><eol><statement> 

<statement> ::= <simple statement>j<group statement> 

<simple statement> ::= <assign>j<procedure execute>! 

<function value assign>l<exit>j<assert>l<trace>I 

<untrace>l<dump>j<read>j<print> 

<group statement> ::= <simple group>j<if group>j 

<conditional group>j<choice group>j 

<case group>j<repeat group> 

<simple group> ::= <group begin><eol><staternents><e61> 

<group end> 

<if group> ::= IF <condexp> THEN <simple statement>! 

IF <condexp><eol> THEN <statement> 

<conditional group> ::= <group begin> IF <condexp><eol> 

THEN <statement><group end>j<group begin> IF 

<condexp><eol> THEN <statement><eol> ELSE 

<statement><eol><group end> 

<choice group> ::=<group begin> CHOICE OF <eol><group of ifs> 

<eol><choice end> 

<group of ifs> ::= <if group>j<group of ifs><eol><if group> 

<choice end> ::= <group end>IELSE <statement><eol><group end> 

<case group> ::= <case head><eol><statements><eol><group end> 

<case head> ::= <group begin> CASE <valexp> OFI 

<group begin>CASE <valexp> IN (<integer>, 

<integer>) OF 

<repeat group> ::= <group begin> REPEAT <eol><statements> 

<eol><group end>j<group begin> REPEAT <control> 

<eol><statements><eol><group end> 

<control> ::= UNTIL <condexp>jvmILE <condexp>j<valexp> TIMES! 

FOR <variable> FROM <valexp><for end>! 

FOR <variable> SET TO <exp list> 

<for end> ::= TO <valexp> BY <valexp>jBY <valexp>I 

TO <valexp>l<empty> 

<assign> ::= SET <list part> TO <expression> 
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<list part> ::= <variable>l<list part>,<variable> 

<variable> ::= <simple variable>j<array elt>l<array id> 

<array elt> ::= <array id>(<valexp>) I 

<array id>(<valexp>,<valexp>) 

<procedure execute> ::= EXECUTE <procedure id>I 

EXECUTE <procedure id>(<exp list>) 

<exp list> ::= <expression>l<exp list>,<expression> 

<function value assign> ::= VALUE IS <expression> 

<exit> ::= EXITjEXIT FROM <label> 

<assert> ::= ASSERT <cond exp> 

<trace> ::= TRACEITRACE <trace option list> 

<untrace> ::= UNTRACEIUNTRACE <trace option list> 

<trace option list> ::= <trace option>! 

<trace option list>,<trace option> 

<trace option> ::= STORESISTORES(<var list>) I 
VALUESIVALU~S(<val list>) I 
TYPESITYPES( <var list>) I 
FLOWILOOPS!SOURCEI 
PROCEDURESIPROCEDURES(<proc list>) 

<proc list> ::= <procedure id>l <proc list>,<procedure id> 

<var list> ::= <var list elt>l<var list>,<var list elt> 

<val list> ::= <val list elt>l<val list>,<val list elt> 

<var list elt> ::= <simple variable>l<array id> 

<val list elt> ::= <var list elt>l<function id> 

<dump> ::= DUMPjDUMP <dump list> 

<dump list> ::= <dump list elt>j<dump list>,<dump list elt> 

<dump list elt> ::= <dump list item>! 

IF <cond exp> THEN <dump list item> 

<dump list item> ::= <simple variable>l<array range>I 

(<dump list>) 

<array range> ::= <array id>(<sub range>) I 
<array id>(<sub range>,<sub range>) 

· <sub range> ::= <valexp>j<valexp> TO <valexp> 
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<read> ::= READ <list part> 

<print> ::= PRINT <print list> 

<print list> ::= <print elt>l<print list>,<print elt> 

<print elt> ::= <expression><picture control>! 

(<expression>,<print elt>) l<print control> 

<picture control> ::= (PIC = <picture>) !<empty> 

<picture> ::= <alpha picture>l<numeric picture> 

<alpha picture> ::= <first alpha>l<alpha picture><first alpha>I 

<alpha picture>,<first alpha>I 

<alpha picture>(<integer>) 

<first alpha> ::= *IB 

<numeric picture> ::= <sign><integer part><decimal part> 

<exponent part><sign> 

<sign> ::= -1S!<empty> 

<integer part> ::= <firstnum>l<integer part><firstnum>I 

<integer part>(<integer>) !<empty> 

<decimal part> ::= .<integer part>l<empty> 

<exponent part> ::= E<sign>**IE<sign>99j<empty> 

<firstnum> ::= *l9IB 

<print control> ::= NEWPAGEINEWLINEINEWLINE(<valexp>) I 

SPACE{<valexp>) jTAB(<valexp>) 

<expression> ::= <valexp>j<condexp>j<stringexp> 

<valexp> ::= <term>l<adding op><term>l<valexp><adding op><term> 

<term>::= <factor>l<term><mult op><factor> 

<factor>::= <primary>l<factor>**<primary> 

<primary> ::= <unsigned number>j<variable>I 

<function call>I (<valexp>) 

<adding op> ::= +1-
<mult op> ::= *I/I./. 

<condexp> ::= <logical term>l<condexp> .OR. <logical term> 
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<logical term> ::= <logical factor>! 

<logical term> .AND. <logical factor> 

<logical factor> ::= <logical primary> .NOT. <logical primary> 

<logical primary> ::= <logical value>j<variable>I 

<function call>j<relation>I (<condexp>) 

<relation> ::= <valexp><relational op><valexp>j 

<stringexp><relational op><stringexp> 

<stringexp> ::= <string term>l<stringexp> .CAT. <string term> 

<string term> ::= <string primary>! 

<string primary> .UPTO. <string primary>! 

<string primary> .AFTER. <string primary> 

<string primary> ::= <variable > j<string>j 

<function call>! (<stringexp>) 

<function call> ::= <function id>j<function id>(<exp list>) 

<function id> ::= <identifier>l<library function> 

<library function> ::= LOGjEXPjABSISINICOSjSQRTjSTRINGj 

NUMBERIINTEGERICONDITIONjLENGTHIPOSITIONI 

SUBSTRINGjCOUNTjMAXIMUMjMINIMUM 

<label> ::= <identifier> 

<identifier> ::= <letter>j<identifier><letter>I 

<identifier><digit> 

<number> ::= <unsigned number>j<adding op><unsigned number> 

<unsigned number> ::= <decimal number><exponent>I 

<decimal number> 

<exponent> ::= E <integer> 

<decimal number> ::= <unsigned number>j<decimal fraction>! 

<unsigned number><decimal fraction> 

<decimal fraction> ::= .<unsigned integer> 

<integer> ::= <unsigned integer>j<adding op><unsigned integer> 

<unsigned integer> ::= <digit>j<unsigned integer><digit> 

<logical value> ::= TRUEjFALSEjTjF 

- <string> ::= !<proper string>! 
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<proper string> ::= <string character>! 

<proper string><string character> 

<string character> ::= <letter>l<digit>l<special character>! 

<quote>l <ernpty> 

<letter>::= AIBICIDIEIFIGIHIIIJIKILIMINIOIPIQIRISITI 

ujvlwlxlYlz 

<digit> ::= Olll2l3l4ISl6l7j8l9 

<special character>::= :l.l*l+l-l/l$l@I I <I) 

<quote> : := '' 

<empty> : : = 

<eol> ::= End of line, not represented externally. 



Appendix B 

Explanation of the Intermediate Language of MUSSEL 

General 

The beginning of object code for each source line is 

indicated by an LN op (ie operator), and the beginning of 

object code for each basic block is indicated by a BBB op. 

Where the beginning of a line coincides with the beginning 

of a basic block, the LN op precedes the BBB op. The end 

of the object code is indicated by an END op. 

LN(line no.) Line Number 

Parameter is the line number of the corresponding 

source line. Function of op is to load this value 

into the line number register (of the interpretive 

pseudo-machine). This allows the interpreter to 

keep track of the current position in the source 

program. The line number is used by the Debug 

Output Routine (DOR) to retrieve lines of source 

for the source trace. 

BBB(block no.) Begin Basic Block 

END 

Parameter is the number of the corresponding basic 

block. Function of op is to increment the 

execution count for that basic block and load its new 

value into the execution count register. This 

value is printed along with the line number with all 

diagnostic and debugging messages, and is accessible 

to the user program via the reserved identifier 

EXCOUNT. 

End of Object Program 

Op sets the Termination Mode switch (TM) to 'normal' 

and passes control to the Post Mortem Routine (PMR). 

Expressions 

Expressions are translated into Reverse Polish form using 
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the following five sets of ops. 

(1) Constants 

The following ops are used to place constants at the top 

of the stack. 

TN(number) 

TNO 

TNl 

Take Number 

Op places the number which is its parameter at the 

top of the stack, along with a 'number' type field. 

Take Number Zero 

Take Number One 

These ops place the values O and 1, respectively, 

at the top of the stack, along with a 'number' 

type field. 

TB(Boolean) Take Boolean 

TS(string) 

TNS 

Op places the Boolean value which is its paprameter 

at the top of the stack, along with a 'Boolean' 

type field. 

Take String 

Op places the (variable length) string which is its 

parameter in the string area, and places its address 

at the top of the stack, along with a 'string 

address' type field. 

Take Null String 

Op places a null string at the top of the stack, 

along with a 'null string' type field. 

(2) Main Variables 

TR(ST addr) Take Result 

The value and type of the main variable, whose 

symbol-table (ST) address is the parameter, are 

placed at the top of the stack. If fetch trace is 
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required the ST address and the stacked value and 

type are passed to the DOR. 

TA(ST addr) Take Address 

Parameter is the ST address of a main variable or 

array-word. This address is placed at the top of 

the stack, along with a 'symbol-table address' 

type field. 

(3) Local Variable 

TLR(local addr) Take Local Result 

The value and type of the local variable, whose 

relative stack address is the parameter, are placed 

at the top of the stack. In the case of a formal 

parameter, the stack unit addressed may itself be an 

address. In this case op chains through such 

addresses until the value is found. If fetch trace 

is required the ST address for the local variable is 

retrieved from the procedure template and passed to 

the DOR, along with the stacked value and type. 

TLA(local addr) Take Local Address 

Parameter is the relative stack address of a local 

variable or array-word. This address is placed at 

the top of the stack, along with a 'stack address' 

type field. 

(4) Subscripted Variables 

When the value or address of an array element is required, 

the translator compiles code to stack the address of the array 

word (using a TA or TLA op), and the value of each subscript 

expression. This is followed by an INDR or INDA op, which 

calculates the address of the array element using the stacked 

values and the storage mapping function for the array, and 

places either the value at that address, or the address itself, 

.at the top of the stack. 



INDR 

INDA 
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Index Result 

Op uses stacked array-word address and subscript 

values, wipes them from the stack, and places the 

value and type of the addressed array element at 

the top of the stack. If fetch trace is required 

the ST address of the array-word is retrieved, from 

the stack in the case of a main array and from the 

procedure template in the case of a local array. 

This ST address is passed to the DOR, along with the 

values of the subscripts, and the value and type of 

the addressed array element. 

Index Address 

Op uses the stacked array-word address and subscript 

values, and places the address of the array element 

at the top of the stack, along with an 'array 

address' type field. The array-word address and 

subscript values remain in the stack so that the 

array element can be identified, if required in a 

diagnostic message or store trace message. 

(5) Arithmetic, Logical and String Operations 

OP(op-code} Operator 

Parameter specifies one of the following operators : 

• OR. , • AND . , . NOT • , . GT . , . GE . , . LT • , • LE . , . EQ . , • NE • , + , - , 
*,/,./.,.NEG.,**,.CAT.,.UPTO.,.AFTER.. In the case 

of a unary op, the type of the top stack unit is 

checked, and if it is correct the appropriate 

operator is applied. The result replaces the top 

stack µnit. In the case of a binary op, the types 

of the top two stack units are checked, and if they 

are correct the appropriate operator is applied. 

The top two stack units are wiped, and the result 

placed at the top of the stack, along with the 

appropriate type field. 

If an error is detected in the types or values of 

the operand(s} or the result, the value(s} and 
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type(s) of the operand(s), and the operation 

specified, are passed to the DOR. 

Assignments 

To make an assignment, the translator compiles code 

which places the address to be stored into in the second-to

top stack unit, and the value and type to be stored in the 

top stack unit. In the case of assigning to an array 

element, the array-word address and the subscript expression 

values are also placed in the stack. The assignment is 

performed by an ST or STA op. If store trace is required 

the necessary ST address is obtained as follows: for a main 

variable the ST address is in the stack; for a main array 

element, the ST address of the array-word is in the stack; 

for a local variable or array element, the ST address is 

retrieved from the procedure template. 

ST 

STA 

Store 

After performing the store, op wipes the value and 

address from the stack. In the case of a store to 

an array element, the subscript value and the 

array-word address are also wiped from the stack. 

Store Also 

Used in translating multiple assignments. After 

performing the store, stack units used are wiped 

from the stack as for the ST op, except that the 

stored value and type are left at the top of the 

stack. 

Conditional Groups, IF Groups 

In translating conditional groups and IF groups, the 

translator compiles code to evaluate the conditional 

expression and leave its value at the top of _the stack. This 

is followed by an IFJ op, which in turn is followed by the code 

for the THEN clause. Where appropriate, this is followed by 

.a UJ op and the code for the ELSE clause. 
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IFJ(IL addr) If False Jump 

If flow trace is required the value at the top of 

the stack is passed to the DOR. Then, if the value 

is false, a branch is made to the Intermediate 

Language (IL} address specified by the parameter. 

The top stack unit is then wiped. 

UJ(IL addr} Unconditional Jump 

A branch is made to the IL address specified by 

. the parameter. 

ASSERT Statement 

In translating an ASSERT statement, the translator 

compiles code to evaluate the asserted condition and leave its 

value at the top of the stack. This is followed by an IFT op. 

IFT If False Terminate 

If flow trace is required the value at the top of 

the stack is passed to the DOR. Then, if the value 

is false, the IFT op sets the Termination Mode 

switch (TM} to 'abnormal' and passes control to the 

Post Mortem Routine (PMR); otherwise the IFT op 

merely unstacks the top stack unit. 

CHOICE Group 

The CHOICE group is implemented as a series of IF groups. 

These are preceded by two UJ ops and a CH op. The first UJ 

op merely jumps over the second one, which is used to exit 

from the CHOICE group. The THEN clause of each IF group is 

followed by a UJ op which jumps to this UJ op. 

CH Choice 

Op is only used to indicate entry to a CHOICE group. 

If flow trace is required a call is made to the DOR. 

The option selected is shown from the trace of IFJ 

ops. 
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CASE Group 

Translator compiles code to evaluate the case expression 

and, where appropriate, the values of the case bounds and 

leave these values in the stack. This is followed by the 

code for the case statements, preceded by a UJ op to jump 

over it. A CS or CSWB op is then compiled, followed by a 

list of UJ ops, one for each case statement. 

CS(no. of case stmts) Case 

Op uses values of case expression and case bounds to 

calculate the case index, and check that it is in 

the correct range. If flow trace is required the 

value of the case expression and the case index are 

passed to the DOR. The case index is then used to 

select the appropriate UJ op and branch to the 

corresponding case statement. 

CSWB(no. of case stmts) Case Without Bounds 

As for CS op, except that a lower bound of 1 is 

assumed. If flow trace is required the value of 

the case expression is passed to the DOR. The case 

index is not needed as it is identical to the case 

expression. 

Repeat Groups 

All repeat groups are compiled in a similar form 

consisting of the following four sections: a loop prologue, 

which is executed on entry to the loop and contains the 

mechanism for loop exit; loop control, which is executed at 

the begining of each iteration; the body of the loop; and 

finally, a UJ op which is used to branch to the loop control 

section at the end of each iteration. 

The loop prologue section consists of: a UJ op, a BA op, 

a TN0 or TN op, and code which pushes the required loop 

control units into the stack. The UJ merely jumps over the 

BA op, which in turn is used to exit from the loop. The TN0 
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or TN op is used to reserve a stack location for . the Loop 

Control Word. This is a stack unit consisting of three fields: 

a type field, set initially to 'number'; a label pointer field, 

which contains a pointer to the ST entry for the label of the 

repeat group if there is one, and zero otherwise; and a 

repetition count field, which is initially set to zero. Thus 

if the repeat group has no label, a TN0 op is used, otherwise, 

a TN op is used whose parameter will set the label field 

appropriately. 

In most cases the loop control section consists of a 

single loop control op (RWC, RT, RF, RFWT, or RS), however, 

in the case of a repeat-while or repeat-until loop, the loop 

control op (RW or RU) is preceded by code which evaluates the 

loop condition and stores its value at the top of the stack. 

On entry to the loop, the loop control op checks the types of 

the loop control units (if there are any), and changes the 

type of the Loop Control Word from 'number' to 'loop control 

word'. This type serves to indicate, on later iterations, 

that the loop has already been entered, and is used by the BA 

op in unstacking the loop control data when the loop is exited. 

If flow trace is required the loop control op then calls the 

DOR, which issues a message indicating entry to the appropriate 

form of repeat group. 

Next (or first, on subsequent iterations), the loop 

control op sets the line number register to the line number 

of the DO REPEAT statement, which is given by the line no. 

parameter of the loop control op. The loop control op then 

performs whatever loop control functions are required, which 

may (except for a RWC op or RFWT op) cause termination of the 

loop. Then, if loop trace is required the loop control op 

calls the DOR, passing the repetition count and, where 

appropriate, the value of the conrolled variable or the value 

of the loop condition. Finally the loop control op 

increments the repetition count in preparation for the next 

iteration. The specific loop control functions performed 

are given below. 
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BA(IL addr, label ptr) Branch Address 

If the label pointer parameter is zero, op merely 

unstacks the top-most set of loop control data 

(ie loop control units and Loop Control Word, as 

stacked by the loop prologue section). If this 

parameter is non-zero, op proceeds to unstack 

successive sets of loop control data until it finds 

a Loop Control Word whose label pointer field matches 

the value of the label pointer parameter. Finally, 

the loop control data associated with that Loop 

· Control Word is unstacked. If flow trace is 

required, then each time a Loop Control Word is 

encountered during this unstacking process, a call 

is made to the DOR which issues a message indicating 

exit from a repeat group. This message includes 

the number of iterations performed and the label of 

the repeat group if there is one. 

Loop Control Ops 

RWC(line no.) 

No special function. 

RT(BA addr, line no.) 

Repeat Without Control 

No control units used. 

Repeat Times 

Control unit is the value of the times expression. 

Its type and value are checked on entry to ensure it 

is an integer. On each iteration, if the value of 

the control unit is positive, op decrements that 

value by one. Otherwise, a branch is made to the 

BA op for the loop, whose address is given by the 

first parameter. 

1U'(BA addr, line no.) Repeat For 

Control units are: the address of the controlled 

variable, the starting value, the test value, and 

the increment value (assumed to be 1 if omitted). 

On entry op checks the types of the four control 
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units, and initializes the controlled variable. 

On subsequent iterations the stacked values are used 

to increment and test the controlled variable. 

If, after being incremented, the value of the 

controlled variable is greater than the test value, 

a branch is made to the BA op for the loop, whose 

address is given by the first parameter. 

Note: a repeat-for group is always executed at 

least once. 

RFWT ( line no. ) Repeat For Without Test 

Similar to the RF op, except that there is no test 

value in the stack, and no branch out address is 

required. 

RS(no. set elts, BA addr, line no.) Repeat Set 

Control units are: the address of the controlled 

variable, and values of the set list elements. 

On each iteration, while the iteration count, after 

incrementing, is not greater than the first parameter, 

the value of the iteration count is used to index the 

list of set list values and assign the appropriate 

value to the controlled variable. 

RW(BA addr, line no.) Repeat While 

Op tests the value of the loop condition, which has 

been stored at the top of the stack. If this value 

is false a branch is made to the BA op for the loop, 

whose address is given by the first parameter. 

RU(BA addr, line no.) Repeat Until 

As for RW op, but branch to BA op if value at top of 

stack is true,rather than when it is false. 
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Procedure and Function Declarations 

The following ops are used in translating procedure and 

function declarations. 

PE(no. FPs, no. Lis) Procedure Entry 

Inserted at the beginning of object code 

corresponding to procedure or function declaration. 

Parameters are number of formal parameters, and 

number of local identifiers,respectively. These 

are used to check the number of actual parameters 

passed, and to reserve space in the stack for local 

storage. 

MSF(local addr, no. Ais, dim) Make Storage Function 

VI 

Used in the case of local arrays. Parameters are: 

local address of last array word; number of array 

identifiers in the segment; and the dimension of 

the arrays. Each array segment is translated into 

code to evaluate the subscript bound expressions, 

followed by an MSF op. Op uses stacked subscript 

bound expression values to set up a storage mapping 

function, which replaces the used values on the 

stack. Space for the array elements is then 

reserved in the stack. 

Value Is 

Used to store the value of a function. The value 

and type at the top of the stack are stored in the 

stack location reserved immediately below the Return 

Address Word for the function. If fetch trace is 

required the ST address for the function is obtained 

from the Return Address Word in the stack. Finally, 

the top stack unit is wiped. 
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Return 

Used to return from a procedure or function. If 

flow trace is required the ST address of the Procedure 

Address Word is obtained from the Return Address Word 

in the stack. Op wipes all stack units above and 

including the Return Address Word, and makes a branch 

to the specified return address. 

Procedure and Function Calls 

In translating a function or procedure call, the 

translator compiles an RAF or RAP op, which reserves space in 

the stack for the Return Address Word, followed by object code 

which places the addresses or values of the actual parameters 

on the stack. This is followed by a CP op which enters the 

function or procedure. 

RAP Return Address Procedure 

Reserves space in the stack for procedure return 

address. 

RAF Return Address Function 

Reserves space in the stack for function return 

address. 

CP(ST addr, no. APs) Call Procedure 

Op places return address in the stack unit reserved 

for it by the RAP or RAF op, and stores the number 

of actual parameters, given by the second parameter, 

to be checked against the number of formal parameters 

by the PE op. If procedure trace is required op 

passes the ST address of each formal parameter which 

is not an array name, and the values of the 

corresponding actual parameters, to the DOR, along 

with the ST address of the Procedure Address Word (PAW). 

Op then branches to the beginning of object code for 

the procedure, the address of which is found in the 

PAW, whose address is the first parameter. 
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Tnput 

MUSSEL has a simple unformatted stream input; data being 

separated on the data cards by blanks or commas. Strings have 

the additional delimiter•:•. Arrays may be read in row-wise 

by specifying only the array name. For each element in the 

read list, the translator compiles code to place the correspond

ing address at the top of the stack, followed by an RD op. 

RD 

Output 

Read 

If the address at the top of the stack is ' the address 

of a variable or array element, the next value from 

the card input buffer is stored at that address along 

with its type. If store trace is required the trace 

message is produced as for an ST op. 

If the address at the top of the stack is the address 

of an array-word, data is read from the card input 

buffer and stored in the array, row-wise, until it 

is filled. 

MUSSEL provides both a simple fixed-format output, and a 

more flexible picture controlled output. The two forms can be 

mixed in the same PRINT statement. For each print list 

element without a PIC specification, code is compiled which 

places the value the the expression at the top of the stack, 

followed by a PR op. For picture controlled output, code is 

compiled to stack the values of all items controlled by the PIC 

specification, followed by a PRC op. 

PR Print 

The value at the top of the stack is printed in 

the appropriate format. 
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PRC(no. list elts, PIC spec.) Print Control 

First parameter gives the number of values which have 

been placed in the stack. These values are printed 

according to the PIC specification, which is given by 

the second parameter. 

TRACE and UNTRACE Statements 

Eleven new ops are used in translating TRACE and UNTRACE 

statement, each of which turns on or off one or more trace 

switches. In each case the first parameter of the op is 'on' 

for a TRACE statement, and 'off' for an UNTRACE statement. 

The following four ops are used for trace options in which 

a trace-list is used. The second parameter in each case is 

the symbol table address of the corresponding list element. 

TSS(on/off, ST addr} Trace Single Stores 

Op turns on or off the Store Trace switch in the 

addressed ST entry. 

TSV(on/off, ST addr} Trace Single Values 

Op turns on or off both the Store Trace and Fetch 

Trace switches in the addressed ST entry, or the 

Fetch Trace switch only in the case of a PAW for 

a function. 

TST(on/off, ST addr} Trace Single Types 

Op turns on or off the Type Trace switch in the 

addressed ST entry. 

TSP(on/off, ST entry} Trace Single Procedures 

Op turns on or off the Procedure Trace switch in the 

addressed symbol table entry. 
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The following seven ops are used for trace options in 

which no trace-list is used. 

TGS(on/off) Trace General Stores 

Op turns on or off the Store Trace switch in every 

ST entry corresponding to a variable or array name. 

TGV(on/off) Trace General Values 

Op turns on or off both the Store Trace switch and 

the Fetch Trace switch in every ST entry corresponding 

to a variable or array name, and the Fetch Trace 

switch in every ST entry which is the PAW for a 

function. 

TGT(on/off) Trace General Types 

Op turns on or off the Type Trace switch in every 

ST entry corresponding to a variable or array name. 

TGP(on/off) Trace General Procedures 

Op turns on or off the Procedure Trace switch in 

every ST entry which is a Procedure Address Word. 

TGF(on/off) Trace General Flow 

Op turns on or off the global Flow Trace switch. 

TGL(on/off) Trace General Loops 

Op turns on or off the global Loop Trace switch. 

TGX(on/off) Trace General Source 

Op turns on or off the global Source Trace switch. 

If no trace option is given, then one of each of the last 

six ops is compiled. 
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DUMP Statement 

Four new ops are used in translating DUMP statements. 

DUMP is used for snap dumps, while DSV, DAR and TI are used 

for partial dumps. 

A DUMP statement with no dump-list is a request for a 

snap dump, and is compiled as a single DUMP op. 

If a dump-list is given, then for each simple variable in 

the dump-list a TA or TLA op is compiled to place the address 

of the variable at the top of the stack, followed by a DSV op. 

For each· array range in the dump-list, code is compiled to 

stack the address of the array-word and the values of the 

subscript bound expressions, followed by a DAR op. A single 

array element is treated as an array range with equal bounds. 

For each conditional dump element the translator compiles code 

to evaluate the conditional expression, followed by an IFJ op 

which tests the value of the conditional expression and jumps 

over the code for the THEN clause if it is false. 

The TI op is used to turn the Trace Inhibit switch on 

and off at the beginning and end, respectively, of the code 

for a partial dump. This switch is set during the execution 

of a partial dump in order to inhibit any tracing which might 

occur from the use of fetches, function calls, and tests in 

conditional dump lists. 

DUMP 

DSV 

Snap Dump 

Op uses the templates of the main program and 

procedures to give a dump of all variables in the 

main program and all procedures which have been 

entered but not exited. 

Dump Simple Variable 

The value and type of the variable whose address is 

at the top of the stack are passed to the DOR along 

with the ST address of the variable. The ST address 

is obtained from the procedure template in the case 

of a local variable, otherwise it is the stacked address. 
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Dump Array Range 

Op retrieves the subscript bound values and the array

word address from the stack. If the array-word 

address is a 'stack address', the ST address for the 

array is obtained from the procedure template, 

otherwise it is the stacked array-word address. 

Op then steps through the specified range of elements, 

and for each element passes the ST address, the 

subscript values and the value and type of the array 

element to the DOR. Where ranges are specified on 

both dimensions of a two-dimensional array, elements 

are dumped in row-wise order. 

Trace Inhibit 

Op turns onor off the Trace Inhibit switch, according 

to the value of its parameter. Tracing will only 

occur while this switch is turned off. 



Appendix C 

Examples of MUSSEL Programs 

with 

Debugging Output 

This Appendix contains two versions of a 

program for Hoare's QUICKSORT algorithm, written 

in MUSSEL and demonstrating the use of the MUSSEL 

debugging facilities. The first version contains 

an error which was (unintentionally) introduced in 

translating the published algorithm into MUSSEL; 

this error has been corrected in the second version. 

The output shown is that which would be produced 

by an implementation of the MUSSEL system as 

described in Chapter 4. 
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NAME: GROVES, L.J. 

* 
** 
* * * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 

CONTROL CARDS : 
$MUSSEL GROVES, LeJe 
$DEBUG 
$TRACE ALL 1 
$HISTORY 30 

COMP IL AT ION : 
NO ERRORS DETECTc D 

* 
** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

76 STATEMENTS PROCESSED 

* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
***** 

DATE 23/11/74 PAGE 1 

***** ***** ******* * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * 
***** ** *** ******* * 

* * * * 
* * * * * * 
***** ***** ******* ******* 



NAME : GROVES, LeJe 

CROSS-REFERENCE TAB~ (PAGE 1 ) 

NAME TYPE 

DATA MAIN ARRAY 
EXCHANGE PROCEDURE 
A PARAMETER 
I PARAMETER 
J PARAMETER 
TEMP LOCAL VARIABLE 
PARTITION PROCEDURE 
A PARAMETER 
M PARAMETER 
N PARAMETER 
I PARAMETER 
J PARAMETER 
F LOCAL VARIABLE 
X LOCAL VARIABLE 
PART LABEL 
POST LABEL 
QUICK SORT PROCEDURE 
A PARAMETER 
M PARAMETER 
N PARAMETER 
I LOCAL VARIABLE 
J LOCAL VARIARLE 

EXEC ur I ON : 

DATE 23 / 11 /74 

OCCURENCES 

7, 72 , 73 , 7 4, 75 
11,18,38,45,50 
11,14,14,15,16,16,17 
11,14-,14,15,16 
11,14-,14,16,17 
13,15,17 
22,54,63 
22,26,30,34-,38,45,50 
22,25,27,36 
22,25,28,32 
22,27,29,30,31,31,32,38,39,39,43,45,46,46 
22,28,29,34-,35,35,36,38,40,40,48,50,51,51 
24-,25,26,4-3,45,48,50 
24-,26,30,34 
29,41 
42,53 
58,65,66,68,74 
58,63,65,66 
58,61,63,64,65 
5 8, 6 1 , 6 3 , 64 , 66 
60,63,64,64,66 
60,63,64,64,65 

PAGE 2 



UNSORTED DAf ,A 
64 

74( 1 ) 
74 ( 1 ) 

6 1 ( 1 ) 

61 ( 1 ) 
6 1 ( 1 ) 

63 ( 1 ) 
63( 1 ) 

25( 1 ) 
25( 1 ) 
25( 1 ) 
25( 1 ) 
26 ( 1 ) 
26( 1 ) 
26 ( 1 ) 

26( 1 ) 
27( 1 ) 
27( 1 ) 

27( 1 ) 
28( 1 ) 
28( 1 ) 

28( 1 ) 
29 ( 1 ) 

29( 1 ) 

29( 1 ) 
29( 1 ) 
30 ( 1 ) 

3 0( 1 ) 
30 ( 1 ) 
3 0( 1 ) 

30 ( 1 ) 
34( 1 ) 
34 ( 1 ) 

34( 1 ) 

7 12 6 18 25 

FLOW: ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT 
PARAMETERS: M = 1, N = 10 
FETCH: M = 1 
FETCH : N = 10 
FLOW : IF CONDITION IS TRUE 
FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE PARTITION 
PARAMETERS : M = 1, N = 10, I = UNDEF, J = UNDEF 
FETCH : M = 1 
FETCH: N = 10 

STORE : F = 5 
TYPE: UNDEF TO NUMBER, F = 5 

FETCH : F = 5 
FETCH: A(5) = 18 
STORE : X = 18 
TYPE: UNDEF TO NUMBER, X = 18 
FETCH : M = 1 
STORE : I = 1 
TYPE : UNDEF TO NUMBER, I = 1 

FETCH: N = 10 
STORE : J = 10 

TYPE: UNDEF TO NUMBER, J = 10 
FLOW : ENTER REPEAT WHILE GROUP, PART 
FETCH : I = 1 

FETCH : J = 10 

LOOP: 1, WHILE CONDITION IS TRUE 
FLOW : ENTER REPEAT WHILE GROUP 
FETCH : X = 1 8 
FETCH : A(l) = 64 
LOOP : 1, WHILE CONDITION IS FALSE 
FLOW : EXIT REPEAT WHILE GROUP AFTER O ITERATIONS 
FLOW : ENTER R~ ,EAT WHILE GROUP 
FETCH : X = 18 

FETCH! J = 10 

12 97 37 43 



34 ( 1 ) FETCH : A ( 10) = 43 
34( 1 ) LOOP . 1 • WHILE CONDI TIDN IS TRUE . 
35( 1 ) FETCH : J = 10 
35( 1 ) STORE . J = 9 . 
36 ( 1 ) FETCH . J = 9 . 
36( 1 ) FETCH ! M = 1 
36 C 1 ) FLOW . IF CONDITION IS FALSE . 
34( 1 ) FETCH . X = 18 . 
34 ( 1 ) FETCH . J = 9 . 
34( 1 ) FETCH ! A(9) = 37 
34 ( 1 ) LOOP . 2 • WHILE CONDITION IS TRUE . 
34( 1 ) FETCH . X = 18 . 
34 C 1 ) FETCH . J = 8 . 
34( 1 ) FETCH: A ( 8) = 97 
34 ( 1 ) LOOP . 3, WHILE CONDif ION IS TRUE . 
34( 1 ) FETCH: X = 18 
34 ( 1 ) FETCH . J = 7 . 
34( 1 ) FETCH: A(7) = 12 
34 ( 1 ) LOOP . 4, WHILE CONDIT ION IS FALSE . 
3 4( 1 ) FLOW . EX IT REP EAT WHILE GROUP AFTER 3 ITERATIONS . 
38( 1 ) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE EXCHANGE 
38( 1 ) PARAMETERS . I = 1. J = M . 
14 { 1 ) FETCH . I = 1 . 
14( 1 ) FETCH : J = 7 
14 C 1 ) FETCH . I = 1 . 
14( 1 ) FETCH: A ( 1 ) = 64 
14 ( 1 ) FETCH . J = 7 . 
14( 1 ) FETCH . A(7) = 12 . 
14 ( 1 ) FLOW : ASSERT CONDITION IS TRUE 
1 5( 1 ) FETCH: I = 1 
15 C 1 ) FETCH . A ( 1) = 64 . 
15( 1 ) STORE . TEMP= 64 . 
15 C 1 ) TYPE . UNDEF TD NUMB ER, TEMP = 64 . 
1 6( 1 ) FETCH . I = 1 . 
16 { 1 ) FETCH . J = 7 . 
16( 1 ) FETCH . A(7) = 12 . 



16 ( 1 ) STORE . A ( 1) = 12 . 
1 7 ( 1 ) FETCH : J = 7 
17 ( 1 ) FETCH . TEMP = 64 . 
1 7( 1 ) STORE : A(7) = 64 
18 ( 1 ) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE EXCHANGE . 
39( 1 ) FETCH . I = 1 . 
39( 1 ) STORE . I = 2 . 
40( 1 ) FETCH : J = 7 
40 ( 1 ) STORE . J = 6 . 
29( 1 ) FETCH : I = 2 
29( 1 ) FETCH . J = 6 . 
29( 1 ) LOOP . 2 • WHILE CONDITION IS FALSE . 
31 C 1 ) FETCH . I = 2 . 
3 1 ( 1 ) STORE ! I = 3 
32 ( 1 ) FETCH . I = 3 . 
32 ( 1 ) FETCH : N = 10 

32 ( 1 ) FLOW . IF CONDITION IS FALSE . 
1 4( 2) ERROR . ASSERT CONDI TI ON IS FALSE . 



NAME: GROVES, L.J. 

PROGRAM LISTING (PAGE l) 

L I NE ( COUNT ) 

l * 

STAT EMC: NT 

2 * HOARES QUICKSDRT ALGDRITH 
3 * CACM 4,7 (JULY 1 9 61), P. 321 
4 * FIRST ATTE~T 

5 * 
6( 1) DO 
7( 1) RESERVE DATA(l:10) 
8 * 

DATE 23/11/74 PAGE 

9 * EXCHANGE - SWAP VA~UES OF A( I) AND A(J), CHECK ORD E RING IS PRESERVED. 
10 * 
11( 2) DEFINE EXCHANG E ON A,I,J AS 
12( 2) DO 
13( 2) RESERVE TEMP 

ASSERT ( I .L T.J) .AND. ( AC I) .GT .A CJ)) 
SET TEMP TO A(I) 
SET A(J) TO A(I) 
SET A( J) TD TEMP 

1 4( 

15 ( 
16( 

17 ( 
18( 

19 

2) 
1 ) 
1 ) 

1 ) 
1 ) cND EXCHANGE 

* 
20 * PARTITION - USED BY QUICKSORT TD PARTITION ARRAY SEGMENT 
21 * 
22( 1) DEFINE PARTITION ON A,M,N,I,J AS 
23( 1) DO 
24( 1) RESERVE F, X 
25( 1) SET F TO (M+N)./.2 
26( 1) SET XTO A(F) 
27( 1) SET I TOM 
28( 1) SET J TO N 
29 C 
3 0( 

1 ) 
2) 

PART DO REPEAT WHILE I .LT• J 
DO REPEAT WHIL E X .G E . A(I) 

6 



NAME . GROVES, L.J. DATE . 23/11/74 PAGE 7 . . 
PROGRAM LISTING (PAGE 2) 

L I NE ( COUNT ) STATEMENT 

31( 4) SET I TO I+ 1 
32 ( 0) I F I . Ea. N THEN EXIT 
33 ( 2) END 
34( 2) DO REPEAT WHILE X eLEe A(J) 

35 ( 5) SET J TO J-1 
36( 0) IF J .E o . M THEN EXIT 
37( 2) END 
38( 2) EXECUTE EXCHANGE(A,I,J) 
39( 1 ) SET I TO I+l 
4 0( 1 ) SET J TO J-1 
41 ( 0) END PART 
42( 0) POST . DO CHOICE OF . 
43 ( 0) IF I e l. T • F 
44( 0) THEN DO 
45 ( 0) EXECUTE EXCHANGE(A,I,F) 
46( 0) SET I TO I +l 
47 ( 0) END 
48( 0) IF F • LT • J 
49 ( 0) THEN DO 
50( 0) EXECUTE EXCHANGE(A,F,J) 
51( 0) SET J TO J-1 
52( 0) END 

53 ( 0) END POST 
54( 0) END PART IT I ON 
55 ... .,. 

56 * QUI CKSO RT - SORTS THE ARRAY S EGME NT A ( M ) TO A(N). 
57 * 
58( 1 ) DEFINE QUICKSORT ON A,M, N AS 
59 ( 1 ) DO 
60( 1 ) RESERVE I• J 



NAME: GROVES, L.J. 

PROGRAM LISTING (PAGE 3) 

LINE (COUNT) 
61( 1) 

62 ( 1) 

STATEMENT 
IF M eLT. N 

THEN DO 

DATE 23/11/74 

63( 
64 C 
65( 

66 ( 
67( 

68 ( 

69 
70 

1 ) 
0) 
0) 

0) 

0) 

0) 

EXECUTE PARTITION(A,M,N,I,J) 

* 

END 
END QUICKSORT 

ASSERT ( M •L E • J ) •AND• ( J •LT• I ) • AND • ( I •LE• N) 
EXECUTE QUICKSORTCA,M,J) 
EXECUTE QUICKSORTCA,I,N) 

* MAIN PROGRAM - SORT 10 NUMBERS USING OUICKSORT. 
71 * 
72( 1) READ DATA 
73( 1) PRINT !UNSORTED DATA! ,NEWLINE,DATA(PIC=*****) 
74( 1) EXECUTE QUICKSORT(DATA,1,10) 
75( 0) PRINT NEWLINE(2) ,!S ORTED DATA!,NEWLINE,DATA(PIC=*****) 
76( 0) END 

PAGE 8 



NAME . GROVES, L.J • DATE : 23 / 11 /74 PAGE 9 . 
POST MORTEM DUMP (PAGE 1 ) 

EXC ~-NGE 

I = 6 J = 4 

PARTITION 

M = 1 N = 10 I = 6 J = 4 F = 5 X = 18 

au I CK SORT 

M = 1 N = 10 I = 6 J = 4 

MAIN PROGRAM 

DATA ( 1) = 12 D ATA(2) = 7 DATA ( 3) = 1 2 DATA(4) = 6 DATA(l0) = 43 



NAME: GROVES, LeJ• DATE 23/11/74 PAGE 1 0 

HISTORY ( PAGE 1) 

34 ( 2) FETCH . J = 6 . 
34( 2) FETCH . A(6) = 25 . 
34 ( 2) LOOP . 1 t WHILE CONDIT ION IS TRUE . 
35( 4) FETCH : J = 6 
35 ( 4) STORE . J = 5 . 
36( 4) FETCH : J = 5 
36 ( 4) FETCH . M = 1 . 
36( 4) FLOW . IF CO ND I T I ON IS FALSE . 
34( 2) FETCH . X = 18 . 
34( 2) FETCH . J = 5 . 
34( 2) FETCH . A(5) = 18 . 
34( 2) LOOP . 2t WHILE CONDITION IS TRUE . 
35 ( 5) FETCH . J = 5 . 
35( 5) STORE . J = 4 . 
36 ( 5) FETCH . J = 4 . 
36( 5) FETCH : M = 1 
36 ( 5) FLOW . IF CONDITION IS FALSE . 
34( 2) FETCH: X = 18 
34 ( 2) FETCH . J = 4 . 
34( 2) LOOP . 3, WHILE CONDITION IS FALSE . 
34( 2) FLOW : EXIT REPEAT WHlt_E GROUP AFTER 2 ITERATIONS 
38( 2) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE EXCHANGE 
38 ( 2) PARA METERS . I = 6 t J = 4 . 
14( 2) FETCH: J = 4 
14 ( 2) FETCH l I = 6 
14( 2) FETCH . I = 6 . 
14 ( 2) FETCH . A ( 6) = 25 . 
14 ( 2) FETCH : J = 4 
14 ( 2) FETCH . A(4) = 6 . 
14 ( 2) ERROR . ASSERT CONDITION IS FALSE . 



NAME: GROVES, LeJe 

* 
** 
* * * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 

CONTROL CARDS : 
$MUSSEL 
$DEBUG 

GROVES, L.J. 

COMPILATION : 
NO ERRORS DETECT~ D 

* 
** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

80 STATEMENTS PROCESSED 

* * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* * * 
***** 

DATE 24/11/74 PAGE l 

***** ***** ******* * 
* * * * * 

* * 
... .,.. 

***** ** *** ******* * 
* * * * 
* 

... 
* * * .,.. 

***** ***** ******* ******* 



NAME : GROVES, LeJe 

CROSS-REFERENCE TABL-= (PAGE 1 ) 

NAME TYPE 

DATA MAIN ARRAY 

EXCHANGE PROCEDURE 

A PARAMETER 

I PARAMETER 

J PARAMETER 

TEMP LOCAL VARIABLE 

PARTITION PROCEDURE 

A PARAMETER 
M PARAMETER 
N PARAMETER 

I PARAMETER 

J PARAMETER 
F LOCAL VARIABLE 

X LOCAL VARIABLE 
PART LABEL 
POST LABEL 

QUICK SORT PROCEDURE 
A PARAMETER 
M PARAMETER 

N PARAMETER 

I LOCAL VARIABLE 
J LOCAL VARIABLE 

EXECUf ION : 

DATE 24/11/74 

OCCUR ENC ES 

7, 76, 77, 7 8, 79 
11,19,40,47,52 
11,14,14,15,16,16,17,18 
11,14,14,15,16 
11,14,14,16,17 
13,15,17 
23,56,65 
23,27,31,35,40,47,52 
23,26,28,37 
23,26,29,33 
23,28,31,32,32,33,39,40,41,41,45,47,48,48 
23,29,35,36,36,37,39,40,42,42,50,52,53,53 
25,26, 2 7,45,47,50,52 
25,27,31,35 
30,43 
44,55 
60,68,69,71,75,78 
60,65,68,69 
60,63,65,67,68 
60,63,65,67,69 
62,65,66,67,67,69 
62,65 ,66,67,67,68 

PAGE 2 



UNSORTED DAf<.A 
64 7 12 6 18 25 12 97 37 43 

78( 1 ) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT 
78 ( 1 ) PARAMETERS : M = 1 • N = 1 0 
1 8( 1 ) OJMP . A ( 1 ) = 12 A ( 2) = 7 A( 3) = 12 A(4) = 6 A(5) = 18 A(6) = 25 . 
18 ( 1 ) DUMP . A(7) = 64 A(8) . = 97 A (9) = 37 A ( 1 0) = 43 
66( 1 ) OJMP . J = 4 I = 6 . 
68 ( 1 ) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
68( 1 ) PARAr.ETERS . M = 1. N = 4 . 
18 ( 2) DUMP . A ( 1 ) = 6 A(2) = 7 A ( 3) = 12 A ( 4) = 12 A ( 5) = 18 A(6) = 25 . 
18 ( 2) OJMP . A(7) = 64 A ( 8) = 97 A(9) = 37 A ( 10) = 43 . 
66 ( 2) DUMP . J = 1 I = 3 . 
68( 2) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
68 ( 2) PARA METERS . M = l• N = 1 . 
7 1 ( 1 ) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKS ORT . 
69 ( 1 ) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69( 1 ) PARAMETERS . 

M = 3. N = 4 . 
66 ( 3) DUMP . J = 3 I = 4 . 
·68( 3) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT 

68 ( 3) PARA METERS . M = 3. N = 3 . 
71( 2) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKS ORT . 
69( 2) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69( 2) PARAMETERS : M = 4. N = 4 
71 ( 3) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
7 1 ( 4) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKS ORT . 
71 ( 5) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69( 3) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69 ( 3) PARAMETERS : M = 6. N = 1 0 

18( 3) OJ MP . A ( 1 ) . = 6 A(2) = 7 A ( 3) = 12 A(4 ) = 1 2 A(5) = 18 A ( 6) = 25 
18 ( 3) DUMP . A(7) = 64 . A(8) = 43 A (9) = 37 A ( 1 0) = 97 
66( 4) DJMP . J = 9 I = l 0 . 
68 ( 4) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
68( 4) PARAMETERS . M = 6. N = 9 . 
18 ( 4) DUMP . A ( 1 ) = 6 A(2) = 7 A(3) = 12 A( 4) = 12 A ( 5) = 18 A(6) = 25 . 
18 ( 4) OJMP . A(7) = 37 A ( 8) = 43 A ( 9) = 64 A ( 10) = 97 . 
66 ( 5) DUMP . J = 8 I = 9 . 



68( 5) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICK SORT . 
68( 5) PARAMETERS . M = 6' N = 8 . 
66( 6) D.JMP . J = 6 I = 8 . 
68 ( 6) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
68( 6) PARAMETERS . 

M = 6, N = 6 . 
71 ( 6) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69( 5) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69( 5) PARAMETERS . M = 8, N = 8 . 
71( 7) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKS ORT . 
71 ( 8) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDUR E QUICKSORT . 
69( 6) FLOW : ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT 
69 ( 6) PARAMETERS . M = 9' N = 9 . 
71( 9) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDUR E QUICKS ORT . 
71 ( 10) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69( 7) FLOW . ENTER PROCEDURE QUICKSORT . 
69( 7) PARAMETERS . M = 1 0, N = 10 . 
71( 1 1 ) FLOW : EXIT PROCEDUR E QUICKSORT 
71 ( 12) FLO\'/ . EXIT PROCEDUR E QUICKSORT . 
7 1 { 13) FLOW . EXIT PROCEDUR E QUICKS ORT . 

SORTED DATA 

6 7 12 1 2 18 25 37 43 64 97 



NAME: GROVES. L.J. 

PROGRAM LISTING (PAGE 1) 

LI NE (COUNT) 

* 

STAT EME NT 

* HOARES QUICKSORT ALGOR ITH 
* CACM 4.7 (JULY 1961), P. 32 1 
* SECOND ATT EMPT 

* 
1) DO 
1 ) RESERVE DATA(l:10) 

* 

DATE 24/11/74 PAGE 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6( 
7( 

8 

9 * EXCHANGE - SWAP VALUES OF A( I) AND A(J), CHECK OR DE RING IS PRESERVED. 
10 
11 ( 
12( 

4) 
4) 

* 
DEFINE EXCHANG E ON A,I,J AS 
DO 

13 ( 4) RESERVE TEM P 
14( 4) ASSERT ( IeLTeJ)eAND. (A( 1 )e GT.A(J)) 
15( 4) SET TEMP TO A(I) 
16( 4) SET A(J) TO A(I) 
17( 4) SET A(J) TO T EM P 
1 8 ( 4 ) DU MP A ( 1 TO l v ) 

19( 4) END EXCHANGE 
20 * 
21 * PARTITION - US ED BY QUICK SORT TO PARTITI ON ARRAY Sf- Gl',ENT 
22 
23 ( 

24( 

6) 
6) 

25 ( 6) 

26( 6) 
27( 6) 
28( 6) 

29 ( 6) 
3 0( 6) 

* DEFINE PARTITI ON ON A, M,N,I,J AS 
DO 

RESERVE F ,X 
SET F TO (M+N)e/e 2 
SET XTO A( t= ) 
SET I TO M 
SET J T O N 

PART . DO REPEAT . 

5 



NAME: GROVES, L.J. 

PROGRAM LISTING (PAGE 2) 

L I NE ( COUNT ) 

31 ( 

32 ( 
33 ( 
34( 

35 ( 
36( 
37 ( 

38( 
39 ( 
4 0( 

41 ( 

8) 
15) 

4) 
8) 

8) 
10) 

3) 
8) 
6) 
2) 

2) 
42 ( 2) 

43 ( 6) END 

DATE ! 24/11/74 

STATEMENT 

DO REPEAT WHILE X eGEe A(I) 
SET I TO I+ 1 
IF I . Ea . N THEN EXIT 

END 
DO REPEAT WHILE X eL E e A(J) 

SET J TO J-1 
IF J . Ea. M THEN EXIT 

END 
IF I eGEe J THEN EXIT 
EXECUTE EXCHANGE(A,I,J) 
SET I TO I+ 1 
SET J TO J-1 

PART 
44( 6) POST . DO CHOICE OF . 
45 ( 6) IF I eL T • F 
46( 0) THEN DO 
47 ( 0) EXECUTE EXCHANGE(A,I , F) 
48( 0) SET I TO I+ 1 
49 ( 0) END 
50( 6) IF F •LT. J 

51 ( 2) THEN DO 
52( 2) EXECUTE EXCHANGE(A,F,J) 
53 ( 2) SET J TO J-1 
54( 2) END 
55 ( 6) END POST 
56( 6) END PART IT I ON 
57 * 
58 * QUICKSORT - SORTS THE ARRAY SEGMENT A(M) TO A(N)e 

59 * 
60( 13) DEFINE aUICKSORT ON A, M, N AS 

PAGE 6 



NAME: GROVES, LeJe 

PROGRAM LISTING (PAGE 3) 

LI NE (COUNT) STATEMENT 

1 3) 

13) 
1 3) 

DO 
RESERVE I,J 
IF M el_T. N 
THEN DO 

DATE 24/11/74 

61 ( 

62( 
63 ( 
64( 

65 ( 
66( 
67 ( 
68( 

69 ( 
70( 

6) 

6) 
6) 

6) 
6) 
6) 
6) 

EXECUTE PARTITION(A,M,N,I,J) 
DUMP J,I 

71 ( 
72 

1 3) 

* 

END 
END QUICK.SORT 

ASSERT (M.LEeJ).AND.(JeLTel)eANDe(leLE.N) 
EXECUTE QUICKS ORT ( A,M ,J) 
EXECUTE QUICKSORT(A,I,N) 

73 * MAIN PROGRAM - SORT 10 NUMBERS USING QUICKSORTe 

74 * 
75( 1) TRACE PROCEDURES(OUICKSORT) 
76( 1) READ DA TA 
77( 1) PRINT !UNSORTED OATA!,NEWLINE ,DATA(PIC= *****) 
78( 1) t::'.XECUTE QUICKSORT(DATA,1,10) 
79( 1) PRINT NEWLINE(2),ISORTED DATA?,NEWLINE,DATA(PIC=*****) 
80( 1) END 

PAGE 7 
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Bake 72 
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Barr 69 

Barr 71 
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Benn 73 
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